
 

 

 

GROUNDFISH CATCH 

SHARE COMMENTS 



I would like to submit the following comments about the ongoing Groundfish Catch Share Program 
Review to the full New England council: 
 
Good morning all, 
Amendment 18 (catch share ownership cap for groundfish) was remorselessly lobbied against by those 
who controlled excess shares, and those that aspired to do so in the future. 
The Council enlisted Lexicon to report on the issue with a resulting recommendation of an ownership cap 
of a maximum of 15%.  The NMFS chose to ignore that and has allowed ownership concentration in 
certain entities.  For instance Carlos Rafael owns 25% of Georges Bank black-backs.  Individual sectors 
also have accumulated overly large percentages of different stocks, with “umbrella” sectors magnifying 
the problem.  
This basic flaw in the New England groundfish catch share system needs to be corrected 
immediately.  We need to fix this basic fundamental fault in the foundation of New England groundfish 
catch shares now.  Yes, the council talked about it ad nauseam but always with the anti-accumulation 
limit lobby hard at it.  It is time to do the right thing, no matter if it seems to be unpopular. 
In light of Raphael's crippling effect on much of New Bedford (akin to the effect of Gulf King Shrimp on 
Aransas Pass, Texas) it is blatantly obvious now that a reasonable, real, accumulation limit is 
needed.  Much like the 5% ownership cap for scallops that we already have here in New Bedford. 
Thank you, 
Respectfully, Lawrence Patrick Kavanagh Jr 
President K&K Fishing Corp 
Fishing vessels Mary K, Moragh K, and Atlantic, New Bedford, Mass 

 











NEFMC, 
 

I am writing to express my concern over the New England Catch Share program. As 
you are conducting a formal review of the program it should be fairly clear that Catch 
Shares have not  achieved any of the alleged "benefits" of Catch Share programs. 
 

According to your website Catch Share programs have to following benefits: 
• Ensuring annual catch limits are not exceeded to support rebuilding and 

sustaining U.S. fisheries. 

• Reducing the costs to produce seafood. 

• Reducing market gluts and increasing dockside prices. 

• Extending fishing seasons. 

• Reducing bycatch. 

• Improving fishermen’s safety. 

It should be clear that NONE of these benefits have been obtained. And further that the 
disadvantages of Catch Shares have materialized in the time since they were 
implemented. 
 

Ensuring catch limits are not exceeded has not been accomplished. In fact the system 
encourages vertical integration which makes the type of chicanery perpetrated by 
Carlos Rafael more likely. Catch limits are in and of themselves a means to limit 
overfishing. Catch Shares do nothing to make that more likely to occur, and as we have 
seen make it actually less likely to occur. 
 

Furthermore, there is little if any evidence that since the implementation of Catch 
Shares that any of the species under management is now more rebuilt or sustainable. 
And please do not point to Haddock as a success story. A single species abundance is 
not the sign of a healthy fishery. 
 

Catch Shares have not reduced costs to produce seafood. Catch Shares by definition 
INCREASE costs. Fish that were previously caught for the price of a permit now have to 
be leased as quota.  
 

There has been essentially no change in the price for fish, despite increased costs. 
Market gluts are largely a function of bad fishing regulations. In reference to haddock 
abundance above, haddock are being sold as lobster bait because the market is full of 
16" haddock that fisherman cant sell. Again, a direct result of catch shares. 
 

Extending fishing seasons has not happened. Catch Shares created choke species 
which limits most fishermen's ability to fish year round. 
 

Reductions in bycatch can and are being obtained through better gear and technology 
in most fisheries around the world. Catch shares does nothing to reduce bycatch. As 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.fisheries.noaa.gov_topic_bycatch&d=DwMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=k7PAsAU9RdGo8w_OvOnJM660mQVeYHoVYigOYxVZk3A&m=7FuoospcZG3ibhaIjnru3K878ZUaAv2OGynEhco7mRI&s=qkvEEbwfps4dNM4A9IRFvGUDxGE5NhYq2FM8lo3o4jg&e=


noted recently by Dave Goethel ( https://www.fosters.com/news/20190801/hidden-cost-of-

fishery-monitoring) more bycatch death occurs due to the observer program than would 

from normal fishing practices. Again, where is the evidence of this Catch Share benefit? 
 

And finally Catch Shares have done NOTHING to increase safety at sea. Has the 
program funded any safety initiatives? Catch Shares has not changed the market 
dynamic that drives fishermen to go out in bad weather in order to get a higher price. 
Catch Shares has not funded safety seminars, vessel inspections or any other single 
program that could be said to increase safety. Its actually somewhat pathetic to argue 
Catch Shares somehow increase safety while making fishermen less money.  
 

Catch Shares are an unmitigated disaster for the New England groundfishery. The real 
"benifits" of Catch Shares is commodification and privitization of a public resource. In 
that you have succeeded. I see no other benifit to this tragic program.  
 

Simply put, there are less fish, less fishermen, same or lower dock prices, more 
corruption, more consolidation and less safety under Catch Shares. To see it any other 
way is willful blindness. Catch Shares do not work in New England, they do not work in 
other fisheries.  
 

Sincerely 

Sean Sullivan 
Marblehead, MA 
 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.fosters.com_news_20190801_hidden-2Dcost-2Dof-2Dfishery-2Dmonitoring&d=DwMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=k7PAsAU9RdGo8w_OvOnJM660mQVeYHoVYigOYxVZk3A&m=7FuoospcZG3ibhaIjnru3K878ZUaAv2OGynEhco7mRI&s=7KODOVYYU8vp_2fVPaFWpNqWHixdqFnrAyuJrTCdyC4&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.fosters.com_news_20190801_hidden-2Dcost-2Dof-2Dfishery-2Dmonitoring&d=DwMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=k7PAsAU9RdGo8w_OvOnJM660mQVeYHoVYigOYxVZk3A&m=7FuoospcZG3ibhaIjnru3K878ZUaAv2OGynEhco7mRI&s=7KODOVYYU8vp_2fVPaFWpNqWHixdqFnrAyuJrTCdyC4&e=


The most catastrophic problem of catch share fishery management in New 
England is that the stock assessments and actual fish stocks are 
disconnected.  Fisherman are trying to find areas to avoid choke stocks, rather 
than find fish!  The problem is: 

•        Price to lease choke stock fish goes up, because of the low inventory 

•        Price paid to boat is low, wholesale buyers can’t get enough to make it a 
marketable product 

•        Fishermen lose money and risk the entire fishery shut down 

  
Another problem is the observer program which only exists because of catch 
shares.  Among many issues, there is no routine opportunity for the observer data 
logs and landings to reconcile.  On a recent trip the observer weighed a certain 
species and arrived at 1600lbs (she said).  When landed it was only 1100lbs.   
  
My last concern with the catch share program is that fishing permits with landings 
in the qualifying years are once and for all the ones that have value.  This has 
created arm chair fisherman and put a price tag on quota that frankly will never 
be undone.   
  
In summary, catch share management was never intended or designed for a multi 
species fishery, the observer program is flawed and the system gave ownership to 
a public resource. 
  
Brian Pearce 

F/V Gracelyn Jane 

Portland, Maine 

 



From: Bore Head <bhfisherynation@gmail.com>  
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2019 2:21 PM 
To: comments <comments@nefmc.org> 
Subject: Groundfish Catch Share Program Review, Public Comment 
 
Greetings. We started following fishery issues over twelve years ago in various social media settings to 
engage with the general public and fishermen from every region throughout the world. One thing I have 
gotten out of reading hundreds of these articles, besides scorn, from New England to New Zealand about 
catch shares and fishery management was from a fishery manager discussing perversions in the process. 
The two words that should be in the front of minds of the deciding peoples that control the fait of others 
was "unintended consequences" of decisions made in the Gulf Red Snapper fishery, which seems to spill 
into every fishery management decision. Here are links to four pages of catch share articles. It was 
intentional to post these articles, hoping there would be positive results as people realized catch shares 
saved not one single fish. 
If these pages are reviewed by the council, we will feel that will be a step in the right direction.  
 
Thank you, Carol Breadmore 
 
http://fisherynation.com/?s=Catch+Shares 
http://fisherynation.com/page/2?s=Catch+Shares 
http://fisherynation.com/page/3?s=Catch+Shares 
http://fisherynation.com/page/4?s=Catch+Shares 
Theres more! 

 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__fisherynation.com_-3Fs-3DCatch-2BShares&d=DwMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=k7PAsAU9RdGo8w_OvOnJM660mQVeYHoVYigOYxVZk3A&m=hgjPKpcG2UpNjnsBO88YMmNiR9RNiGpI9eyuEQfeyZ0&s=oz5wgAwvpf3GvLeiWqhKN_2T9dAhM0UzcXB_pTL5j_s&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__fisherynation.com_page_2-3Fs-3DCatch-2BShares&d=DwMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=k7PAsAU9RdGo8w_OvOnJM660mQVeYHoVYigOYxVZk3A&m=hgjPKpcG2UpNjnsBO88YMmNiR9RNiGpI9eyuEQfeyZ0&s=4Lskn95oqqvYNdsXp3OOAI5F5WX8xjOV29ZHhYwIkTY&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__fisherynation.com_page_3-3Fs-3DCatch-2BShares&d=DwMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=k7PAsAU9RdGo8w_OvOnJM660mQVeYHoVYigOYxVZk3A&m=hgjPKpcG2UpNjnsBO88YMmNiR9RNiGpI9eyuEQfeyZ0&s=K56sPzuqdixN4E1l-ThvoN4Pf9EKskVQVcLyLvmyG1I&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__fisherynation.com_page_4-3Fs-3DCatch-2BShares&d=DwMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=k7PAsAU9RdGo8w_OvOnJM660mQVeYHoVYigOYxVZk3A&m=hgjPKpcG2UpNjnsBO88YMmNiR9RNiGpI9eyuEQfeyZ0&s=YyTwQIfRLMUtM9GfHA2jjoUoOAOR_MV5gA03qfQ9T8k&e=


Sector 13 landed 2.9 million lbs of groundfish in 20120 with 33 permits 
 
In 2018 with 63 permits it landed 2,057,000 lbs of groundfish. 
 
doesn't look like  a success to me! 
 
Fishing effort was 77% in 2010 
 
Fishing effort in 2018 was 13% 
 
Doesn't look like a success to me! 
 
 

John Haran 



I’m a life long commercial fisherman from Scarboro Maine. 
 
I’m 50, and fished since age 14. 
 
I’ve participated in many fisheries and spent 13 years exclusively ground fishing, from 2005-2018. 
 
The majic decade of 96 to 06 for qualifying quota may have worked for some but not for me 
 
I’ve spent 20 to 30% of my business gross income on leasing quota, many times from people who don’t 
groundfish at all. 
 
This is wrong on so many levels. 
 
Jobs fishing are good jobs 
Fishing boats contribute greatly to local economies and give jobs for dozens of people both on and off 
water 
 
A lease lord makes his money and is the sole beneficiary and this is wrong 
 
It’s time to re-allocate! 
 
The quota needs to go to those who fish! To those who own and maintain boats and offer jobs!!! 
 
When I started in 05’ I was allowed 40,000 GOM cod a year now I have 300! 
 
The GOM cod are back and the quota is too low for me to operate. The lease price is higher then I can 
sell it for much of the time. 
 
Catch shares has forced me out of groundfishing temporarily, I now fish for lobster, scallops and squid. 
Luckily I have these options but it cost me significant financial investment. 
 
As a small business man. Catch Shares has nearly ruined me. 
 
It’s time for a change! 
 
Robert M Odlin 
Owner/operator  
F/V Maria and Dorothy  
 
 



As a 62 year old lifelong fisherman I can tell you that this was the one major factor that made me decide 
this life was no longer going to be what I wanted to do. The thought of having to purchase fish before I 
was able to harvest them told me all I needed to know. 
As a young man the independence of this life was what drew me towards it. Today there is no 
independence. From the beginning of the Magnuson Stevens act till now all we have seen in an erosion 
of the very independence that made this life what it was. 
In no way shape or form am I saying that there should not be any regulations. On the contrary. Way 
back in the day I and many like minded fishermen were attending meetings pushing for regulations that 
MADE SENSE! What this whole regulatory nightmare has morphed into is an insult to those who were 
trying to do the right thing.  
It's now a full time occupation for a pile of government paid bureaucrats who know nothing about 
business and the only thing they've produced in life is hardship and pain for those they rule over and a 
guaranteed income for themselves by keeping things in a crisis mode.  
Am I mad about this? You're damned right I am. The fact that there even has to be a review of this 
program proves my point about the bureaucrats behind this con and hustle. Just drive around the once 
busting groundfish ports in New England and the review is staring you in the face. 
I'm hesitant to even send these comments because in the back of my mind I'm thinking that those 
responsible are reading these comments and high five-ing one another over the success of this scam.  
Bottom line...catch shares are a destructive force favoring the few at the expense of the many. 
Thanks for nothing! 
 
Joel Hovanesian 
Point Judith RI 
 



CATCH SHARES aka ITQ’S aka RESOURCE THEFT: or Catch Shares Are 
Illegal 

"Any form of quota trading leads to consolidation, as those with 
the deepest pockets win out.”  

"The introduction of quota trading between member states could 
spell the end for many, if not all, of Scotland's fishing 
communities.” 

  Richard Lochhead, Scotland’s Environment Secretary                                
              May 2011 
        

Call them ITQ's, IFQ’s, LAPP's, Catch Shares, use whatever label you like, 
the truth is surfacing worldwide that this free-market-
environmentalism shill for a privatization of publicly held ocean 
resources is a scam.  This BBC article contains Scotland’s Environmental 
Secretary Mr. Lochhead's clear warnings about the ill effects of 
potential fish quota trading between EU states.  
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-13378757 
 
His statements about ITQ trading between EU members and his 
warnings of privatization and the consequent consolidation, address 
the same destructive process that’s already well underway for small 
boat individual license holders and fishing ports here at home, 
difficulties already apparent under a one year old catch share program.  
 
At least the EU Commission is calling them by what they actually are, 
Individual Transferable Quotas, or ITQ’s; so then as a result they might 
begin a debate.  U.S. fishermen never had a debate; they had a decree 
from EDF’s Jane Lubchenco when she took over NOAA.  In addition to 
completely ignoring the Magnuson Stevens Act Standard 8, which 
requires socio-economic studies before implementation, catch shares 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-13378757


were never voted on by fishermen as required by law. The law, MSA 
303A (D), requires a 2/3 referendum vote among the affected license 
holders before the installation of any new management regimen.    

NOAA and its ENGO “partners” chose subterfuge over following the law 
in order to impose ITQ’s. They simply called them something else, 
sneaking them in around the law, arrogantly assuming no one would 
catch on; or by the time anyone did notice, it would be too late to do 
anything about it.  They claim that the National Standards and statutes 
of the Magnuson Stevens Act, written in order to prevent the negative 
consequences cited in the opening quote by the Scottish Secretary, 
simply don’t apply.  
 
 
Childish and Illegal Word Games 
 
NOAA and The Environmental Defense Corporation and their intrepid 
legal champions The Conservation Law Foundation play an ill advised 
childish word game when they  avoid using the term Individual 
Transferable Quota...they make a mockery of the intent of the law. 
Instead of the accurate term which would be ITQ’s, NOAA uses 
concoctions such as a potential sector contribution (PSC) and annual 
catch entitlement (ACE) and “voluntarily” joining a sector (a 
cooperative of catch share holders).  With these terms NOAA 
conveniently declares catch shares outside of the jurisdiction of the 
relevant Magnuson Stevens Act Standards governing such programs.  
The law refers to ITQ’s, so NOAA denies they need to comply since 
these are not ITQ’s.  It’s a bit like ...waterboarding is “enhanced 
interrogation”, so therefore, it is not illegal ...torture is illegal. 
 
However, applying a bit of common sense and some honesty, it 
becomes evident that a “Potential Sector Contribution” is the amount 
of uncaught fish poundage allocated to an individual boat and permit 



which, if exceeded---when actually fishing--- requires a purchase or 
trade for additional poundage, i.e., quota that is transferable from 
someone else’s allocation in order to supplement one’s initial allocation 
with the amount that the initial quota was exceeded by.  In other 
words a catch share is an allocation to an Individual permit holder of 
Transferable Quota or an ITQ.  
 
Whether this privilege to land the uncaught poundage is transferred 
(i.e., bought, sold, or traded) through a sector manager or at the local 
coffee shop, or invested in, and traded through fishing company shares 
of a Wall Street listed Global X Fishing Industry Fund, or through an 
allocation cyber trading site such as ACExchange, simply doesn’t 
matter, they are, nonetheless, individuals transferring quota.  That 
makes these ITQ’s, in any language, in any logic, in any universe---even 
in the two dimensional computer model and Power Point world of 
NOAA and the Fish Councils. 
 
In addition, NOAA’s use of the word “voluntary” to describe joining a 
sector is nothing but more verbal chicanery.  When fishermen got wind 
of the stipulation that the allowable catch for the “common pool” (the 
“alternative” to joining a catch share sector) was tightly controlled by, 
or at the whim of, the regional NMFS administrator, the common pool 
ceased to be considered a viable “option”.  Joining a sector then is not 
voluntary, if it’s the only way to keep fishing and stay in business. 
  
The Europeans apparently at least are not playing the same 
NOAA/EDF/CLF semantic shell game, i.e., calling ITQ’s by another name.  
NOAA, on the other hand, most certainly is. They are skirting and 
violating specific U.S. laws, some laid out in the original Magnuson 
Fisheries Conservation and Management Act, and again in the 
Magnuson Stevens Reauthorization Act, or MSA 2007, regarding the 
initiation and allocation and administering, of ITQ’s.  
 



In Violation of the Law 
 
Claiming that catch shares are “voluntary sector contributions” and not 
ITQ’s is not only ridiculous and underhanded, it is also illegal. It clearly 
violates the intent of the law.  NOAA is violating statutes and standards 
of the laws that were written to assure fishermen a voice in this process 
and to protect their fishing communities from the devastating 
economic consequences of ITQ privatization, which were referenced by 
the Scottish Secretary.   
 
In the MSA Reauthorization Act 2007, Rep. Barney Frank made sure 
the Referendum Standard was included:  
MSA 303A (D) NEW ENGLAND AND GULF REFERENDUM.  
(i) Except as provided in clause (iii) for the Gulf of Mexico commercial 
red snapper fishery, the New England and Gulf Councils may not submit, 
and the Secretary may not approve or implement a fishery management 
plan or amendment that creates an individual fishing quota program, 
including a Secretarial plan, unless such a system, as ultimately 
developed, has been approved by more than 2⁄3 of those voting in a 
referendum among eligible permit holders, or other persons described 
in clause (v), with respect to the New England Council, and by a majority 
of those voting in the referendum among eligible permit holders with 
respect to the Gulf Council. For multispecies permits in the Gulf of 
Mexico, only those participants who have substantially fished the 
species proposed to be included in the individual fishing quota 
program shall be eligible to vote in such a referendum. If an individual 
fishing quota program fails to be approved by the requisite number of 
those voting, it may be revised and submitted for approval in a 
subsequent referendum. 
 
NOAA’s Jane Lubchenco soon after being installed as director presented 
the catch share program essentially as a fait accompli in an early 
meeting with the New England fishing community. Obedient to this “no 



uncertain terms” directive from Jane, the catch shares program was 
then rammed through the Fisheries Management Council (where 
several council members ignored conflict of interest standards and 
failed to recuse themselves from the catch share deliberations, they 
voted to initiate the catch share program for groundfish even though 
they stood to gain personally from such a vote).  This passage by the 
council was, of course, pending final “approval” by NOAA/NMFS---who 
mandated the program in the first place. The fishermen (those most 
directly affected by this circular circus of management “regime 
change”) had little to no input in this process.  Certain members of the 
council acting to enthusiastically approve this program could be seen in 
violation of the following statute. 
 
Magnuson Stevens Fisheries Management Conservation Act, Sec301   
 (j) DISCLOSURE OF FINANCIAL INTEREST AND RECUSAL 
(7)(A)After the effective date of regulations promulgated under 
subparagraph (F) of this paragraph, an affected individual required to 
disclose a financial interest under paragraph (2) shall not vote on a 
Council decision which would have a significant and predictable effect 
on such financial interest. A Council decision shall be considered to have 
a significant and predictable effect on a financial interest if there is a 
close causal link between the Council decision and an expected and 
substantially disproportionate benefit to the financial interest of the 
affected individual relative to the financial interests of other 
participants in the same gear type or sector of the fishery. An affected 
individual who may not vote may participate in Council deliberations 
relating to the decision after notifying the Council of the voting recusal 
and identifying the financial interest that would be affected. 
 
In the first 2 years under these catch shares (ITQ’s for all intents and 
purposes) New England fishermen have experienced far reaching 
negative consequences.  They are now reeling from the consequences 
of inequitable individual catch share allocations, unrealistically low total 



annual catch limits, sloppy at best stock surveys, enmity and distrust of 
NOAA management and law enforcement, compromised integrity and 
intent of fisheries law and the council process, consolidation sponsored 
corruption and profiteering, and a great deal of stress caused by the 
demise of many independent fishing businesses with devastating 
effects on families and coastal communities.  Again NOAA violating the 
law: 
Magnuson Stevens Fisheries Management Conservation Act, Sec 303(d) 
(5) (C) provides for a fair and equitable initial allocation of individual 
fishing quotas, prevents any person from acquiring an excessive share 
of the individual fishing quotas issued, and considers the allocation of a 
portion of the annual harvest in the fishery for entry-level fishermen, 
small vessel owners, and crew members who do not hold or qualify for 
individual fishing quotas.  
 
Could It Be 

If catch shares are working so well, and if “revenues are up”, and if all 

the fishermen just love them, as the advocates claim, if they are so 

successful and popular; would it be necessary for NOAA/EDF/CLF to 

spend $millions to push and defend them? 

Why are the majority of the affected fishing communities, the 

fishermen, the shoreside businesses, Congressional oversight 

committees, a bipartisan Congressional delegation from Maine to the 

Gulf of Mexico and now some on the west coast, the mayors, the 

governors, lawyers, judges, reporters, columnists, scientists, analysts 

and researchers, why are they all questioning, and most of them 

ultimately opposing, the catch share scheme? Is this catch share 

resistance movement a conspiracy of deluded or ignorant individuals, a 

“...hotbed of whiners”, or a group of itinerant alcoholic part-time drifter 

fishermen?  Is it the gobs of money that the fishermen are spending on 



media misinformation campaigns; and is it their grants to University 

departments to secure agenda-driven “scientific” propaganda articles, 

that’s creating this catch share furor?  And could all this be happening 

so that they can hunt down the very last fish in order to secure the 

destruction of their own future?  

Or could it be that there is something very wrong with the fisheries 

management program of catch shares? 

Rather than NOAA and “partners”, The Environmental Defense Fund 

and The Conservation Law Foundation, spending all those millions 

trying to defend this indefensible program, why not actually do some 

good in the world and put that money into a bit of ...conservation?  

Perhaps the Gulf of Mexico could use some oil industry oversight 

attention; or how about monitoring and stopping the pollution of the 

coastal estuarine fish rookeries, a project that would actually help the 

fish; these might be projects worthy of some of those millions. 

It is possible for NOAA to save a lot of time and money and settle this 

catch share issue right now. NOAA could simply obey the law and put 

catch shares to a referendum vote.  

Spending millions of dollars pushing and defending catch shares by 

NOAA and “partners” is a clear indicator that this management scheme 

is a disaster.  Their misdirected zeal also indicates that catch shares, in 

reality, have little to do with the health of the fish and the fishing 

communities and much more to do with a handful of investors looking 

for a new commodity and a new pair of economic roller skates.   

  

       Dick Grachek, Mystic CT 



Please take the time to read this: 
This is my personal statement concerning the destructiveness of the 
catch share management scheme, especially the inequity of the 
allocation process, and the specific consequences for my New England 
fishing operation. Mine is a local small business which employs four 
fishermen and supports four families with several children; and is 
comprised of one vessel, with one Multi-Species groundfish license.  My 
wife and I have our life savings and retirement invested in this business. 
  
 Our 80 foot groundfishing vessel “Anne Kathryn” was acquired in 
July of 2005.  This vessel was an upgrade from a smaller vessel which, 
although well found and stout, was too small to safely fish offshore in 
the North Atlantic, full time, year ‘round.   
  
 The new vessel’s hull and basic machinery were sound but 
neglected and were in need of rehabilitation.  From July of 2005 
through October of 2006 the vessel was laid up and totally refitted, 
deck, superstructure, electrical and machinery, were rebuilt or 
replaced.  The dates of lay-up are significant because the New England 
Fisheries Management Council (strongly influenced by NOAA) decreed 
as the “qualification period” for the allocation of catch shares, the 
fishing years 1996 through 2006. The only fishing trips that occurred 
under my ownership of this vessel during that “qualification period” 
were initial “shakedown” trips in 2006.  These trips were made solely 
for the purpose of ascertaining the repairs and upgrades that were still 
needed, and were not aimed at accumulating large catches.   Most such 
trips were local and for non-groundfish species. 
  
 In other words, the fish poundage allocation this vessel was 
assigned by NOAA was based solely on the catch history of the previous 
owner.  I purchased the vessel when the “currency” for fishing 
allocation was in the form of Days-At-Sea, and this license had the 
maximum days allowed at the time.  The rules then changed from the 



“effort control” of days-at-sea, to the “out-put control” of basing 
allocation of “allowed landings” on the total accumulated poundage of 
catch per license, per species, during the 1996-2006 fishing years 
period, and then measuring this poundage percentage against the total 
poundage per species landed by all boats in that period. 
  
 The previous owner of my boat and license fished three boats 
concurrently, so my vessel was fished only a portion of the available 
time, and not always for groundfish, but also for Squid, Whiting, Scup, 
and Fluke, species that are not counted as groundfish and would not 
figure into in my current catch share allocation for groundfish. 
  
 The result is that my vessel was allocated a very small percentage 
of the significant groundfish species Total Allowable Catch, 
approximately 5% of the amount of fish that we had landed per year 
over the 4 years that the boat fished groundfish under the days-at-sea 
system. We were allocated under the Catch Shares regime 
approximately 5% of the catch amount which is necessary for my 
business to remain viable as a groundfishing vessel. 

 My boat has not been groundfishing since June, 2011.  We made two 
groundfish trips after purchasing poundage as prescribed by the catch 
shares system. Both trips were brokers. Fish that were purchased were 
not plentiful for that particular trip and the boat wound up with 
thousands of dollars in the red for fuel.  Anne Kathryn has lost 
approximately 50% of its traditional income due to catch shares.  
 
We have not been able to land “groundfish” due to paltry initial 
individual catch share allocation and have been forced to rely on two 
non-groundfish species. Fluke which are plentiful but lagging regulation 
easing often creates an untenable situation (CT and RI are typically 
allowing 50Lbs daily landings during the summer season); and relying 



principally on the Squid showing up on the fishing grounds in time to 
make ends meet usually creates financial havoc. 
 
In other words the financial stability resulting from the ability to fish for 
many different species throughout the season---a cherished and 
ecologically valuable asset of the nimble gear switching New England 
fishermen---is all but gone for small fishing operations like the F/V Anne 
Kathryn and the majority of Northeast’s independent family owned 
vessels as well.    
 
The majority of local fishing operations are in straits similar to mine; 
some are in worse predicaments; and some have already disappeared. 
The Amendment 16 catch share/sector scheme must be halted before 
the few remaining boats like mine are gone and we lose this entire 
industry, a vital source of healthy food, and a precious natural resource.    
 

Catch shares management has not demonstrated a positive effect on 
any of the fisheries it has touched.  It has not proven healthy for the 
fish, the fish consuming public, the fishing communities, or the larger 
economy.  Catch share management is nothing but an economic 
privatization scheme and what it has demonstrated is an ability to 
commodify a publicly owned resource, award its ownership to a 
(capitalized few) select few, endanger the independent fishermen, and 
...make the rich richer.   

The catch shares management fiasco, ironically, far from improving the 
health of the stocks has removed a vital conservation factor. A fleet of 
many privately owned small boats have conservation systems and limits 
built in. They are restricted by weather and range and limited funding, 
by market prices, fuel and mechanical repair costs; they naturally spend 
down (non-fishing) time due to these factors.  Due to narrow financial 
margins and weather safety issues, they can only fish for the stocks that 
are plentiful and within reach of their ports.  It is not financially viable 



for them to fish on depleted stocks.  This coupled with intelligent 
management would secure the health of the resource and the fishery 
ecosystem.  

A Fleet of many small “inefficient” boats will sustain the fish, preserve 
jobs, provide a vital healthy source of fresh food daily, and keep the 
traditional coastal fishing communities thriving.   

Catch shares clearly invite the disastrous effects of private equity 
market capitalization that will dismantle the naturally constrained 
private family owned operations in favor of market-capitalized, 
vertically integrated operations, wielding fleets of large vessels without 
the built in constraints. 

Dick Grachek, F/V Anne Kathryn  

Stonington, CT and Point Judith, RI 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



My boat has not been groundfishing since May 1, 2010.  We have lost 
half of our income because of low personal allocations.  With 2900lbs 
of Georges Bank Yellowtail for the year, it doesn’t look good for any 
groundfishing at all this year. 

Sincerely, Dick Grachek, owner F/V Anne Kathryn out of Stonington, CT 
and Point Judith, RI 

 



To whom it may concern, 
Please take the time to read what I have written regarding how this scheme has effected my business 
and the families that rely on it. 
 
Also catch shares were implemented via a Peter Shelley and CLF hatched legalese end run and Catch 
Shares are still essentially illegal according to statutes in the MSA. If you are interested and have an 
open mind to the way this really went down, I will also attach something I wrote years ago called "Catch 
Shares Are Illegal" making that case. 
 
I have attached my statement and will copy it below as well. 
 
Thanks in advance for your open minded attention, Dick Grachek,  F/V Anne Kathryn 
 
    This is my personal statement concerning the destructiveness of the catch share management 
scheme, especially the inequity of the allocation process, and the specific consequences for my New 
England fishing operation. Mine is a local small business which employs four fishermen and supports 
four families with several children; and is comprised of one vessel, with one Multi-Species groundfish 
license. 
My wife and I have our life savings and retirement invested in this business. 
  
    Our 80 foot groundfishing vessel “Anne Kathryn” was acquired in July of 2005.  This vessel was an 
upgrade from a smaller vessel which, although well found and stout, was too small to safely fish 
offshore in the North Atlantic, full time, year ‘round. 
  
    The new vessel’s hull and basic machinery were sound but neglected and were in need of 
rehabilitation.  From July of 2005 through October of 2006 the vessel was laid up and totally refitted, 
deck, superstructure, electrical and machinery, were rebuilt or replaced. 
The dates of lay-up are significant because the New England Fisheries Management Council (strongly 
influenced by NOAA) decreed as the “qualification period” for the allocation of catch shares, the fishing 
years 1996 through 2006. The only fishing trips that occurred under my ownership of this vessel during 
that “qualification period” were initial “shakedown” trips in 2006.  These trips were made solely for the 
purpose of ascertaining the repairs and upgrades that were still needed, and were not aimed at 
accumulating large catches. Most such trips were local and for non-groundfish species. 
  
    In other words, the fish poundage allocation this vessel was assigned by NOAA was based solely on 
the catch history of the previous owner.  I purchased the vessel when the “currency” for fishing 
allocation was in the form of Days-At-Sea, and this license had the maximum days allowed at the time.  
The rules then changed from the “effort control” of days-at-sea, to the “out-put control” of basing 
allocation of “allowed landings” on the total accumulated poundage of catch per license, per species, 
during the 1996-2006 fishing years period, and then measuring this poundage percentage against the 
total poundage per species landed by all boats in that period. 
  
    The previous owner of my boat and license fished three boats concurrently, so my vessel was fished 
only a portion of the available time, and not always for groundfish, but also for Squid, Whiting, Scup, 
and Fluke, species that are not counted as groundfish and would not figure into in my current catch 
share allocation for groundfish. 
  



    The result is that my vessel was allocated a very small percentage of the significant groundfish species 
Total Allowable Catch, approximately 5% of the amount of fish that we had landed per year over the 4 
years that the boat fished groundfish under the days-at-sea system. We were allocated under the Catch 
Shares regime approximately 5% of the catch amount which is necessary for my business to remain 
viable as a groundfishing vessel. 
 
    My boat has not been groundfishing since June, 2011.  We made two groundfish trips after purchasing 
poundage as prescribed by the catch shares system. Both trips were brokers. Fish that were purchased 
were not plentiful for that particular trip and the boat wound up with thousands of dollars in the red for 
fuel.  Anne Kathryn has lost approximately 50% of its traditional income due to catch shares. 
 
    We have not been able to land “groundfish” due to paltry initial individual catch share allocation and 
have been forced to rely on two non-groundfish species. Fluke which are plentiful but lagging regulation 
easing often creates an untenable situation (CT and RI are typically allowing 50Lbs daily landings during 
the summer season); and relying principally on the Squid showing up on the fishing grounds in time to 
make ends meet usually creates financial havoc. 
 
    In other words the financial stability resulting from the ability to fish for many different species 
throughout the season---a cherished and ecologically valuable asset of the nimble gear switching New 
England fishermen---is all but gone for small fishing operations like the F/V Anne Kathryn and the 
majority of Northeast’s independent family owned vessels as well. 
 
     The majority of local fishing operations are in straits similar to mine; some are in worse 
predicaments; and some have already disappeared. The Amendment 16 catch share/sector scheme 
must be halted before the few remaining boats like mine are gone and we lose this entire industry, a 
vital source of healthy food, and a precious natural resource. 
 
    Catch shares management has not demonstrated a positive effect on any of the fisheries it has 
touched.  It has not proven healthy for the fish, the fish consuming public, the fishing communities, or 
the larger economy.  Catch share management is nothing but an economic privatization scheme and 
what it has demonstrated is an ability to commodify a publicly owned resource, award its ownership to 
a (capitalized few) select few, endanger the independent fishermen, and ...make the rich richer. 
 
    The catch shares management fiasco, ironically, far from improving the health of the stocks has 
removed a vital conservation factor. A fleet of many privately owned small boats have conservation 
systems and limits built in. They are restricted by weather and range and limited funding, by market 
prices, fuel and mechanical repair costs; they naturally spend down (non-fishing) time due to these 
factors. 
Due to narrow financial margins and weather safety issues, they can only fish for the stocks that are 
plentiful and within reach of their ports.  It is not financially viable for them to fish on depleted stocks.  
This coupled with intelligent management would secure the health of the resource and the fishery 
ecosystem. 
 
    So a fleet of many diverse “inefficient” small boats will sustain the fish, preserve jobs, provide a vital 
healthy source of fresh food daily, and keep the traditional coastal fishing communities thriving. 
 



    Catch shares clearly invite the disastrous effects of resource monetization that will dismantle the 
naturally constrained private family owned operations in favor of market-capitalized, vertically 
integrated operations, wielding fleets of large vessels without the built in constraints. 
 
Dick Grachek, owner F/V Anne Kathryn 
  Stonington, CT and Point Judith, RI 
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Paper Fish and Policy Conflict: Catch Shares and Ecosystem-Based
Management in Maine’s Groundfishery

Jennifer F. Brewer 1

ABSTRACT. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration professes support for ecosystem-
based fisheries management, as mandated by Congress in the Fishery Conservation and Management Act,
and as endorsed by the Obama Administration’s national ocean policy. Nonetheless, driving agency policies,
including catch shares and fishing quotas, focus principally on individual species, diverting attention from
ecosystem considerations such as habitat, migratory patterns, trophic relationships, fishing gear, and firm-
level decision making. Environmental non-governmental organization (ENGO) agendas manifest similar
inconsistencies. A case study of Maine’s groundfishery demonstrates implications of this policy conflict
at the local level. There, multigenerational fishing villages have historically pursued diversified and adaptive
livelihood strategies, supported by local ecological knowledge. This tradition is increasingly eroded by
regulatory constraints, including catch shares. Field observation, interviews, survey data, and archival
review reveal that industry-supported, ecosystem-focused proposals have been rejected by the New England
Fishery Management Council, despite the apparent failure of single-species approaches to sustain fish
populations, fished ecosystems, and fishing-dependent communities. The creation of groundfishery catch
share sectors is likely to perpetuate industry consolidation and political entrenchment under more mobile
capital, following precedent set by days-at-sea, and making area protections and gear restrictions less likely.
Pending marine spatial planning efforts could enhance social–ecological resilience by creating new
opportunities for transdisciplinary decision support, and broader public participation and accountability.

Key Words: catch shares; ecosystem-based management; fisheries; Fishery Management Council;
groundfish; ITQs; Maine; New England; NOAA; quotas

INTRODUCTION

On 19 July 2010, President Obama signed a National
Ocean Policy executive order endorsing findings of
the Administration’s Interagency Ocean Policy
Task Force, including “ecosystem-based” and
“adaptive” marine resource management (Interagency
Ocean Policy Task Force 2009). Meanwhile, the
National Marine Fisheries Service of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
was finalizing a national policy encouraging the use
of fishery catch shares. Catch shares include limited
access privileges, individual fishing quotas (ITQs),
and quotas held by groups such as harvest
cooperatives or fleet sectors (NOAA 2009). Both
policies were informed by years of environmental
non-governmental organizations (ENGOs) lobbying
of NOAA and the White House Council on
Environmental Quality, by Congressional mandates

embedded in the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery
Conservation and Management Act (FCMA)—
particularly its amendments in 1996 and 2006—and
by reports from bodies such as the National
Academy of Sciences, U.S. Oceans Commission,
and Pew Oceans Commission (National Research
Council 1999, 2006, Pew Oceans Commission
2003, U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy 2004,
Joint Oceans Commission Initiative 2009). Despite
this breadth of input, public discussion appears not
to consider the possibility that ecosystem-based
management and catch shares are at odds:
historically intertwined, but conceptually divergent.

Although policy conflict is nothing new, this
particular divergence provides entrée to more
empirically robust conversations about the future of
marine resource management. Evidence from the
nation’s oldest commercial fishery, the New
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England groundfishery (which includes bottom-
dwelling species, such as cod (Gadus morhua),
haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus), winter
flounder (Pleuronectes americanus), dabs
(Hippoglossoides platessoides), grey sole (Glyptocephalus
cynoglossus), pollock (Pollachius virens), whiting
(Merluccius bilinearis), red hake (Urophycis
chuss), and redfish (Sebastes fasciatus)) and,
especially, case material from the state of Maine
suggest that catch shares may deter the development
of ecosystem-based management. Catch shares shift
the attention of managers, fishermen, and the public
away from integrated understandings of fished
ecosystems and fishing practices, and toward paper
fish. The term “paper fish” was coined by fishermen
to refer to federal permits allowing fishing activities
based on single-species stock assessments,
implying that the assessments are detached from the
complexities of real-world fishing practice and
fished ecosystems. (The few fisherwomen in New
England self-identify as “fishermen,” so that term
is used here.)

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
now boasts 14 catch share programs in the United
States. Although some fishermen have implemented
catch shares with relative enthusiasm, others are
deeply concerned about long-term social–
ecological damage. Public comments collected by
NOAA in 2010 and summarized in Appendix 1
revealed a strong opposition to catch shares among
both commercial and recreational fishermen,
reaching 83% and 90% respectively. Maine’s
fishing communities have long been among the
most resistant to catch shares. Opposition grows
principally from socioeconomic considerations,
specifically the concern that catch shares
consolidate fishery access and decision making in
the hands of fewer, larger, and less locally
committed firms, but it also reflects concerns about
ecosystem impacts. Similar objections are raised by
fishermen in other locales, but often with less
unanimity.

Pursuant to this argument, this paper briefly
summarizes scholarship on ecosystem- and catch
share-based fisheries policy in the U.S. context,
presents the groundfish case study and discusses its
implications, and concludes with a glance toward
possible futures.

Ecosystem-Based Management

Ecosystem-oriented decision support for resource
management originates at least as early as the 1930s
and 1940s when biologists began advocating the
protection of biodiversity and ecosystem services
using politically adaptive strategies (Grumbine
1994, Scheiber 1997). Despite profound differences
in conceptual and normative orientation, this history
runs parallel to the evolution of fisheries yield
models, which originated earlier in the 20th century,
and flourished in the 1930s through 1970s (Larkin
1977). Yield models grew out of agricultural and
industrial production models developed to
maximize economic output–input ratios, paired
with increasing biological knowledge about species
population dynamics, and more-or-less nuanced
conceptions of carrying capacity (Baranov 1918,
Ricker 1948, Schaefer 1954, Beverton and Holt
1957).

Although principles of ecosystem management
gained traction more rapidly in government
agencies responsible for terrestrial resources, such
as forests and wildlife, 1996 and 2006
reauthorizations of the FCMA include language
intended to advance a more ecosystemic orientation
in fisheries policy (McLeod and Leslie 2009). In the
last decade, a veritable cottage industry of papers,
reports, and special journal issues has produced
proposals for more ecosystem-based fisheries
management (Ecological Society of America 1998,
Ecosystem Principles Advisory Panel 1999, Link
2002, United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization 2002, Pikitch et al. 2004, Browman
and Stergiou 2005, Cury and Christensen 2005,
McLeod et al. 2005, National Research Council
2006, Murawski 2007, Varjopuro et al. 2008,
Rosenberg 2009, Tallis et al. 2010).

Central principles found in many of these
frameworks include:
 

1. Future provision of ecosystem goods and
services.
 

2. Adaptability and resilience to accommodate
change and surprise in complex systems.
 

3. Interconnectedness of human and environmental
variables.
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4. Broad social learning despite uncertainties.
 

5. Place-based understanding of cumulative
impacts and cross-scalar interactions.
 

6. Public accountability for management trade-
offs (Ecological Society of America 1998,
Ecosystem Principles Advisory Panel 1999,
United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization 2002, Tallis et al. 2010).
 

 Although some fisheries scholars and managers
question the feasibility of ecosystem-based
management, especially given current legal
constraints and limited financial, human, and
information resources, few object substantively to
its core mission. Biologists employed or funded by
NOAA are developing multi-species population
models, and ENGOs have embraced at least the
ecosystem-oriented phraseology, especially to
support broader and more precautionary regulatory
attention to species and habitat.

Share-Based Management

Share-based fishery management renames a policy
trend pursued more or less actively in the United
States since the 1980s, borrowing from Canadian
experiences of the 1970s (National Research
Council 1999). Finding that reductions in the issue
of fishing permits were insufficient to prevent fish
population declines, some economists advocated
quota allocations of harvestable species to
individual firms, often arguing that market
transferability would create a conservation
incentive because future quota values would rise
with the availability of future fish populations
(Christy 1973, Rettig and Ginter 1978, Copes 1979).
These discussions were directly informed by older
debates in economic theory between preferences for
public or private stewardship of fisheries and other
natural resources (Gordon 1953, Scott 1955).
Advocates for individual quotas argue that the
mechanism distributes fishing effort more evenly
across time, thereby increasing prices and safety,
reducing fleet overcapitalization, and potentially
increasing conservation incentives by creating a
market to internalize at least species-specific
externalities (National Research Council 1999).

Much empirical evidence on catch shares is
inconclusive or depicts mixed outcomes. A study of
121 individual quota fisheries and 11,014 non-quota

fisheries found that individual quotas reduce or
reverse rates of fishery decline (Costello et al. 2008).
The study estimated fishery status by comparing
historical harvest levels, however, not living fish
populations or other ecosystem variables, and did
not control for differences among fisheries or
management mechanisms that might be implemented
simultaneously with quotas. Even examining the
single case of British Columbia halibut ITQs, two
recent papers found evidence supporting rather
different arguments. One found that market
distortions around capital and information access
necessary for quota leasing undermine broad
distribution of public goods (Pinkerton and Edwards
2009). Another argued that ITQs nonetheless
increase halibut landings and overall income (Turris
2010). Although these findings are not incongruent,
they remind us that different truths become more
and less salient at different scales of analysis, and
that policy decisions require difficult trade-offs
among competing social priorities. Given evidence
of social–ecological externalities in the groundfish
case, it may be that quotas are better for target fish
populations and capital investors than for social–
ecological diversity, or collateral ecosystem goods
and services.

In the U.S., ITQs were created for Atlantic surf
clams and quahogs in 1990, for South Atlantic
wreckfish in 1992, and for Alaska halibut and
sablefish in 1995 following more protracted public
debate. Shortly thereafter, the 1996 FCMA
amendment encouraging ecosystem approaches to
management also imposed a moratorium on ITQs
and commissioned a National Academy of Sciences
study, responding to concerns about privatization
of public trust resources voiced by both less
capitalized fishing firms and ENGOs. The Academy
study underscored social and ecological concerns
about ITQs, but recommended that they be
permitted with provisions for detailed oversight and
review (National Research Council 1999). Major
national ENGOs largely opposed, expressed
concern about, or were neutral on ITQs through the
mid 2000s, and some lobbied for close federal
oversight in FCMA 2006 reauthorization (Marine
Fish Conservation Network 2007). The Environmental
Defense Fund, however, has long advocated
individual transferable fishing quotas with few
restrictions on transferability, true to its belief in the
ability of private property rights to resolve
environmental problems (Environmental Defense
Fund 1994).
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In 2004, the Bush Administration announced
support for “dedicated access privileges,” meant to
encompass individual and group quotas (Office of
the President 2004). Reauthorization of the FCMA
in 2006 subsequently lifted the ITQ moratorium,
and replaced it with industry referendum
requirements only for any New England ITQ
proposal. In 2008, Environmental Defense’s Board
Vice Chair was appointed as NOAA’s top
administrator, and in 2009, a Pew report expressed
support for catch shares (Pew Environment Group
2009). Subsequently, the Obama Administration
endorsed ITQs along with less market-driven quota
systems, and devoted NOAA resources to
implementation (Catch Shares Working Group
2008, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration 2009). By summer of 2009, when
public comment was submitted on a transformative
sector quota proposal in New England’s
groundfishery, pivotal marine ENGOs including the
Ocean Conservancy, Conservation Law Foundation,
Environmental Defense, and Pew Environment
Group endorsed catch shares and facilitated the
electronic submission of 9245 form letters from
their supporters across the country. Close affiliate
Oceana supported catch shares in principle, but
feared that New England sectors might be held up
by legal challenges because they sidestepped
industry referendums. By this time, Environmental
Defense had hired fishing community organizers to
promote catch shares from coast to coast.

Individual transferable fishing quotas and related
catch share programs have raised objections from
many social scientists and small-boat fishing
groups, reflecting arguments that:
 

1. Quota supporters overestimate conservation
incentives because they overlook the
significance of informal social norms,
bounded rationality, and regulatory non-
compliance.
 

2. Because quotas are usually transferable,
legally or illegally, industry consolidation is
virtually inevitable, so that less capitalized
firms and more remote fishing harbors lose
fishery access or become harvesting
contractors to vertically integrated firms.
 

3. Quotas are usually allocated based on past
fishery participation, granting windfall
profits to firms with the highest landings.
 

4. Quotas do not sufficiently internalize habitat
and cross-species externalities.
 

5. Conservation success of quotas requires that
the total fishery-wide allowable catch limit is
set appropriately.
 

6. Many quota programs lack transparency and
public accountability, partly because advocates
employ neoclassical economic theory to
espouse quota shareholders’ capacity for self-
governance.
 

7. Quotas become capitalized, politically
entrenched, and difficult to rescind, even with
codified review or sunset provisions.
 

8. Market distortions, rent-seeking, information
asymmetries, and path dependencies arise
(Copes 1986, Davis 1996, Rieser 1997,
National Research Council 1999, Criddle and
Macinko 2000, McCay 2004, Degnbol et al.
2006, Bromley 2009, Pinkerton and Edwards
2009).
 

 These authors cite more than two decades of
accumulated evidence critiquing neoclassical
economic theory through empirical studies of
common property resource management institutions,
especially informal social relations not codified in
law (National Research Council 2002, Dolšak and
Ostrom 2003, Berkes 2008, Hanna 2008, Ramirez-
Sanchez and Pinkerton 2009). A few further
question the undergirding concepts of total
allowable catch and maximum sustainable yield
upon which catch shares are predicated, arguing that
without more precautionary or ecosystem-
cognizant implementation, these aggregate targets
can prioritize management attention to single-
species populations and thereby discourage
consideration of habitat and cross-species variables
(Larkin 1977, Wilson et al. 1996, Walters et al.
2005, Finley 2009). More recently, at least one
author has suggested that catch shares might
discourage ecosystem stewardship (Gibbs 2009,
2010). Although this argument is not new to some
long-time fishery participants and observers, it is
not yet established in the scholarly literature and
merits further empirical support as provided in the
case study below.
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METHODS

This study uses a modified grounded theory
methodology (Glaser and Strauss 1967, Strauss and
Corbin 1990, Glaser 1994). Grounded theory is not
social theory per se, but methodological practice,
standard among social scientists relying mainly on
qualitative data sets. It iterates phases of data
collection and textual and discourse analysis, often
producing a series of nested sampling frames, and
a multi-level explanatory framework. This includes
first-order analyses with the greatest internal
validity, often of more prospective use to local field
professionals than to theoretical interpretation, and
higher-order analyses with greater external validity
and conceptual relevance. Analysis is premised on
constant comparison, or the trained researcher’s
persistent and rigorous comparison of new data with
an emerging conceptual framework, including the
production of extensive field notes and memos.
Although less transparent than quantitative
methods, this qualitative approach can answer
research questions for which quantitative methods
may be inadequate or impractical. Unlike public
opinion polling, for example, discourse analysis
allows subtle contextual cues to compensate for the
reality that individuals simultaneously hold varied
and inconsistent opinions, and that the relative
weighting of these within a single individual’s
rationality and corresponding behavioral and
rhetorical choices fluctuates and evolves over time
(Haraway 1988, Sen 2009). In a utopian world, with
unlimited public venues in which to clarify values,
exchange information, and compare conflicting
viewpoints, individual and collective rationalities
would be easier to fix and quantify. The reality of
marine resource policy, like most human arenas, is
much less tidy.

The case material presented here was developed
through synthesis of existing scholarship; archival
review of government documents, news media,
fishing industry and ENGO publications, and local
histories; and common social science field data
collection techniques. It synthesizes research from
several smaller projects conducted between 1998
and 2010, primarily in Maine, but also in
Washington, D.C., elsewhere in New England, the
southeastern U.S., Alaska, and abroad. I conducted
extended in-person interviews ranging from a half-
hour to several hours in length, included formal and
informal conversations with more than 165 fishing
industry members, public servants, NGO staff,
scientists, and other coastal residents and

professionals. Of these, the vast majority were
purposively sampled. That is, I selected them
individually to represent particular groups or
viewpoints. In particular, I chose fishing industry
members to represent a range of business models,
target species, gear types, career histories, and home
harbors, as summarized in Appendix 2. I conducted
shorter, informal, substantively research-related
conversations with at least another 200 members of
the same groups. I also collected 49 mail survey
responses from three randomized samples of state
license holders for commercial marine harvesting
and commercial lobster fishing. These solicited
information about personal fishing histories,
opinions on selected management issues, and
perceptions of industry participation in management.
Research assistants conducted telephone interviews
with a stratified random sample of 36 Maine-based
federal groundfish permit holders and crew
members. These focused again on personal fishing
histories, especially as these were affected by
groundfish management. I convened four focus
groups in eastern Maine on local experiences of
fishery management impacts. I undertook
participant observation at more than 40 public
meetings and more than 35 non-public policy
briefings, conferences, and project meetings in New
England, Washington, D.C., North Carolina, and
Alaska; and in fishing households, on fishing
vessels, on piers, and on other fishing-related
premises. Some participant observation took place
as dedicated scientific investigation, some during 4
years of experience as a policy and resource
management professional in federal and state
government and non-profit organizations.

CASE STUDY RESULTS

Maine’s Historically Adaptive Fleet

Whereas virtually all fishermen consider
atmospheric, oceanographic, and inter-species
phenomena on annual and interannual scales, small-
boat, diversified, multi-generational owner-
operators often have fewer financial and
technological buffers between their business plans
and ecosystem change and may accumulate a richer
store of ecosystem knowledge, at least on a local
scale. Maine retains more firms of this type than do
most U.S. states. Reviewing the historical evolution
of the industry helps clarify its legacy of ecosystem-
based thinking. The first centuries of this history are
not unlike those experienced by other fishing states
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on the eastern seaboard. In the last century, however,
the easternmost state’s relative distance from urban
markets facilitated the continued passage of local
ecological observations from one generation to the
next.

Although England colonized the Maine coast in the
early 1600s with the immediate intent of exporting
dried codfish to Europe, when domestic markets
grew in the 19th century they also diversified, first
to include mackerel, halibut, haddock, pollock and
hake, then soft-shelled clams, herring, lobsters,
crabs, scallops, salmon, shad, alewives, smelt,
striped bass, eels, sturgeon, and porgies (Vickers
1994, Lipfert et al. 1995, O’Leary 1996, Lear 1998).
In the 20th century, new markets emerged for
species such as flounder, whiting, redfish, tuna,
shrimp, mussels, quahogs, urchins, periwinkles,
dogfish, skates, and sea cucumbers. Fishing gear
historically included dip nets, hand rakes, hand
lines, gill nets, weirs or beach seines, fyke nets, pots
and traps, stop seines, and spears. Tub trawls, or
setlines, came into use in the second half of the 19th
century in Maine, using longer rope coiled in tubs
with many more hooks to catch groundfish, but as
late as 1930, some boats were still using hand lines
(Lear 1998). Small-boat diversified fishermen still
use tub trawls for halibut, although in the 1970s most
shifted to wire longlines, which are more stable on
bottom. Net trawls of sorts were used in New
England in the 19th century, and in the 1930s, some
Mainers adopted the otter trawl, which is a bag-
shaped net kept open to catch more fish with each
tow by heavy wooden or metal doors mounted along
the lines between the net and boat. Although it
required a more powerful boat engine, it enabled
year-round groundfishing because most groundfish
will not take baited hooks during summer months
when they prey on migratory herring schools.

Maine’s fishing fleet has long been dominated by
boats smaller than 12 m in length, except for a few
decades of capital investment and ownership
concentration in the second half of the 19th century.
Concentrated investment ended with the innovation
of refrigerated rail cars to travel more southerly
routes, market promotions by the emerging
meatpacking industry, changing urban tastes, and
cheap Canadian salt cod. Small Maine boats with
local crews have historically ventured to grounds as
distant as the Grand Banks, Gulf of St. Lawrence,
and shores of Newfoundland and Labrador

(O’Leary 1996), but most have always preferred to
fish close to home for reasons of comfort and safety.
Few individuals in the state have ever owned more
than one fishing vessel at a time, most owners
captain their own boats for the majority of their
career, and in the past, crew and shareholders were
mainly close kin (O’Leary 1996). With future
fishing access now less certain due to both
population declines and regulatory constraints,
kinship remains a powerful factor in industry
relationships, but is supplemented with a somewhat
broader array of social ties (Brewer 2010). In the
last two decades, regulatory trends outlined below
have favored larger, more mobile boats.

Until the late 20th century when entry limits were
implemented, first in federally managed fisheries
and then in state-managed fisheries, the vast
majority of Maine fishermen targeted a number of
marine species in seasonal livelihood strategies
reliant on fishing and non-fishing incomes, barter
arrangements, and subsistence (Brewer 2010). As
one fisherman said in 2003, referring to his
experience fishing for lobster, herring, shrimp,
groundfish, and scallops, “[M]y way of fishing, for
30 years, is I’ve done a little of everything to survive.
And if you look at Maine, that’s what we did for
three or four hundred years. If it wasn’t herring, it
was groundfish... And the further down east you go,
the more they depended upon diversity to survive,
not just lobstering” (field interview, 27 August
2003, Casco Bay, Maine).

Typical non-fishing activities included fishing gear
construction and repair, smallholder forestry and
woodcutting, hunting, building trades, woodworking,
boatbuilding, gardening, handicrafts, and services
for summer residents and visitors. As in many other
small-boat diversified fleets, fishing pressure was
flexible, varying annually and interannually with
species populations, markets, weather, and local
availability of labor, capital, and information
(Wilson 1982, Acheson 1988, Griffith 1999, Brewer
2010). New fishery participants were limited at the
local harbor level through informal social sanctions,
with consideration of social–ecological factors
(Acheson 1988, Wilson 1990, Brewer 2010).
Today, however, the overwhelming majority of
Maine’s more than 6000 commercial fishermen rely
primarily on lobster, partly because catch shares and
fish population declines pushed them out of
groundfish and other fisheries.
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The Evolution of Catch Shares and
Alternatives

In the 1960s, Maine and New England witnessed
large fleets of factory-scale trawlers from Europe
and Asia fishing within sight of land. Congress
responded in 1976 by creating the U.S. Exclusive
Economic Zone, expelling foreign vessels, offering
loans and savings programs for new and bigger
domestic boats, and creating eight Regional Fishery
Management Councils. Council members have
comprised mostly fishermen and state managers,
originally tasked to advise NOAA on how to build
up and regulate the U.S. fleet. Various share-based
regulations have been imposed since, often with
mixed results, as described below and summarized
in Fig. 1.

Fleet Quotas

Fleet quotas were the first experiment in groundfish
catch shares, and a disastrous one. In 1977, NOAA
set a preliminary total allowable catch for New
England groundfish, triggering a fishing derby
among firms fearing a fishery shutdown, and
causing prices to collapse. Some boats landed fish
in small harbors where they could avoid reporting.
Others caught or falsely reported harvests from
Canadian waters, which fell under a separate quota
(Hennessey and Healey 2000). Attempts to allocate
fleet quotas by vessel size, and by quarter year,
failed to prevent derbies and non-compliance
(Murawski et al. 1997, Groundfish Task Force
2004). Larger boats that previously fished offshore
started fishing closer in because quotas could be
achieved more rapidly with less travel time
(Hennessey and Healey 2000). When fleet quotas
were discontinued in the early 1980s, fishermen
were already noticing nearshore groundfish
depletions. As one lifelong Casco Bay fishermen
said in 2003, “[W]e found that the fish were just
getting farther and farther offshore. I was used to
making a good living within 20 or 30 miles of the
coast. But then we got off to 70. And more nets,
more nets. When I first started we had 24 nets and
when I ended we had like 46” (field interview, 27
August 2003, Casco Bay, Maine).

 Trip Quotas

Along with fleet quotas came trip quotas. Starting
in 1977, daily and weekly trip limits were set for
cod, triggering regulatory discards. Interview and

participant observation data document that, in some
places, at some times, experienced captains can
avoid non-target groundfish species, but at other
times, in other places, they find themselves with
large hauls they are forbidden to land. When forced
to dump already-dead fish, forbidden even from
donating them to the needy, they typically respond
with intial feelings of horror, outrage, disgust, and
eventually helplessness and disillusionment at the
failure of management to prevent ecological tragedy
as well as financial loss. Expression of such
sentiments by Gulf of Maine fishermen has been
well documented by Council staff (New England
Fishery Management Council (NEFMC) and
National Marine Fisheries Service 2003). As one
persistently conservation-minded Council member
and fisherman argued prior to a trip limit vote, “I
would say this Council better do some soul
searching and better do it real quickly...[T]hrowing
everything over the side solves nothing. Quite
frankly I think it’s a disgrace. I think we should have
never done it in any stock. I’ve been opposed to it
from day one” (field audio recording and notes, 23
June 2010, Portland, Maine, NEFMC meeting). The
imposition of trip limits for cod, haddock, and other
species resulted in undocumented reports of up to
8000 pounds of cod discards per boat per day, but
was repeated at least six times through 2010 as the
New England Council struggled to comply with
NOAA’s total annual catch targets (Hennessey and
Healey 2000, NOAA 2001, Groundfish Task Force
2004).

 Gear Restrictions

Fishing gear restrictions represent a non-catch share
management alternative, one that has been used in
the groundfishery, but not as much as it could be.
Minimum net mesh sizes were established in 1953
and have been increased many times since (NOAA
2004). Extended field observation, interviews, and
archival review show that a small but increasing
number of fishermen have repeatedly proposed
additional gear restrictions such as:
 

1. Reducing numbers of gillnets allowed per
boat.
 

2. Increasing gillnet mesh sizes to increase
survival rates of smaller fish.
 

3. Increasing the frequency of gillnet tending
and reducing bycatch mortality.
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Fig. 1. Timeline of key national policy and regional management events in the New England
groundfishery since federalization. 

 
4. Increasing trawl net mesh sizes to increase

survival rates of smaller fish.
 

5. Incentivizing hook fishing to reduce benthic
impacts and low selectivity by otter trawls,
and non-target species bycatch in gillnets.
 

6. Installing panels of trawl net mesh on the
square instead of the diamond, to keep net
openings larger while being dragged through
the water so more fish can escape, especially
round-bodied species like cod.

 
7. Limiting the size of rubber rollers on otter

trawls, to deter dragging on rough bottom,
which is preferred habitat for some
groundfish species.
 

8. Limiting the length of otter trawl ground
cables, to reduce mud clouds that induce fish
to move toward the net.
 

9. Banning nighttime otter trawling, to prevent
capture of cod when they aggregate on bottom
to spawn, and to reduce gear conflicts with
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lobster traps (Northwest Atlantic Marine
Alliance 2002, Area Management Coalition
2006).
 

 
In the 1980s, few fishermen were willing to support
such proposals, as they were unwilling to support
most management proposals in general. As the
fishery has declined, however, and as NOAA has
increasingly promoted catch share options, more
fishermen agree that gear restrictions would be
better than catch shares, for fished populations, for
habitat and non-target species, and for the long-term
sustainability of fishing-dependent businesses and
communities. The Council rejected all but the first
two of the gear restrictions above, however. In the
case of roller sizes, cable length limits, and
nighttime trawl bans, Council staff indicated that
credit could not be granted toward the achievement
of total catch targets, because of insufficient data to
project corresponding effort reductions (email
comm., 12 August 2010, southern Maine).

Away from public scrutiny and regulatory
posturing, increasing numbers of non-otter-trawl
fishermen, including some former otter trawlers,
privately support proposals to restrict otter trawling,
citing impacts on benthic habitat and non-target
species. The vast majority of Maine fishermen
fervently advocate bans on midwater trawls, which
are used to harvest herring, again citing (1) bycatch
of groundfish and other species because the non-
selective nets use small mesh and harvest large
volumes in short time periods, (2) the ability of
trawls to harvest entire aggregations of densely
schooled fish, whereas seines can only remove
smaller and less densely schooled volumes, and (3)
benthic impacts because the gear can sometimes fish
on bottom. In a non-random sample of dozens of
industry members over several years, the level of
this industry sentiment surpassed 99%, including
even Maine-based midwater trawler crew (pers.
comm., 2003, Damariscotta, Maine).

 Area Management

Gear restrictions have long been linked to area
management, both being input restrictions whereas
catch shares are output restrictions. The New
England Council began implementing area closures
in 1982, first seasonal ones, then permanent
(Murawski et al. 1997, Groundfish Task Force
2004). Many closures have eventually won industry
support because they are recognized to protect

nursery and spawning grounds, migration corridors,
and non-target species (Northwest Atlantic Marine
Alliance 2002, Area Management Coalition 2006).
As a third-generation mid-coast Maine trawl boat
captain wrote, “[G]roundfishing was banned in five
designated areas off New England's shores...[T]here
is no bottom trawling allowed in these areas, and
there shouldn’t be.” (Libby 2010) Some fishermen
assert that closures would be more effective if timed
differently, if increased or decreased in size, or if
opened and closed using real-time observational
data, and a few have proposed additional area
closures. Many fishermen, including a few otter
trawlers, privately support proposals to restrict otter
trawls from additional near-shore waters, especially
known spawning areas. One second-generation
trawl boat owner–operator admitted, “[P]rotection
of [spawning area] sites is paramount to any
successful recovery of our fishery in the long term”
(email comm., 26 September 2005, mid-coast
Maine).

The most persistent industry-originated calls for
area management have been formalized by a Maine-
centered network of grassroots organizations
including Penobscot East Resource Center
(Penobscot East), its predecessors and allies the
Northwest Atlantic Marine Alliance and Stonington
Fisheries Alliance, the less active Independent
Fishermen Investing in Sustainable Harvesting, and
the newer and highly active Midcoast Fishermen’s
Association (Northwest Atlantic Marine Alliance
2002, Area Management Coalition 2006). By 2009,
an Area Management Coalition proposal was
supported by all these organizations, collecting
signatures from 25 eastern Maine fishermen and
fishing community members, plus the Ocean
Conservancy and Conservation Law Foundation,
and two fishing community-focused NGOs. It was
verbally supported by dozens more southern Maine
fishermen who attended a series of coalition
meetings in 2005 and 2006. Coalition organizers
estimated the number of industry supporters at 200
in 2006 when the proposal was submitted to the
Council (email comm., 18 August 2010, southern
Maine). Another letter of support had been endorsed
by 84 marine scientists in 2003. Even though the
proposal would have implemented area management
only in the Gulf of Maine, where traction for the
idea seemed high, the Council declined to pursue it.

Such area-focused proposals build on the local
knowledge of groundfishermen who recall place-
specific, near-shore, annual cod and haddock
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spawning aggregations that have been fished out
(Ames 1997). Although spawning aggregations also
take place offshore, many industry-recognized
locales are in or near river mouths. Some of the most
experienced and attentive fishermen further observe
differentiated skin colorations between what they
believe to be resident and migratory subpopulations.
This work has informed a developing scientific
consensus that cod and perhaps other groundfish
species may have substock population structures
more complex and place-dependent than presently
accounted for in NOAA population models used to
project management outcomes (Wilson et al. 1999,
Ruzzante et al. 2001, Ames 2004, Brodziak et al.
2008).

 Days-at-Sea

Rather than focusing on area management or gear
restrictions, in the last two decades, an unusual and
heavily used management tool in the New England
groundfishery has been days-at-sea. This developed
in the mid 1990s, following a fisherman’s proposal
that each boat report some number of days out of
the fishery. This was intended to partially fulfill new
harvest limits in the wake of a landmark 1991
lawsuit by the Conservation Law Foundation and
Massachusetts Audubon Society citing NOAA’s
failure to prevent overfishing of cod, haddock, and
yellowtail flounder. When the Council instead
elected to count active fishing days instead of non-
fishing days, tied fishing days to permits, and placed
a moratorium on new permits, a potentially
transferable property right was created. Although a
day-at-sea is not a catch share per se, because it
represents a fishing input not an output or quota, it
does represent a discrete and individual fishing
opportunity, and manifests many of the same
operational features as an individual fishing quota.
Individual days-at-sea were allocated and
repeatedly reduced based on permit landing
histories in Council-selected years, have become
legally transferable across permits by lease or by
permit sale, and can be aggregated from several
permits onto one boat. Considerable industry
consolidation has taken place as a result. There is
also less transparency of permit ownership and
decision making because more permit holders are
now incorporated, and processors and other non-
fishing interests have become more active investors.

Dozens of interviews reveal the perverse incentives
created by days-at-sea. Simultaneous with days-at-
sea reductions to meet NOAA effort reduction

requirements, firms have learned to use limited
fishing time more efficiently, even at risk to human
life when captains become more reluctant to end a
fishing day early because of gear malfunctions,
weather, or other problems. Because boats must
make the maximum profit possible for every hour
at sea, they broadcast their effort less widely and
focus on proven grounds. This may aggravate the
depletion of localized substocks below recovery
thresholds, and can raise rates of non-target species
discards because captains encountering non-target
species are less willing to spend time steaming
elsewhere. According to one second-generation
groundfish and shrimp trawler, “Personally, I think
that protecting small fish is a high priority. Small
fish live in spawning areas. Under the current rules,
days at sea, a fisherman is almost compelled to catch
as many as he can regardless of size of the fish or if
he is in a spawning area because that clock is ticking.
There is no time to go searching for larger fish
because you are losing precious time” (email comm.
26 September 2005, mid-coast Maine).

Under days-at-sea, larger otter trawlers are again
tempted to fish closer to shore to minimize travel
time, decimating inshore populations. Firms with
several boats have been more able to influence
differential cuts in days-at-sea allocations and rules
for leasing of days because they are more able to
afford lobbyists and travel to Council meetings
whereas owner–operators are fishing. Non-owner
boat captains are less likely to make operating
decisions that would accommodate habitat and non-
target species considerations because their decision
horizons are shorter than if they could count on
fishing the same grounds in a few years or pass the
business on to younger kin or neighbors. As one
lifelong fisherman from southern Maine with
experience both as an owner–operator and hired
captain explained, captains running larger boats
spend less time on deck and are rarely informed of
the crew’s observation of ecological evidence, such
as bottom sediments or corals clinging to gear,
harvested quantities of non-target predator or prey
species, visible indicators of feeding or spawning
behavior at the time of harvest, or even fish size,
sex, weight, or apparent health (pers. comm., 2004,
Washington, D.C.).

 Policy Failure

From 1991 until the late 2000s, low cod populations
remained a prevailing driver of groundfish
regulation in the Gulf of Maine, initially coupled
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with low haddock populations. Haddock were
recovering by the early 2000s, and NOAA no longer
believed overfishing to be occurring. Cod followed
suit by 2008, but concern arose about flounder,
especially on Georges Bank, the offshore perimeter
of the Gulf of Maine (NOAA 2008).

In 1994, Maine had 587 federally permitted
groundfish vessels, or 19% of the New England total
of 3033 permits. By 2007, only 71 Maine boats were
somewhat active in groundfishing, comprising 12%
of the New England fleet of 574. By 2009, 24
permits were held in the eastern third of the state,
but only five had any remaining usable days-at-sea.
Because landings were insufficient to support local
buyers, virtually all harvests and sales had shifted
to western Maine. By contrast, further south, a single
firm in New Bedford, Massachusetts held 30 active
permits in 2009. Calculating an average harvest
baseline from 1980s landings, and a conservative
local economic multiplier, losses to eastern Maine
alone have been estimated at $26 million per year
for more than two and a half decades. Even using a
lower 1990s average baseline, those annual losses
still reach $15 million (Penobscot East Resource
Center 2007). In 2007, with the urging of Penobscot
East, Maine’s legislature unanimously passed a
joint resolution urging the Council to adopt
alternatives to days-at-sea that “recogniz[e]...
ecological differences between ocean regions and
species” (123rd Maine State Legislature 2007).
Extensive participant observation and interview
data reveal that fishermen’s keen awareness that
days-at-sea are a poor effort measure, and their
associated moral outrage at the socioeconomic and
ecological impacts of management failure, decrease
industry confidence in the good faith and expertise
of NOAA, and in fishery recovery, thereby
increasing non-compliance with, and public
complaints about, fishery regulation overall.

 Sectors

Despite New England’s persistent resistance to
catch shares, the failure of days-at-sea to conserve
fish populations, coupled with funding from NOAA
and several foundations for groups of permit holders
organizing quota-holding “sectors,” made the
deeper entrenchment of catch shares a virtual
inevitability by 2009.

It should be noted that NOAA staff routinely
demonstrate sincere dedication to public service
while enduring criticism from the fishing industry,

ENGOs, elected officials, and academics. Perhaps
with this in mind, as well as bio-economic
arguments noted above, NOAA’s catch share policy
facilitates agency disengagement from fishery
access allocation battles, delegating these to share-
holding entities that may ultimately include not only
fishing firms and parent companies, but NGOs. This
move was anticipated by the creation of share-based
sectors, pioneered by a group of Cape Cod hook
fishermen who held days-at-sea and agreed to
accept an aggregate annual quota allocation. This
move garnered them political support from ENGOs,
financial support from private foundations for
administrative and advocacy work, and NOAA
exemptions from daily trip limits, hook maximums,
and area closures.

In 2010, the Council and NOAA granted additional
share allocations to 17 newly self-identifying
sectors. Many permit holders were forced into these
organized groups of fishing firms by pending 32%
cuts to non-sector days-at-sea. Share allocations
were based on landings histories between 1996 and
2006, so that the most aggressive users of days-at-
sea control the most quota, and small boats plying
depleted inshore waters will own little. Sectors are
not subject to days-at-sea, are exempt from many
area closures, are allowed to roll some overages to
following years, and are thus far allowed to transfer
shares freely, with virtually no caps on maximum
share holdings. Although sectors were never
favored by the vast majority of Maine firms, viable
alternatives are now moot. Several sectors have
already effectively distributed ITQs to their
members, but Penobscot East convinced several
small eastern Maine boats to partner with several
from Martha’s Vinyard, Massachusetts, and
organize cooperative governance mechanisms
whereby socioeconomic and ecological drawbacks
of individual shares might be tempered by small-
scale, local, hook gear allocations, and continuing
efforts to achieve spawning area closures.

Despite any best intentions, sector-level decision
making is less transparent than Council and NOAA
processes, avoiding public notification, comment,
and other provisions of the National Environmental
Policy and Administrative Procedures Acts.
Although full environmental impact statements,
informed by public hearings, are prepared for many
Council-level decisions, thus far sectors are only
required to prepare environmental assessments,
which are shorter and have no public hearing
requirement. Other than Environmental Defense,
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which holds a Council seat, ENGOs that once
regularly sent staff to New England Council
meetings rarely do so now. Thus far, sectors have
also circumvented the 2006 amendment to the
FCMA requiring that specifics of any New England
ITQ program be approved by two-thirds of fishery
permit holders, a provision intended to ameliorate
industry consolidation away from owner–operators.
One sector has already been created with the express
intention of holding quotas for lease to other sectors,
and each sector risks elimination if it cannot marshal
considerable organizational and financial resources
to meet NOAA reporting requirements. In 2009,
NOAA expended about $30 million to support the
preparation of sector operations plans and
environmental assessments, but seems unlikely to
support administrative, monitoring, reporting, and
enforcement costs after the first year or few.
Although a few conservation-oriented sectors have
foundation funding, including those affiliated with
Penobscot East, Midcoast Fishermen’s Association,
and the Cape Cod Hook Fishermen’s Association,
others are governed almost exclusively by financial
interests. Many sectors have already defaulted to
voting mechanisms determined by landings history,
granting the most management power to permit
holders with the largest and least resource-
conserving boats.

Although there is potential for involvement by state
or local governments as quota holders, it seems more
likely that sector-level decision making will be
increasingly vulnerable to influence from more
mobile capital and a few NGOs, and less
accountable to the broader public or to any
ecosystem-based vision. Although Penobscot East
and allies have asked repeatedly and without
success for restrictions on trawl gear, its efforts have
now been diverted to the securing and
administration of quotas. Evidence from the Cape
Cod hook fishermen and elsewhere in the northeast
demonstrates that members of sectors ostensibly
opposed to ITQs nonetheless position themselves
favorably for any future individual quota
distribution that might be implemented if more
cooperative efforts fail (Pinto da Silva and Kitts
2006). Similarly, since at the least the early 1990s,
Maine fishermen have observed that “what you
don’t use, you lose,” meaning that permits not used
to maximum capacity are likely to be rescinded.
Evidence from Alaskan harvest cooperatives, which
preceded and resemble New England sectors, shows
that although transaction costs and rent-seeking may

be lowered at the Council level, less transparent
political maneuvering at the cooperative level, and
even Congressional intervention, can narrow the
range of fishery beneficiaries, and can introduce
further rent-seeking around share allocations
(Criddle and Macinko 2000). Incentives have also
risen for other Maine fishermen to narrow their
scope of ecological concern. In the past, thousands
of lobster fishermen encountering groundfish that
entered their traps would take larger ones home to
eat, and release smaller ones with the expectation
of later harvesting them or their offspring. Virtually
all now spear the smaller ones as bait because they
have little hope of ever owning groundfish quotas
(Brewer 2010). In the words of one Council member
and mid-sized trawler owner who has long opposed
catch shares, countering the argument that common
conservation interests shared among sector
members will foster collective governance and self-
enforcement around trip limits, “I can also tell you
from personal experience, there’s no spirit of
kumbaya here whatsoever. Nobody wants to share
anything. Matter of fact, they’d gut you and
eviscerate you and toss you in the harbor over a
hundred pounds of fish. So this whole idea of people
are going to sing kumbaya and manage this as a
community, I don’t know where that came from.”
(field audio recording and notes, 23 June 2010,
NEFMC meeting, Portland, Maine).

 Fishing in a Brave New World

Catch shares have changed the way fishermen think
about fishing and fishery management. Field data
and archival review confirm that on several
occasions, the Council has been told by NOAA or
Council staff that their hard-fought regulatory
proposals would meet total catch targets based on
species population models, only to learn some
months later that the regulations required revision
because NOAA population estimates had been
revised with new data or modeling techniques;
because industry responses to regulatory or
ecological changes had altered landings, bycatch,
reporting, or compliance rates; or because a court
decision or ENGO action had raised the level of
legal risk. These experiences reinforce industry
skepticism about fisheries science and management
in general, but especially about the likelihood that
future catch share quotas will reward any present
conservation efforts. One patriarch of a multi-
generational fishing family expressed a commonly
held sentiment, “These guys and their fuzzy math.
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They have these impossible equations that we’ll
never possibly reach. They are about control, not
conservation” (field interview, summer 2001, Port
Clyde, Maine).

Fishermen have learned that, under a catch share
system, individual species landings targets will
trump more ecologically oriented regulatory
proposals. Without confidence that species targets
alone will conserve fish populations, most now
invest their support in proposals that allow them to
catch as many fish as possible before they and their
family must leave the fishery forever, and/or will
allow them to sell a permit for as high a sum as
possible. They cynically negotiate for access to
paper fish, suppressing their own observations of
fish life histories, spatial patterns, and inter-species
and habitat interactions. For example, the perceived
illegitimacy of trip limits as conservation
mechanisms due to discarding, especially if paired
with higher ex-vessel prices for trip-limited species
due to low landings, spur some boats to intentionally
catch the maximum quantity allowed, instead of
avoiding that species. Many fear that not catching
the maximum limit could jeopardize future
individual allocations because days-at-sea are based
on catch histories, and individual quotas would
likely be allocated similarly (audio recording and
meeting summary, 29 November 2006, Portsmouth,
New Hampshire, NEFMC scoping meeting for
Multispecies Fishery Management Plan Amendment
16). In New Hampshire and Massachusetts, where
larger cod spawning aggregations can be harvested
closer to shore, some captains speak of catching
“my” or “our” cod, meaning the boat’s allotment or
quota for the trip, to which they now apparently feel
entitled. In the words of one high ranking NOAA
Fisheries regional staff member, “Sometimes a trip
limit becomes a goal instead of a constraint” (field
audio recording and notes, 23 June 2010, Portland,
Maine, NEFMC meeting).

Some lifelong opponents of ITQs who still hold
useable groundfish permits now express support for
ITQs as the last available option under the present
catch share constraints, finding the administrative
and political transaction costs of sectors to be too
high, and anticipating that the largest firms will
increasingly control sector administration and
decision making. For example, one part-owner of a
relatively large trawler spent some years fishing in
Alaska and always detested ITQs after seeing
excessive discards of small fish from boats wishing

to fill their quota with larger and higher value fish.
He privately supports basic tenets of area
management and gear restrictions, but cannot
endorse such proposals because he fears
implementation overlaid on already existing
regulations would put him out of business. Given
the catch share constraints within which he must
select a narrow range of regulatory options, he now
expresses public support for ITQs as the most viable
alternative, despite his continued ethical and
ecological concerns (pers. comm. 2005, Portland,
Maine; pers. comm., March 2010, Rockland,
Maine). His father and business partner, however,
still conveys that catch shares are “a travesty for
New England and a disaster for Maine!” (written
public comment on NOAA draft catch share policy,
2010).

DISCUSSION

Divergent Policies

In the case study presented here, even nascent share-
based fishery management mechanisms manifest
ecosystem drawbacks in line with the literature
summarized above on individual quota systems:
 

1. Fishing firms’ consideration of habitat and
inter-species variables, occupational ethics,
and regulatory compliance are dampened by
their limited faith in NOAA’s information
base and egalitarianism.
 

2. Fishing effort is consolidating away from
smaller boat harbors and shows tendencies
toward vertical integration and more mobile
capital.
 

3. Shares are allocated to permit holders with
large landings histories, eliminating diversified
and flexible boats that reduced groundfishing
effort when population depletions became
apparent.
 

4. Shares do not internalize ecosystem services
provided by habitat or inter-species
relationships, or ecological goods represented
by non-target species.
 

5. Aggregate catch targets based on the best
available science have not been sufficient for
widespread groundfish recovery.
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6. Sectors seem likely to decrease transparency

and accountability by criteria other than catch
share totals, with governance mechanisms
being uncertain.
 

7. A sense of individual firm ownership or legal
right to access, already developed around
days-at-sea, is emerging around catch shares,
entrenching political haggling over paper fish
and discouraging thoughtful trade-offs
among ecological goods and services.
 

8. Any rent-seeking, market distortions,
information asymmetries, and path dependencies
arising at the sector level will be difficult to
discern or remedy because of reduced
transparency and public scrutiny.
 

 It would be unfair to judge sector management
conclusively only a few months into implementation,
but we can consider the experiences of fleet quotas,
trip limits, and early indications of industry
transformation under sectors. Under these
mechanisms, little movement is visible toward
ecosystem-based management goals gleaned from
the existing literature, as summarized above:

1. The recovery of groundfish populations has
been slow, and habitat and non-target species
are not necessarily protected.
 

2. Total catch-focused management has not
been very responsive to industry information,
concerns, or conservation proposals and has
been slow to reverse species population
declines, suggesting limited capacity to
respond strategically to changes in
biophysical or social dimensions of the fished
ecosystem.
 

3. Scientific understanding of social variables
and the complexity of human–environment
relationships has not been formally
considered, even to the extent that
conversations about differential gear impacts
on habitat and species rarely take place.
 

4. Learning activities seem to be less focused on
accommodating ecological uncertainties than
on maximizing firms’ fishing access, or
anticipating the risk of legal action against
NOAA.
 

5. Area closures and other spatially explicit
considerations have thus far been trumped by
catch shares.
 

6. Trade-offs are often driven by least-common
denominators in the highly polarized Council
process, rarely by broad and thoughtful public
input.
 

Implications for Resilience

Conclusive evidence that catch shares do or do not
benefit targeted fish populations is not provided by
this nor other published studies, but this case does
demonstrate that possible social–ecological
drawbacks of catch shares merit further
consideration, both from management and scientific
perspectives. The question then becomes how to
launch such efforts. As noted by scholars of coupled
human–environment systems, resilience can be
facilitated by scientific attention to (1) links
between social and biophysical systems, (2) trade-
offs among ecosystem goods and services across
scales and prospective ecosystem states, and (3)
double-loop learning or adaptive organizational
models that permit operational changes in response
to new information (Argyris and Schön 1978,
Berkes and Folke 1998, Walker et al. 2006, Leslie
and Kinzig 2009).

In this vein, the Council brings considerable
personal familiarity with human–environment
systems, trade-offs, and flexible business
organizational models to the table. It does not
presently use scientific information derived from a
human–environment perspective, prospective trade-
offs, or social learning, however. Rather, the
Council relies primarily on target species population
assessments, as required by FCMA, supplemented
with limited information about habitat and social
and economic domains. These information streams
are rarely integrated or synthesized, discouraging
rigorous consideration of relationships among
biological, environmental, and social variables.

Social domains of social–ecological systems, like
ecological domains, exhibit path dependencies. If
resilient and ecosystem-based fishery management
approaches are to gain traction, considerable human
resources would be required for their thoughtful
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development. As discussed above, theoretical
groundwork has been laid by natural and social
scientists. Effective operationalization also requires
administrative expertise, local knowledge, and
more iterative and bidirectional exchanges between
scientific and practical perspectives, however.
Presently, New England fishermen, Council
members, and perhaps fisheries managers, are
administratively overextended coping with the
brave new world of catch shares. In this reactive
mode, they have no time to hone or advance
arguments for innovative alternatives. Even groups
formerly active on area management and gear
restrictions, such as the Northwest Atlantic Marine
Alliance and Penobscot East Resource Center, have
had to refocus staff time to sort out the
administrative requirements of, and political
retrenchments around, sector quota allocations.
Their financial, political, and human resource
investment in catch shares may preclude
opportunities to pursue more ecosystem-based
management options indefinitely. Institutional
memories are waning, as more recently hired staff
do not have the same familiarity with previous area-
and gear-focused proposals. Similarly, fishermen
will likely become accustomed to sectors, as those
uncomfortable with sectors drop out of them, and
as firms favoring ITQs are likely to control some
sectors, so that interest in non-sector and non-ITQ
alternatives may diminish.

Pending Spatial Planning Opportunities

In light of the apparent disjuncture between catch
shares and ecosystem-based fishery management,
we can hope that a nascent federal framework for
spatial marine planning included in the Obama
Administration’s national ocean policy might
establish new venues for ecosystem-based thinking,
especially if the Administration thoroughly
operationalizes its stated intentions to incorporate
natural and social sciences, and public input
(Interagency Ocean Policy Task Force 2009). Place-
specific collaboration across ecological, social
science, fishing, and policy perspectives could
stimulate considerable innovation in marine
resource management, perhaps focused on
empirically supported proposals for area-specific
gear restrictions. Impending climate-driven bio-
oceanographic changes, and increasing scholarly
attention to how social–ecological variables interact
and manifest differently across spatial scales, also
encourage more adaptive and integrative

approaches. Although most public conversations
about marine spatial planning carefully sidestep
jurisdictional questions about relationships between
planning processes and the Fishery Management
Councils, many planning advocates implicitly
assume the Fishery Councils will ultimately answer
to newly empowered and overriding decision
bodies.

Because the Council system is widely perceived as
being so dysfunctional, we might stake some hope
on the possibility that the broader scope of marine
governance could reinvigorate science-decision
relationships around marine resource management
in a way that is more integrative and synthetic.
Given the inevitability of continued change in
marine systems, including climate-related changes,
the success of more comprehensive marine
governance will require rigorous empirical
understandings of social–ecological resilience and
adaptive capacity. If decision-support systems and
public participation processes are to be designed for
this purpose, we can hope that our cautionary tale
of Maine groundfish will be considered as an
example of how ecosystem perspectives were made
available to decision makers, but underused. As new
decision networks arise from the national ocean
policy and spatial planning initiative, we would be
wise to build in the provision of information on
human–environment links, ecosystem trade-offs,
and institutional adaptiveness that is sorely missing
in the groundfish case.

CONCLUSION

The groundfish case offers an opportunity to reflect
on the potentially conflictual relationship between
catch shares and ecosystem-based management. It
cannot argue that a majority of New England
fishermen explicitly endorse ecosystem-based
management. Indeed, most have never heard the
term, have no concrete idea about what it might
mean, or express concern that it sounds like a
conservationist crusade. Nonetheless, a majority of
fishermen have long been inclined to think about
fisheries management in ecological terms, and have
vehemently opposed catch shares partly for this
reason. Until the expansion of sectors as a pivotal
catch share management mechanism in New
England, an increasing number of fishermen in
Maine were actively supporting specific proposals
for ecosystem-oriented area management and gear
restrictions. These proposals were repeatedly
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rejected by the New England Fishery Management
Council. Sectors have instead become the primary
Council focus, partly because of encouragement
from NOAA, as both the agency and major ENGOs
are promoting catch shares nationwide. With the
discourse thus shifted, groups formerly active in
support of area management and gear restrictions
now find their resources absorbed in trying to make
catch shares work, largely sidelining more
ecologically cognizant proposals.

If this apparent policy divergence is not ameliorated,
fishing interests will likely become more
consolidated and vertically integrated under mobile
capital, more politically entrenched, and more
oblivious to lessons of the social–ecological past.
From a short-term, purely monetary perspective,
strong groundfish populations paired with
continuing ecosystem decline under sector
management might not be undesirable for some
New England interests. Large mobile trawlers can
work offshore waters and land product in southern
New England ports, while small lobster boats
remain inshore and provide local jobs, at least for
the present. Loss of habitat, bio-economic diversity,
local knowledge, and ecological stewardship are
likely in this scenario, however, and are difficult to
reverse. We may find ourselves with a fisheries
management regime that is ostensibly successful in
single-species terms, but not resilient to the longer
term inevitability of environmental perturbations.

These policy challenges also play out in other North
American fisheries, but often with even less public
attention, perhaps due to their shorter post-colonial
histories and less iconic cultural status. Cursory
field data collection suggests that small-boat
fishermen fear loss of fishery access and ecosystem
impacts associated with industry consolidation
under catch shares in places such as Alaska (field
notes, 2 October 2006, Anchorage, Alaska, Alaska
Fishing Communities conference; pers. comm.,
April 2007, Homer, Alaska), British Columbia
(pers. comm., March 2004, Washington, D.C.; pers.
comm., 15 April 2009, Columbia, North Carolina),
California (pers. comm., January 2009, California),
Florida (pers. comm., 2004, Washington, D.C.),
North Carolina (pers. comm., 14 April, 2009, Duck,
North Carolina, Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management
Council meeting; pers. comm., 26 August 2009.
Hatteras, North Carolina, Hatteras Connection
meeting), New York (pers. comm., September
2005, Providence, Rhode Island, NEFMC

meeting,), Nova Scotia (field notes, 1999,
Rockland, Maine, Fishermen’s Forum; field notes,
2003, Stonington, Maine, Turning the Tide
meeting), and even the Ohio shores of Lake Erie
(field observation, October, 2006, Port Clinton,
Ohio). Similar observations are made by
practitioners and scholars working overseas,
especially those with an international development
orientation (Berkes et al. 2001). In those settings,
parallels with the experience of peasants and
smallholders in the Green Revolution, including
ecosystem impacts of consolidated land tenure, can
be drawn more readily. In the United States, by
contrast, although the implicit argument that catch
shares discourage ecosystem resilience has long
simmered within fishing communities, it has been
less articulated in management and policy venues.
Although many in the industry are certainly
responsible for any number of other resource
stewardship transgressions, this particular argument
surely merits more vigorous scientific and public
discussion. To miss such an opportunity is to erode
public confidence in the ability of government to
engage meaningfully with its diverse, if sometimes
disorganized and belligerent, constituencies. If
resource management is to be accountable and
resilient, it must seek avenues for mutual learning
among public, private, and non-governmental
groups. As Upton Sinclair wrote, “[i]t is difficult to
get a man to understand something, when his salary
depends upon his not understanding it!" (Sinclair
1935).

Responses to this article can be read online at:
http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol16/iss1/art15/
responses/
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APPENDIX 1  

Summary of fishing industry public comments on NOAA’s draft catch share policy 

  

Table A1.1 

 

Identifiable commercial fishermen and family members stating clear  

opinions on catch shares, n = 64  

Opposing catch shares  83%  

Supporting catch shares  11%  

Ambivalent  6%  

 

Table A1.2 

  

Identifiable recreational fishermen stating clear opinions on catch  

shares, n = 83  

Opposing catch shares  90%  

Supporting catch shares  5%  

Opposing recreational but supporting commercial catch shares  3%  

Ambivalent  1% 
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APPENDIX 2 

Partial data summary 
 

Table A2.1 
 

Partial summary of extended in-person interviewees by location 
 (Excludes larger number of shorter, informal conversations.) 

 
Principal base of operations, n = 166 Number of interviewees 
Maine 140 
New Hampshire 1 
Massachusetts 8 
Rhode Island 2 
North Carolina 5 
Alaska 5 
Elsewhere 5 

 

Table A2.2 

Partial summary of extended in-person interviewees by relationship to fishing industry 
 (Some interviewees fit more than one category.  Excludes larger number of shorter, informal 

conversations.  Excludes normal professional conversations with academic colleagues.) 
 

Relationship to industry, n = 166 Number of interviewees 
Fisherman 122 
Fishing family member, not primarily fisherman 8 
Fishing dependent business, not primarily fishing 12 
Non-profit organization 13 
Government 10 
Management advisory group 25 
Scientist 6 

 

Table A2.3 

Partial list of public meetings attended 
(Excludes private meetings, academic conferences, and site visits.) 

 
Year Location Purpose Estimated time attended 
~1991 Portland, ME NEFMC scoping meeting 2 hours 
~1991 Portland, ME NEFMC hearing 2 hours 
1999 Machias, ME Maine DMR lobster zone meeting 2 hours 
1999 Bar Harbor, ME Maine DMR lobster zone meeting 2 hours 
1999 Stonington, ME Maine DMR lobster zone meeting 2 hours 
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1999 Kennebunk, ME Maine DMR lobster zone meeting 2 hours 
1999 York, ME Maine DMR lobster zone meeting 2 hours 
1999 Rockland, ME Fishermen's Forum 3.5 days 
1999 eastern ME Maine DMR urchin zone meeting 3 hours 
2000 Rockland, ME Fishermen's Forum 3.5 days 
2001 Rockland, ME Fishermen's Forum 3.5 days 
~2001 Portsmouth, NH Northeast Consortium fisheries 

collaborative research conference 
1 day 

~2001 Rockland, ME Atlantic States Marine Fisheries 
Commission meeting 

1 day 

2002 Rockland, ME Fishermen's Forum 2 days 
2003 Portland, ME NEFMC hearing 4 hours 
2003 Portland, ME NEFMC scoping meeting 2 hours 
2003 Rockland, ME Fishermen's Forum 3.5 days 
2003 Stonington, ME Turning the Tide workshop 1 day 
~2003 Damariscotta, ME Maine DMR scoping meeting 1 hour 
~2003 Machias, ME Maine DMR regulatory hearing 3 hours 
~2003 Wiscasset, ME Maine DMR regulatory hearing 3 hours 
2004 Rockland, ME Fishermen's Forum 2 days 
2004 Washington, DC Congressional FCMA reauthorization 

hearing 
2 hours 

2004 Washington, DC Congressional House Oceans Week 1 day 
2004 Washington, DC US and Pew Ocean Commissions briefing 2 hours 
2004 
2005 

Bristol, RI 
Providence, RI 

Marine Law Symposium 
NEFMC meeting 

2 days 
3 days 

2005 Portland, ME NEFMC meeting 2 days 
2005 Portland, ME NEFMC committee meeting 1 day 
2005 Revere, MA NEFMC committee meeting 1 day 
2005 Rockland, ME Fishermen's Forum 2 days 
2005 Rockland, ME Fleet Visioning workshop 3 hours 
2005 North Shore, MA Fleet Visioning workshop 1 day 
2005 Washington, DC Managing our Nation’s Fisheries conference 2 days 
2006 Portland, ME NEFMC meeting 1 day 
2006 Anchorage, AK Alaska Sea Grant Fishing Communities 

conference 
1 day 

2009 Duck, NC Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management  
Council meeting 

1 day 

2009 
2009 

Hatteras, NC 
Columbia, NC 

Hatteras Connection meeting 
Environmental Defense workshop 

2 hours 
2 hours 

2010 
2010 

Rockland, ME 
Stoning, ME 

Fishermen's Forum 
Community Fisheries Action Roundtable 

3.5 days 
4 days 

2010 Portland, ME NEFMC meeting .5 day 
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The U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration implemented market-
based fishery management in the New England groundfishery as catch shares, con-
trolling aggregate harvests through tradable annual catch quotas allocated to fishing
groups called sectors. Policy supporters assert that resulting markets raise conser-
vation incentives. In compliance with the Magnuson–Stevens Fishery Conservation
and Management Act, species assessments permit catch shares to replace more spa-
tially and temporally specific constraints on fishing gear, time, areas, and daily har-
vest limits. Qualitative evidence from field interviews and participant observation
questions the efficacy of catch shares. Fishing industry members observe that
increased presence of large trawl vessels in previously protected areas damages fish
subpopulations and benthic habitat. Regulatory bioeconomic models fail to consider
these lay observations. The consequent inability of quota markets to recognize the
materiality of human–environment relationships at the spatiotemporal scales of
fishing activity, and to internalize associated externalities, may have devastating
consequences for the fishery.

Keywords benthic habitat, cod (Gadus morhua), environmental markets, fish
population dynamics, fishing gear impacts, Gulf of Maine, haddock (Melano-
grammus aeglefinus), LEK, Massachusetts, privatization

Commercial fisheries provided some of the earliest thought experiments for the
theoretical development of market-based solutions to environmental management
problems (Gordon 1953; Scott 1955). Since practical application initiated in the
1970s, single- and multicase reviews of market-based fishery management point
toward a series of ostensible successes, principally from the perspectives of aggregate
economic profits, target fish species, and governmental administration (National
Research Council 1999; Costello, Gaines, and Lynham 2008). A parallel series of
studies finds that corresponding industry consolidation removes fishing-related
activities from historically involved communities (National Research Council 1999;
Copes and Charles 2004; U.S. Government Accountability Office [GAO] 2004;
Pinkerton and Edwards 2010). Other authors question the purported causal link
between market mechanisms and growth in target fish populations, and point to
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ecological externalities such as impacts to nontarget fish populations and habitat
(Copes 1986; Gibbs 2010; Emery et al. 2012). These differences in perceived benefits
and risks also precipitate schisms within the fishing industry.

Despite these unsettled debates, leadership of the U.S. National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) firmly embraced market-based fishery man-
agement in a 2009 national ‘‘catch share’’ policy and launched regional implemen-
tation efforts. The agency did so with encouragement and assistance from the
Environmental Defense Fund, which had been lobbying on the issue for almost
two decades (Environmental Defense Fund 1994; 2013). Following the 2006 lifting
of a 1996 Congressional moratorium on some catch share programs, one of the fish-
eries NOAA targeted for conversion to market-based management was the New
England groundfishery. Thus far, peer-reviewed and gray literature on the resulting
groundfish catch share program have focused mainly on an administrative inno-
vation whereby harvest shares were initially allocated to new management coopera-
tives called ‘‘sectors’’ instead of to individuals or firms in a more standard approach
(Carroll 2012). Some authors point to the potential of these sectors and associated
programs to ameliorate negative social and ecological impacts of quota markets,
such as with research collaboration, alternative fish marketing, and quota banks sup-
ported by nonprofit and public entities (Holland and Wiersma 2010; Brinson, Lee,
and Rountree 2011; Nature Conservancy 2011; Conathan 2012). In contrast, the
present article suggests that the creation of an environmental market for fishery
catch shares failed to consider spatiotemporal particularities of the socioecological
system. Qualitative evidence indicates changes in fishing practices and associated
ecosystem decline, observed by portions of the industry but thus far unaddressed
by management. It demonstrates that policy implementation has averted public rec-
ognition of lay knowledge produced at the nexus of place–time-specific material
interactions among fishing folk, fishing gear, and the marine environment.

Research Methods

Findings presented here are informed by field data collected since 1989, especially
between 2002–2012. Analysis followed a generalized grounded theory approach,
including textual and discourse analysis, data coding, countersampling, and iterative
extraction of categories, themes, and findings (Strauss and Corbin 1990; Glaser
1994). The most directly relevant data collection was completed in 2010–2013. This
included more than 20 hours of semistructured interviews with a combined snowball
and stratified sample of 16 people, of which 13 hours were audio recorded. The
aggregate fishing industry experience of these informants totals more than 300 years
and spans gear types, boat sizes, and home states. Data also included 5 days of par-
ticipant observation at seven public meetings, and 14 days of participant observation
at private meetings, including less structured conversations with at least 27 people,
10 involved in the New England groundfishery and 17 familiar with catch share
programs elsewhere. Interviews included present and past groundfishermen1 and
their families, sector managers, staff of nonprofit organizations, present and past
public officials, and scientists. Document review included hundreds of pages of
government documents, nonprofit group materials, and media reports. The study
draws less directly on additional structured and unstructured in-person interviews
and less formal conversations undertaken for prior studies. These include more than
300 fishing industry members, public servants, nongovernmental organization
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(NGO) staff, scientists, and other coastal residents and professionals, sampled using
snowball and stratified strategies. Other background data sources include 85 mail
and phone survey responses from randomized samples of Maine fishermen; four
focus groups in eastern Maine; participant observation at more than 40 public
meetings and more than 50 nonpublic briefings, conferences, and project meetings
in New England, Washington, DC, North Carolina, and Alaska; and more than four
years of participant observation in marine resource management and policy arenas,
and around fishing-dependent villages, households, vessels, and other businesses.2

Markets and Fished Ecosystems

Catch shares and related market-based management innovations are increasingly
favored in fisheries policy worldwide (Beddington, Agnew, and Clark 2007; Costello,
Gaines, and Lynham 2008). Potential public benefits and costs are discussed
in numerous case studies, comparative analyses, and literature reviews (National
Research Council 1999; Copes and Charles 2004; U.S. GAO 2004; Gibbs 2010;
Emery et al. 2012; Grimm et al. 2012; Thébaud, Innes, and Ellis 2012; Pinkerton
2013). Reported outcomes vary with a range of factors relating to life histories
and habitat of target and nontarget species, harvest technology, product markets,
capital access, firm ownership and investment, informal social institutions, govern-
ance arrangements, data availability, and study methods. Advocates assert that catch
shares create a ‘‘simpler and more efficient’’ management regime, eliminating the
need for controls on fishing inputs, such as fishing gear, times, areas, boat sizes,
and daily harvest totals, replacing these with economic incentives (Gulf of Maine
Research Institute 2008, 4; Conathan 2012). Government agencies distribute
as-yet-uncaught fish to fishing firms as quota, portions of the total allowable catch,
generally calculated in relation to past boat landings and renewed annually. To
accommodate normal variation and change in firm strategies and the marine ecosys-
tem, quota transfers transpire by sale and lease. Quota values often rise rapidly after
allocation, bringing windfall profits to initial recipients, and posing high barriers to
aspiring boat owners with limited capital. Subsequent capital investment and legal
takings provisions can prevent retraction of quota programs.

Biological models undergirding catch share implementation tend to neglect
socioecological heterogeneity, lacking spatiotemporally explicit consideration of
material interactions between humans and the marine environment (Clay 1996;
Wilson, Acheson, and Kleban 1996; Walters et al. 2005; St. Martin 2006; Hilborn
2011). Standardized fish population assessment techniques used to set total allow-
able catches focus on the manipulation of target species datasets, isolating the
execution of advanced statistical modeling work from routinized field data collection
activities (Larkin 1977; Rose 1997). Despite ongoing experiments in ecosystem-based
modeling, most assessments assume that present and future ratios of unharvested
species quantities to subsequent survival and reproduction rates are similar to past
ratios (Beddington, Agnew, and Clark 2007; cf. Christensen and Walters 2004; Tallis
et al. 2010; Link 2012). They therefore project allowable catches from historical
measures of fish populations and harvests. This seems logical as a mathematical
equation, but it overlooks the potential for deviation from historic norms in any
number of impinging variables. One cluster of overlooked variables involves oceano-
graphic and climatic factors, such as water quality and temperature. Another
involves other flora and fauna linked to target species through trophic or habitat
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interactions. The third cluster, most relevant to the case presented here, involves the
how, where, and when of harvest activities, and associated impacts on fish survival
and reproduction. This is the most intensively material site of fishing activity as
human–marine interaction, the physical deployment of fishing technology. It is a site
at which fishermen continually produce local knowledge at a fine scale of spatial and
temporal specificity, observing innumerable variables pertinent to target species,
fishing gear, and surrounding species and habitat. Extensive research demonstrates
the potential utility of such local knowledge to management decision making
(Wilson, Acheson, and Kleban 1996; Degnbol 2005; Haggan, Neis, and Baird 2007;
Ruddle and Davis 2011).

NOAA social science capacity is growing (Abbott-Jamieson and Clay 2012)
and produces increasingly substantive economic and social impact analyses, but
per strictures of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management
Act (FCMA) these analyses have minimal influence on regulatory decisions. Several
underanalyzed variables are difficult to neatly quantify, but are directly relevant to
the present discussion. These include firm sizes and structures, capital access and
lending patterns, extensive fishing-related barter and kinship-dependent economies,
and informal institutions (e.g., New England Fishery Management Council and
National Marine Fisheries Service Northeast Fisheries Science Center 2003). Of
greatest immediate significance, assessments do not consider socioecological drivers
or implications of gear selection and deployment decisions aboard fishing boats.
Some consolidation of fishing fleets is virtually universal under most catch share
programs, despite any regulatory intentions (National Research Council 1999). This
affects shore-side infrastructure development, financial control of quota, spatial dis-
tributions of fishing-related income and activity, and vertical integration of harvest
and processing operations. A related risk remains virtually absent from the litera-
ture, and from public policy debates: the possibility that consolidated firms may
escalate harmful ecological impacts of fishing activities as they achieve economies
of scale. Attention to this possibility requires us to recognize two streams of ecologi-
cal literature, one pointing toward habitat impacts of some fishing gear, and one
investigating the spatiotemporal dynamics of fish populations.

Multiple studies document smoothing of rocky benthic contours by bottom-
tending fishing gear dragged behind boats, though it is less clear how such gear
affects flat, sandy, or muddy bottom (National Research Council 2002). Other stu-
dies indicate that some fish populations, including groundfish species such as cod
and haddock, comprise metapopulations (Reich and DeAlteris 2009; Skjæraasen
et al. 2011), with some studies drawing explicitly on spatiotemporally specific indus-
try observations (Bigelow 1924; Ames 2004). Subpopulations mix seasonally over
large areas, then home to segregated spawning aggregations, demonstrating peren-
nial site fidelity to shallow banks, rivermouths, or other features. Evolutionarily, this
reproductive pattern can facilitate site-specific adaptation of subpopulations to
highly local oceanographic conditions, and increase overall intraspecies genetic
diversity. Loss of this spatialized diversity can decrease overall survival rates of
juvenile fish, and increase species vulnerability to more generalized collapse (Kerr,
Cadrin, and Secor 2010; Zemeckis et al. 2012).

These ecological literatures and corresponding industry observations pose a
challenge to fishery managers, since gear impacts and metapopulations have not
been quantified with sufficient statistical rigor to integrate into federal stock assess-
ments, at least not convincingly enough to withstand courtroom scrutiny. Federal
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law and ongoing environmental lawsuits focus scientific assessment efforts on high
levels of quantitative precision at the expense of empirical breadth (Walters et al.
2005; Longhurst 2010; Hilborn 2011). The groundfish case demonstrates how catch
shares can aggravate this imbalance and may thereby incur long-term ecological
damage.

The Fishery and Its Assessment

Groundfish are finfish living on or near the sea floor. In New England, commercially
valued species managed together in the multispecies complex include cod, haddock,
halibut, several flounders, pollock, hake, and redfish. Boats harvest groundfish with
otter trawls,3 heavy net gear dragged behind vessels from 40 to more than 100 ft long,
or with gillnets or hooks, which can be set from smaller boats. They are based in
harbors from Canada to the Mid-Atlantic states, including the largest ports of
New Bedford and Gloucester, Massachusetts, and Portland, Maine (see Figure 1).
Some firms own a few boats, and one in New Bedford owns 11, but most smaller
boats belong to owner-operators, many of whom grew up in multigenerational
fishing families.

Sustainable management of groundfish species has proven difficult. In the past,
environmental groups have sued NOAA for failing to manage the resource in
the public interest, and recent stock assessments indicate that the fishery is still

Figure 1. New England groundfishing region.
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not meeting rebuilding timelines that were implemented by Congress in 2006 at
the urging of environmental groups. NOAA staff members establish biological
and administrative parameters to ensure legal and policy compliance, but normally
adopt regulations proposed by the New England Fishery Management Council, as
intended by the Magnuson–Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act
(FCMA), the primary federal fisheries law. The council is a federal advisory body
including state fishery management agency designees and state-nominated, NOAA-
approved representatives, mostly fishing industry members.

In the last two years, groundfish population assessments and anecdotal evidence
indicate unprecedented population depletions simultaneous with the implementation
of catch shares. In spring 2012, federal species assessments virtually mandated that
portions of the fishery would shut down in the coming year. Following a mostly
positive prior assessment, finding that Gulf of Maine cod were not overfished, pend-
ing cuts to cod, haddock, and yellowtail flounder quota reached or exceeded 70%,
with Gulf of Maine cod cuts reaching 90%. The remainder of this article lays out
one area of speculation about the cause of this crisis: a shift from more direct
and spatiotemporally specific regulatory controls on fishing effort to annual quotas
on harvest outputs.4 Admittedly, the present predicament is likely caused by some
constellation of drivers, not one alone. Nonetheless, given fervent beliefs expressed
by a significant portion of the industry, the concern seems plausible enough to merit
more serious public consideration than it has received thus far.

Shifting from Input to Output Controls

One of the ostensible benefits of market-based quota management from the perspec-
tive of economists, and some fishermen and managers, is that it weakens the case for
controls that focus on the day-to-day materiality of fishing activities, such as fishing
gear, time, daily catches, and boat size (Copes 1979; National Research Council
1999; Gulf of Maine Research Institute 2008; Conathan 2012). Assuming that stan-
dard fish population assessments calculate annual allowable catches accurately,
managers need not concern themselves much with where, when, or how harvest hap-
pens. Within relatively large spatial areas, such as Georges Bank, the Gulf of Maine,
or southern New England, one dead pound of fish is calculated as one dead pound of
fish, distinguished from others in the assessment mainly by estimated age and pre-
sumed reproductive capability. Particulars of fishing inputs such as gear technology,
boat size, and fishing schedules and locations become mostly irrelevant. This appar-
ent catch share benefit generally appeals to management agencies, believing they will
no longer need to monitor, adjust, and enforce a slew of regulations, but can simply
hold the industry to maximum annual output quotas. It also appeals to fishermen
when led to believe that quotas will eliminate the need for other regulations.

Accordingly, when the New England Fishery Management Council implemen-
ted groundfish catch shares at NOAA urging, it lifted restrictions on fishing time,
previously allocated as days-at-sea per boat per year. In recent years, the council
had altered the accounting of fishing time to discourage inshore fishing by counting
inshore days at a two-for-one ratio while offshore days remained as whole days.
In the same vein, the council eliminated seasonal area closures that had been in place
for more than a decade. These were called ‘‘rolling’’ closures because they closed and
reopened each spring in staggered increments along the coast from Massachusetts
to Maine. While ostensibly intended to simply reduce overall fishing mortality
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as accounted for in fishery assessments, the closures roughly followed the spawning
schedules of key groundfish species as coastal waters warm seasonally from south-
west to northeast. Under catch shares, the council also eliminated limits on per-trip
species harvests, including cod limits that had ranged from 30 to 800 pounds per trip
over the last decade.5

Shortly thereafter, large boats started plying waters just a few miles from shore,
where closures and trip limits had previously deterred them. Fish populations were
more abundant inshore than offshore, fuel costs were lower, and suddenly boats
were allowed to fill their holds on each trip. NOAA confirmed for a reporter with
the Gloucester Times that in a selected 3-day period of fall 2012, eight vessels larger
than 70 ft were legally operating on Middle Bank, less than an hour’s steam from
Massachusetts harbors. The reporter also confirmed with a sector manager that their
large trawlers sometimes work inshore, though they spend the majority of their time
offshore. Repeated sightings from smaller inshore boats sufficiently concerned the
state’s Department of Marine Fisheries that the agency has repeatedly asked the
New England Fishery Management Council to curtail the new inshore effort, even
though most of the large vessels operate from Massachusetts ports and are owned
by Massachusetts constituents.

When they were in place, inshore area closures forced smaller boats to either cut
fishing time or risk crew lives in deeper waters than their vessels can safely navigate
in bad weather. Larger boats easily fished year-round in offshore waters beyond
the seasonal closed areas. They now see incentives to come inshore, especially for
cod, which aggregates inshore and generally brings good market prices at the dock.
One small-boat fisherman conveyed the scale and biological impact of increased
inshore effort:

We brought cod back. . . .The fish are only here because we had seven
months of rolling closures. We had trip limits as low as 30 pounds
a day . . .while these [bigger] guys were fishing 12 months a year . . . So
that’s changed a lot, with a lot of big draggers working where big
draggers never have been before. It’s not uncommon to see the whole
fleet of 90 foot draggers from Portland, Maine all the way to Gloucester
working five miles off the coast [here]. One day I counted 17 of them.
That had never, ever happened down here before. But it’s an incentive
for them . . . If they have 30,000 pounds to catch, why would they go
to Georges [Bank] to catch it if they can catch it right inshore here?
And they wouldn’t have been able to do that before when we had trip
limits of 1,500 pounds, 500 pounds. It wouldn’t have been worth it for
them to fish here. They would have gone to Georges to work . . . amongst
amongst other species. Instead they’re coming in here and catching
mostly just cod, and they can catch 30,000 pounds in a day or two.

Inshore Fish Populations

Many inshore fishermen believe they are witnessing detrimental impacts on fish
populations as a result of this spatiotemporal change in harvest patterns. Not only
does it concern them to observe that larger volumes of fish are being caught as they
aggregate to spawn, but mobile6 fishing gear also scatters uncaught fish, perhaps
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interfering with spawning behavior. As one fisherman is fond of saying, ‘‘You might
have trouble performing too, if there was a bulldozer in your bedroom.’’ Larger
boats have more horsepower, can handle more gear, and can tow areas where the
gear of smaller trawlers would hang up and tear or risk capsizing the boat, especially
in winter seas. On marginal weather days, if worse weather is pending, larger boats
can now make shorter inshore trips, in a smaller window of time than a week-long
trip to Georges Bank. One interviewee noted the greater capabilities of larger boats:

On a day like today when it’s really blowing out, they don’t have to come
in; they can just keep on towing. They have enough power and stability to
just tow at a constant speed even in rough weather, whereas a little boat
just can’t do it. But I don’t think they’re supposed to use anything larger
than a 12 inch rockhopper on their nets. But there are ways to modify
a 12 inch so you stack two and you basically have the same capability
of a 24 inch roller, but legally it’s a 12 inch. So they’re getting around
the gear restrictions and fishing inside . . . I know [NOAA] wants
to maximize the catch per unit of effort, in which case those [big boats]
are the greatest thing for it. But I think there’s a point where you sort
of have to regulate with a little bit of inefficiency there. Otherwise you’re
catching everything. You’re not letting anything go.

Attentive fishermen describe very specific impacts to fish populations, compared
to monthly migration histories. One gillnetter outlined the seasonal cycle of past
winters:

Usually you can really catch a lot of codfish in December when I
generally start. Then in January it gets a little harder. February is really
slow. By the end of February, beginning of March, the haddock show
up . . . [When] the codfishing dies out . . . I switch over and I go longlining
for haddock.

He described the last year prior to catch shares, when inshore area closures and
days-at-sea limits were still in place:

For all of February and all of March you couldn’t get away from the
codfish. They were everywhere. I never even put my longline gear on that
year. And we could just go out and get 800 [pounds] of cod out of five
nets.

In comparison, only two years later he finds it necessary to set 50 nets to catch fewer
fish. ‘‘You wouldn’t have dreamed of fishing that much gear three years ago.’’ He
notes that the size of the fish decreased, even between the first and second years
of catch shares. With that shift, he lost the ability to fill his quota allocation with
a smaller number of large, high-value fish. He now takes whatever legal fish he
can find.

[That first year of catch shares,] I could have caught my whole allocation
in three weeks if I really wanted to land a ton of fish. But I didn’t. I set
half the amount of gear and only set large mesh gear to bring in large
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codfish. It changed so fast. In year two it was so much harder. You
couldn’t use any large mesh gear anymore and catch big fish. You had
to target what was left, the small fish. The whole thing makes me
nauseous.

He went on to describe how the annual migrations seem to have declined:

Now I find, even last year, I was trying to catch my codfish still in
February. Actually right up until the end I was just trying to finish my
allocation. It’s just a struggle. A lot of guys have kind of given up
catching their cod for the year and are just trying to get rid of it now
[by leasing it out to other boats] . . .And then the pollock which are
usually here by Thanksgiving haven’t even shown up yet this year. So
the guys who really rely on those, if they don’t show up here in the next
three weeks, they’re probably not going to show up at all.

While even unfished species populations can fluctuate greatly in abundance and
size composition from one year to the next, another interviewee similarly noted that
haddock has ‘‘become almost nonexistent to our inshore waters in the last few
years.’’ Despite the high market value of landed haddock, quota was trading for
one or two cents a pound because fishermen can’t find enough fish to fill their quota.

Moving Habitat and Gear

Fishermen also observe corresponding changes to fish habitat. One fisherman
explained how different large trawlers are from smaller ones that have long plied
these waters, in the way their fishing gear interacts with rocky seafloor:

The big boats are capable of running up and over these big piles [of
rocks] . . . [M]y friends that are draggers, I tell them, ‘‘Oh, there’s a lot
of fish right where I am; they gotta be right on the edge of your tow.’’
They go, ‘‘Yeah, we can’t get any further to the east’erd.’’ And I can
see that ’cause I scallop also and I see the type of bottom that’s there.
And these big boats have come in and they’ve moved the bottom around,
and now it’s towable bottom. It used to be a nice rock pile, you know,
with boulders scattered . . .And the big boats have gone through there
enough times, and it’s nothing but flat bottom now . . .Basically they’re
snowplowing it; they’re pushing all the good stuff up out of the way.
And that’s habitat; it’s very important.

Fishermen tell these stories in vivid physical detail, although suspended nutrients
lend a dark, opaque color to Northwest Atlantic waters, preventing firsthand view
of the ocean bottom. After decades on the water, they glean constant streams of
ecological information by observing their own gear and catch, and the activities of
other boats (Brewer 2013). One narrated how small trawlers can only fish on smooth
bottom:

I’ve had spots that I jig on and that I longline7 on . . .They’re little areas
of hard bottom that ever since I’ve been fishing it’s been safe from the
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draggers. They can only get like a half a mile from me, then the bottom
gets too hard for them to tow over . . .Last year I witnessed the big boats,
they cut that half mile barrier down to a quarter mile, and within two or
three days they were towing right up over the spot. These are big boats,
boats [that] have never, ever in my history of fishing accessed that part of
the bank before . . . going up and over it all the time, and they’re destroy-
ing it. The little boats have never had the horsepower to get up and over
the rocks like that.

He went on to explain how he knows this to be true, reading his sonar depthfinder to
find special places to set out his gear:

I’ve seen it in person. I mean these are tiny little haunts that I fish on that
are like the size of a car or truck. And I’ve seen those places, when you
drive over them and you mark three or four feet up off bottom, I’ve seen
those places completely get annihilated.

One story dates to some years before the area closure opening, but illustrates how
irreplaceable these unseen benthic contours are in the livelihoods of small boat fish-
ermen:

I saw it happen once with a dragger about ten or 12 years ago inshore to
a spot that I specifically named Hog Daddy because that’s what my
sternman that caught a huge cod on the spot and goes ‘‘Hog Daddy!’’
He couldn’t say anything [more]. That spot’s one giant boulder that
got moved, and just completely gone off of the edge.

As trawls drag over the bottom, they collide with any human-made objects
they might encounter. Judging from interactions with fishing gear and shipwrecks,
it seems reasonable to infer that more extensive habitat changes may be happening
concurrently.

[Big boats are] literally towing down the state–federal line, three
miles out. That’s how close they are . . .where a lot of guys lobster.
I know guys lost a ton of lobster traps. And all the inshore wrecks and
hang ups that have been in the same spot forever are now getting towed
and moved everywhere, so even the inshore small draggers are hanging
up and just rimracking their gear in places where they’ve always been able
to tow.

Another owner-operator noted:

There’s this parade of 90-footers going up and down . . . and the gillnets
are going for rides this way and that way and every other way. These guys
are losing a lot of gear.

Some interviewees speculated that benthic changes wrought by large draggers
may have even caused recent drownings. Two 40-odd-foot scallop boats went
down in November and December 2012, the first just two miles from Cape Cod’s
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Provincetown, after its gear snagged up on bottom, and the second 12miles from the
same harbor.

The two scallopers lately that one sunk and one tipped over, I wouldn’t
be surprised if they hung up on something that was moved and never
there to begin with. Usually those mobile guys, they don’t stray too far
off their proven tows.

Crew are unlikely to survive a sinking or a capsized boat in the cold water of winter
or early spring, and even less dangerous snags can cost fuel and short daytime work
hours, so most small groundfish or scallop draggers stick to well-known pathways.
As a gillnetter noted:

The small draggers are starting to tear up their gear on a regular basis
where normally they know the bottom like the back of their hand and
don’t have to worry about it.

In addition to concerns about present-day catches, the cost of gear conflicts, and
personal safety, many inshore fishermen are horrified that the long-term future of
the fishery may be at stake. They fear that if they lose their businesses and quota
allocations, a few of the largest firms will end up owning all the quota. In 2011, only
a year into sector management, council staff publicly noted with quiet concern that
three Massachusetts firms owned more than 40% of Georges Bank winter flounder
quota (New England Fishery Management Council 2011). The staff further revealed
that in 2010, 26% of Georges Bank haddock, 18% of Georges Bank yellowtail,
and 21% of Georges Bank cod were each controlled by three firms. More detailed
information on quota ownership and transfer is protected by privacy laws. In
2012, one harvest sector controlled more than half the quota for several species,
and the owner of 11 boats involved in groundfishing publicly announced that he
had $50 million invested in the fishery. Some see history repeating itself, comparing
the present situation to the heyday of foreign fleets 40 years ago, before the FCMA.

Stocks can’t take constant pressure. We went from the rolling closures and
just an inshore fleet, the two coupled together seemed to be working great.
Until all of a sudden it was like the Wild West: no rolling closures and
everybody fishing in one little area. I don’t think the fish stood a chance.
Watch these big boats fish and they line right up, just like the old Russian
pulse fishing8 that sort of got the whole Magnusson Act started.

Pointing Fingers or Seeking Solutions?

Despite feeling profound anger and sadness that a way of life may be slipping away from
their families and home harbors, many inshore fishermen blame the regulatory situation
more than big boat captains, who must respond to owner pressures to maximize profits
on each fishing trip. One small-boat fisherman expressed his ambivalence:

It’s hard because they’re kind of forced to do what they’re doing, so you
can’t really blame them too much. But on the other hand, all that
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conservation and all [those] daily limit[s] that all the small boats had to
endure for so many years. And watch the stocks come back: ‘‘Wow this
is great.’’ The ones who really benefitted from that were the ones who
caused the problem to begin with: the big boats. It’s infuriating.

It is true that larger boats have higher fixed and operating costs. Many have less
diversified business histories than small boats, so the firms have fewer income alter-
natives if their groundfish revenues fall. Most of the big boats in the New England
fleet were built using funds and tax breaks provided by the federal government
decades ago, when Congress wished to augment the domestic fleet to replace the
evicted foreign boats. That sudden growth strained previously existing informal
conservation norms and social networks that had long characterized the industry
(Hennessey and Healey 2000; Acheson and Gardner 2011; Brewer 2012). In their
defense, owners of larger boats point out that small boats are also capable of deplet-
ing fish populations. Untended gillnets continually entrap fish, which die or are
eaten by seals if not harvested or released. With the elimination of trip limits, gillnet-
ters may be motivated to set more nets and fill their quota quickly. With more nets,
each might be tended less often. Other possible explanations for groundfish popu-
lation decline have also circulated among scientists and industry members. Among
them, discard rates of trip-limited species prior to catch shares may have exceeded
current estimates. Discretionary handling of new federal data sources and outliers
in existing data sets may have skewed recent population assessments. Climate change
may cause warmer water species migrating northward to compete with resident
species. Seal predation on groundfish may have increased. Imported herring used
as lobster bait may transmit disease. Because most lobstermen can no longer afford
groundfish permits, when they accidentally catch small fish in their traps, they often
spear them as bait (Brewer 2012).

On the other hand, concerns about larger boats seem to be escalating. When
they frequent inshore waters, the risk of collisions with smaller boats and gear rises.
Justified or not, the risk may prevent smaller scale fishermen from speaking publicly
on related issues at the New England Fishery Management Council. While many
owners of large boats have a history of responsiveness to small-boat concerns,
a few have a reputation for ruthlessness, and little incentive to maintain amiable
relationships with small boats. One small-boat owner described his anxiety:

When you’re a little 40-foot boat fishing with four fishing rods and
you’ve got two 90 foot walls of steel on either side of you, [or] as a mobile
gear fisherman, you’re screwed if you have any type of issue.

Entanglement of deployed gear between a large and small trawler, even gear set on
cables extending many meters behind the vessels themselves, can sink the smaller
boat and crew within a matter of minutes.

We call it the first rule of the road: the bigmarch on and the little sink . . . It’s
a nasty dynamic that’s developed. And a lot of times people that have made
statements on the record on this kind of big boat, small boat issue—funny
how you can get chased around the ocean by somebody who tries to tow
you down. Everybody knows what everybody else does, and it has stifled
discussion quite a bit where a lot of people are afraid to speak up . . .You
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figure you’re gonna get run down the next day as word spreads among the
large boat fleet that ‘‘hey, he spoke out against us; let’s make his life
miserable.’’ It’s like terrorism . . .You can’t prove it . . . but I’ve seen
it happen. I know it happens . . .When the sun starts to get eclipsed, you look
up and there’s three stories of steel right next to you . . .You can’t outrun
‘em . . .They don’t have to say anything; they don’t have to do anything.
It’s just the idea that I got within 50 feet here, the next time it could be
20. Perhaps you’d better keep your mouth shut when you go to meetings.

Regardless of the intentions of large-boat owners and captains with respect to
fish populations, benthic habitat, and the safety and livelihoods of smaller vessels,
their presence in newly opened areas is perfectly legal because the council and
NOAA allow it. The FCMA includes only weak language on habitat protections,
compared to explicit language guiding the use of population assessments to meet
mandatory species rebuilding timelines and quantitative goals. Most involved
environmental organizations support the concept of catch shares, in part because
they set simple numerical standards by which to evaluate NOAA’s performance,
especially in court. In a November 2012 letter submitted to the council’s Habitat
Committee by the Conservation Law Foundation, a New England-based nonprofit
that spearheaded fisheries conservation litigation in the 1990s, the organization
noted that fishing-gear restrictions under consideration might trigger industry legal
action, because they are not sufficiently supported by peer-reviewed science. Atten-
tion to gear impacts at the Habitat Committee level moves notoriously slowly, and
traction at the council level is not apparent. Similarly, in December 2012
working-group reports, assessment scientists noted that spatialized models of
New England cod populations might prove useful, but also cited studies supporting
the status quo. Uncomfortable with the lack of clear scientific evidence, they instead
awaited further analyses from the council’s Scientific and Statistical Committee. One
member of that committee found council consideration of ecosystem variables to be
‘‘on ice.’’

Not only has the council not devoted time to debate gear, habitat, and fish
subpopulation issues, it has considered opening more closed areas. At a council
meeting in December 2012, a large-boat fleet owner and former council member
voiced the argument in terms of supporting working waterfronts, which are under
gentrification pressure.

We have to mitigate and give the industry every opportunity it can to try to
survive. The best way . . . is to get pounds of fish over the dock. We . . . need
to figure out ways to aggressively target the healthiest stocks we have. If we
do that, it’s my experience in watching this and trying to make this work,
that we will have an impact on the less healthy stocks, in a positive way. In
order to do that, we need to get access to those fish. We don’t have access
to that [more abundant] stock of haddock on a consistent basis. We get it
when it decides to swim out [of a closed area]. We can’t keep our markets
going, we can’t keep the infrastructure going that way. So all we want to do
is get access to the healthiest stocks of fish we have.

He implied that his boats and others would shift effort from depleted fish popula-
tions to previously protected ones that should withstand the harvest pressure. Under
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the logic of catch shares, as long as boats do not exceed quota allocations, this is
a fair proposal. Given the preceding observations from boats that have long fished
recently opened areas, however, the prospect of more openings sounds ludicrous.
In response, the council did not immediately open more areas, but designated some
additional areas for access pending approval of individual sector requests by NOAA.
NOAA responded by announcing its willingness to discuss the possibility of opening
some areas (NOAA 2013). Even if the council wished to take emergency action and
restore closures, trip limits, or days-at-sea, it would face legal challenges under the
National Environmental Policy Act, which distinguishes between major regulatory
actions that require public hearing timelines and formal environmental and social
impact assessments, and regulatory adjustments that can be made without dedicated
public review.

The only lasting solution to the fundamental conflict between the logic of
market-based management and the material experience of fishing may lie in amend-
ments to the FCMA to diversify the information streams used by managers and
assessments. Doing so would be fraught with legal complexity, and would necessitate
a level of policy discussion not yet taking place. It would require input from natural
and social scientists with a range of expertise, the breadth of the fishing industry, and
managers. New institutional arrangements would need to accommodate the gener-
ation and use of more integrative bodies of knowledge. Decision makers would have
to concede that catch shares are not a panacea, and do not obviate regulatory
responses to ecological and technological shifts.

Conclusion

Lifelong groundfishermen report detrimental changes in inshore fish populations
and benthic habitat, and a rise of tensions between smaller and larger boats. These
phenomena are not entirely new, but the severity and suddenness of recent reports
correspond with the implementation of market-based catch share policy, and the
removal of other controls such as harvest limits per fishing trip, area closures, and
days-at-sea restrictions. Previously published evidence on catch shares is already
mixed, and this case adds to the list of concerns. Justified or not, accusations abound
among inshore groundfishermen that technological capabilities of the largest boats
exceed ecosystem resilience. With some amount of industry consolidation being
virtually unavoidable under market-based management, and as the standardized
commodity of species quota replaces a broader suite of more materially specific regu-
latory options, concerns arise that any increasing prevalence of larger trawlers could
invite unprecedented ecological damage.

The present article cannot offer decisive evidence that large boats cause ecologi-
cal decline; it aspires only to document qualitative evidence provided by a particular
segment of the industry, one with an interest in future access to a sustainable inshore
fishery. As in any complex socioecological system, a nuanced understanding of fish-
ery resilience can be difficult to discern without intensive field data collection using
a range of methodologies. Instead, catch shares rely on predictive capacities of bio-
economic models uncoupled from the spatial and temporal particulars of human–
environment relationships. Driving fishery assessments focus on readily quantifiable
data about individual species, in relative isolation from quantitative and qualitative
information about the intrinsically linked social and ecological contexts in which
those species live, reproduce, and die.
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This case of apparent management failure reveals a dearth of attention to the
spatiotemporal materiality of fishing activity. It seems that our government has cho-
sen to grant a public resource to profit-seeking firms without due consideration of
their physical operations—how they conduct daily business in the marine environ-
ment. Present policy removes knowledge production from the integrative site of lived
human experience. It privileges presumed conservation incentives, profits, and
administrative convenience over conflicting evidence collected by lifelong observers
of the fished ecosystem. Of course industry knowledge is partial, contingent, and
cannot be the sole basis for management decisions. Nonetheless, a substantial body
of lay observation points toward the possibility of long term or permanent damage
to a public trust resource, and may therefore merit more serious public consideration
than it has received thus far.
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Notes

1. The vast majority of New England fishers are male, and most female fishers call themselves
fishermen, so the terms fisherman and groundfisherman are used here.

2. Many interviewees who buy or lease quota have larger financial investments at stake than
at any time in the past. Those investments are at unprecedented immediate risk to the
actions of other boats on the water, other quota holders in quota markets, other sector
members and managers in sector decision processes, and other interests involved in regulat-
ory arenas. To protect confidentiality, I provide only minimal details about each intervie-
wee, such as home port, gear type, fishing experience, or boat size category. I generally
distinguish smaller from larger boats at roughly 70 ft in length, based principally on criteria
offered by fishermen themselves.

3. Trawling is often called dragging, but drags also include gear made of metal rings interlaced
to form net-like bags for harvesting scallops and other shellfish.

4. Fishery management literature borrows the terminology of inputs and outputs from bio-
economic models of industrialized agriculture (Finley 2009).

5. Daily species limits are not a perfect management tool. Like other kinds of catch quotas,
they can lead to the discarding of already-dead fish.

6. Mobile gear is moved by boats, including trawls, drags, and other nets. This contrasts with
fixed gear, which boats set in a one place at a time and includes hooks, gillnets, and traps.

7. Jigs and longlines are hook fishing technologies.
8. While huge harvest-processor vessels from several European and Asian countries fished

within sight of U.S. coasts in the 1970s before ‘‘Americanization’’ of U.S. waters, Cold
War tensions lent particular drama to the frequent presence of Soviet-bloc boats among
them.
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Environmental change heightens the need for governance structures that enable transformative social
learning across socio-ecological scales. Questions arise concerning the ability of audit-based account-
ability to deliver such adaptive outcomes, particularly if implementation is hampered by communicative
divides between insider and outsider groups. In the New England region of the United States, groundfish
policy and its catch share system present an illustrative case. Despite severe depletion of cod and other
species, governance insiders prevent consideration of regulatory alternatives. An insider-outsider activist
strategy based in the state of Maine aims to regain fishery access, intensify grassroots community or-
ganizing to support owner-operators attentive to conservation ethics, broaden participation within
conventional science and management venues, and improve prospects for community-based area
management through strategic policy networks. Adaptive, polycentric accountability therefore seems
more feasible, but requires further development.

& 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

After centuries of harvest, the New England groundfishery is an
official disaster. Following 2010 implementation of market-based
catch shares, federal managers issued the disaster declaration in
2012 and the US Congress authorized relief funding in 2014. Per-
sistent fishery decline raises concerns about the relationship be-
tween accountability and adaptive learning. Existing research de-
monstrates that environmental complexity heightens the need for
governance structures that foster transformative capacity and
adaptive social learning across socio-ecological scales [1–5]. Other
literatures question the value of audit-based standards of ac-
countability favored by neoliberal policy, and offer inclusive and
participatory modes of democratic decision-making as possible
remedies [6–9]. This paper outlines problems with audit-based
accountability mechanisms that discourage transformative learn-
ing by narrowing the scope of public debate in the groundfish
case. It further considers an emerging proposal for governance
er).
edominantly male, and even
this paper follows suit. It oc-
ermen (male and female) and
mily members who provide
and without recognized job
innovation, one offering polycentric venues for vigorous public
discourse as routes to more adaptive learning and accountability.
Specifically, broader integration of socio-ecological knowledge
accumulated by fisherfolk1 could reverse a dearth of locally-scaled
information in regionally-administered catch share policy and
stimulate more agonistic, or multi-polar, discussion. Although full
implementation would require additional development, an in-
sider-outsider activist strategy is advancing policy reform and
grassroots community organizing around alternate visions.
2. Transformation, learning and accountability

Humans are inherently social; they learn from one another, not
in a vacuum [10,11]. Adaptation to dramatic change further re-
quires not only refinement of routine operations, in single-loop
social learning, but evaluation of deeply held assumptions and
longstanding organizational models, in multiple-loop or transfor-
mative social learning [3]. The flow of information among deci-
sion-makers can alter these prospects. A diversity of perspectives
and associated opinions, expressed in a mutually respectful man-
ner, can augment our ability to envision alternate futures [12]. By
contrast, if deliberations are persistently compartmentalized such
that some viewpoints are eliminated by suppression or inad-
vertent exclusion, resulting decisions may be deficient in analytical
rigor or political viability [11].

Scholars increasingly assert related critiques of prevailing
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bureaucratic approaches to accountability. Audit-based account-
ability mechanisms, including quantitative performance thresh-
olds popular in neoliberal regimes, may protect bureaucrats
against a relatively narrow suite of well-documented risks and
insulate them from intra-agency criticism, yet fail to consider a
broader array of public risks that are less clearly recognized or
harder to quantify [7,8,13]. A simplistic emphasis on outcomes and
reporting can displace professional ethics around due process and
moral conduct, e.g., routinized achievement of minimum stan-
dards may deflect agency attention away from more nuanced
shifts in public priorities [6,14]. If such standards become syn-
chronized with staff performance reviews, vertical hierarchies fa-
cilitate strategic movement of information down a chain of com-
mand, as is operationally efficient in a static decision environment.
Less helpfully, however, such arrangements can encourage ad-
ministrative stovepipes that prevent the lateral and upward
sharing of information that might otherwise spur innovation [15].
Similarly, social divides between organizational insiders and out-
siders can sideline perspectives that have broad social utility but
do not serve short term interests of insiders [16]. These tradeoffs
between internal efficiency and public benefits become particu-
larly problematic if socio-ecological complexity requires transfor-
mative learning [11].

By contrast, in polycentric, broadly participatory social struc-
tures, multiple decision centers at varied scales can allow multi-
directional flows of information and accountability, including lat-
erally and upward [16–19]. While any associated contestation be-
tween decision-makers around knowledge claims or jurisdictional
authority may appear administratively inefficient over short time
frames, in the longer term, if integrated with mechanisms for
broad accountability, such negotiations can advance collective
benefits by stimulating public debate around existing assumptions
and patterns and offering diverse alternatives to outmoded po-
licies [3,15,16]. Some political theorists therefore call for decen-
tralized notions of accountability wherein ample opportunities for
civic participation and inter-organizational scrutiny ensure that
active engagement with public concerns around values and ethics
becomes a professional norm [9,15]. In particular, Chantal Mouffe
proposes agonism or agonistic pluralism, advocating vigorous but
mutually respectful debate among adversaries as a permanent
condition of democracy, and thereby rejecting both neoliberal
faith in voting as summative aggregation of individual preferences
and utopian ideals of consensus [12].

This paper explores these arguments as they manifest in the
groundfishery of the northeastern United States. Following brief
coverage of methodology and legal case context, it discusses fail-
ures of catch shares as implemented pursuant to a neoliberal
policy agenda. These include continued depletion of fish popula-
tions, industry consolidation, and disenfranchisement of coastal
fishing communities, as well as apparent regulatory violations, a
narrowing of public discourse, and marginalization of dissenting
voices. The paper then considers an ongoing effort by coastal
fisherfolk and their supporters to develop more robust policy al-
ternatives. Significantly, this latter work involves both investments
within existing governance structures and mobilization of broader
publics: an insider-outsider strategy. To demonstrate this, the
following sections trace a brief policy history, consider the techno-
ecological and socio-political positions of policy critics, and de-
scribe efforts to interject alternate viewpoints into a central de-
cision-making venue. Evidence reveals substantial barriers that
prevent such sharing of more diversified information and opi-
nions. Nonetheless, small boat representatives and advocates
persist in raising key concerns among audiences across local to
international scales. They have attracted support for a still-evol-
ving proposal to reform fishery decision-making through decen-
tralized structures for learning and accountability. These efforts
have the potential to blur distinctions between governance in-
siders and outsiders, an outcome that could have broader utility
for reformation of the neoliberal regime.
3. Methods and case overview

The following discussion takes a modified grounded theory or
constant comparative approach whereby data collection and
analysis iterate between synthesis of existing research and com-
parison with ongoing fieldwork [20]. Formal data collection by the
lead author has involved a series of overlapping projects in New
England fisheries, all of which inform the present analysis, either
directly or indirectly. These projects incorporated periods of par-
ticipant observation from 1990 to 2016, including attendance at
more than 40 meetings and workshops focused on fishery man-
agement and ranging in length from one hour to four days. They
also included more than 175 interviews with more than 200 in-
formants, mostly fishermen, but also fishery managers, NGO staff,
and others involved in the fishing industry. In addition, 95 phone,
mail, or internet surveys collected by the lead author conveyed
information about the experiences, perceptions, decisions, and
actions of fishermen as they relate to fishery management, fished
ecosystems, and the social context of fishing. Review of documents
and website content produced by government, news media, NGOs,
and trade organizations also provided essential information. Ad-
ditionally, among the four co-authors, experiential field observa-
tion as non-academic marine policy professionals totals more than
60 years.

Our case includes historic New England groundfishing ports
and associated management discussions from local to federal le-
vels. Over centuries, boats homeported in dozens of harbors from
the Canadian border to the mid-Atlantic US states deployed hooks
or nets to catch bottom-dwelling finfish such as cod, haddock,
halibut, flounders, pollock, hake, whiting, and redfish in the waters
of the northwest Atlantic. Today, the remaining industry has
concentrated into two Massachusetts ports: Gloucester and New
Bedford. Our study focuses more on eastern Maine, where the
fishery declined decades ago and local groups have organized to
propose collectivist strategies for the recovery of both fish popu-
lations and fishery access.
4. Policy failure

The federally-managed New England groundfishery has ex-
perienced a gradual encroachment of neoliberal policy, despite
widespread opposition at the grassroots [21]. Audit-based ac-
countability mechanisms have become entrenched, regardless of
their apparent ineffectiveness. The following paragraphs trace this
history and some of its problematic outcomes. They illustrate how
groundfish policy manifests four decades of faith among govern-
ment officials that the predictive capabilities of fisheries science
coupled with the economic engine of private property will pro-
duce socially optimal outcomes, even as decision-makers dis-
regard dissenting voices.

In 1976, after expelling foreign fishing fleets from its 200 mile
EEZ, the US Congress allocated funds to incentivize domestic in-
vestment, optimistic that increasingly quantitative biological as-
sessment techniques could sustain an economic boom by de-
termining maximum sustainable yield (MSY) and regulatory stra-
tegies to achieve it. Total allowable catches (TACs) calculated in
relation to sustainable yield seemed to offer clear standards for
accountability audits, targets against which to compare manage-
ment outcomes. Congress also created eight Regional Councils to
advise the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
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(NOAA) during this period of industry growth by developing draft
fishery regulations and submitting them to NOAA for approval.
Each Council was to include agency-appointed representatives
from state government and the fishing industry, with some states
later adding ENGO nominees. Although the Councils were tech-
nically exempted from the US Administrative Procedures Act, their
authorizing legislation, the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conserva-
tion and Management Act (FCMA), contains similar provisions for
regulatory notice-and-comment, including written and spoken
public testimony.

The government-supported industry transformation proved
unsustainable in New England's groundfishery. Even as the inter-
national fleet of factory-scale freezer trawlers departed, in the
domestic fleet, diversified 30–50’ boats setting tub trawls, gillnets,
and small otter trawls gave way to new 50–90’ vessels capable of
fishing more monofilament gillnets and larger trawls on week-
long trips over longer seasons. The Council passed gear restrictions
such as minimum net mesh sizes, but these were insufficient and
inadequately enforced. When the Council set TACs, boats cir-
cumvented reporting requirements while intensifying their fishing
effort for fear that the TAC would be reached and the fishing
season would end early. Dockside prices collapsed when markets
became glutted with the sudden increase in landings.

Beginning in 1991, with several groundfish species in pro-
tracted decline, a series of ENGO lawsuits hastened management
response. The New England Council limited groundfishing permits
in 1994, and then made them transferable by private sale, in-
crementally tightening and relaxing transfer restrictions over
some years through a series of regulatory modifications. Also in
this timeframe, NOAA undertook vessel and permit buybacks. In
2004, the Council limited fishing days and made them transfer-
able. It later lifted initial prohibitions against aggregating days-at-
sea allocations from multiple permits onto a single boat. With
regulatory constraints tightening and fish populations still at his-
toric lows, the fleet consolidated.

To many observers, it was clear that federal policy had failed.
Opinions about how to fix the problems varied, and blaming fin-
gers pointed at the industry, NOAA, the Council, Congress, the
courts, scientists, and ENGOs. Some of the most broadly binding
lines of legal accountability were drawn by ENGO lawsuits. Partly
as a result, the prevailing NOAA view paralleled ENGO desires to
establish a strictly enforced TAC and reduce fishing effort corre-
spondingly by numbers of boats and/or catch per boat. To wit,
sustainable yield, maximum or otherwise, should be achievable by
quantifying human behavior, just as we quantify fish. Target
numbers were again key to this model of audit-based account-
ability. If NOAA could produce accurate mathematical estimates of
what level of fishing effort would allow fish populations to re-
cover, the agency could avoid costly legal fees and negative
publicity.

The fishing industry responded with typically fractured opinion
but formed at least three broad contingents: (1) those who said
there was no conservation problem and the science was deeply
flawed, (2) those who said there was a conservation problem and
it should be fixed by constraining or eliminating particular fishing
competitors, and (3) those who said there was a conservation
problem and it should be fixed by controlling how, where, or when
fishing took place by implementing more gear restrictions, area
closures, and/or seasonal closures. Many in the industry dismissed
the notion that the impact of fishing activity on fish populations
can be reduced to numbers of boats, days, or landed fish [22–24].
The vast majority opposed implementation of strict TACs, some
due to an aversion to any limits, others due to memories of dys-
functional TACs in the past, and yet others due to fears that a re-
newed race to fish could trigger calls for individual transferable
quotas (ITQs). Most believed ITQs would be disastrous, at least for
coastal communities and perhaps for fish populations. In 2006,
however, ENGOs convinced Congress to require that NOAA meet
10-year timelines for rebuilding overfished stocks, and implement
TACs recommended by fisheries scientists, despite hesitation
among some scientists who did not want to be directly responsible
for translating the probabilities of stock assessments into man-
agement decisions. Again, these actions paved the way for ac-
countability audits. After the scientists provided the numbers,
NOAA could either meet them or prepare for ENGO-driven Con-
gressional inquiries and legal action.

Thereafter, market-based accountability mechanisms advanced
more dramatically, despite widespread opposition, and building
on the precedents of TACs and transferability of limited permits
and days-at-sea. In 2010, with key groundfish species recovering
only slowly or erratically, NOAA leadership pressured the Council
to design a catch share system in cooperation with the Environ-
mental Defense Fund, an ENGO advocating market-based en-
vironmental policy. Accordingly, the Council ostensibly allocated
harvest quota to industry “sectors” resembling cooperatives, but
effectively imposed individual transferable quotas (ITQs), with
virtually no restrictions on quota transfers [23,25,26]. This move
circumvented the intent of Congress, which had forbidden ITQs in
New England unless developed after an industry referendum
showing majority support for plan development and implemented
after a second referendum showing supermajority support for final
plan implementation. Despite the new policy, in 2012 NOAA de-
clared the fishery a disaster and in 2014 Congress authorized $33
million in disaster relief funding.

In 2015 the Council further ignored widespread public urging
to protect the remaining fleet and instead established quota ac-
cumulation caps that allow continued consolidation to reduce the
future fleet to as few as seven firms, or fewer if some companies
gain de facto control over others yet remain legally separate on
paper. The Council also chose not to increase transparency in
opaque quota markets, which are increasingly vulnerable to oli-
gopolistic control of “choke” species. If a boat has quota for one
species but cannot catch it without also catching some of a second
species mixed in with the first, harvest of the first species is only
possible with sufficient quota for the second. In particular, low cod
quotas often limit other harvests. If a few firms hold most of the
choke species quota, other boats may be unable to fish unless they
can lease quota from the few quota-holding firms at a reasonable
cost. Further, in sectors, following allocation of each collective
sector quota by NOAA, all quota reallocations, monitoring, and
reporting of quota become the purview of sectors and their
managers, shifting the burden of accountability to the industry.
Overharvest by one boat can shut down an entire sector [23].

Incrementally, this series of management actions privatized a
public resource, raised barriers to entry, and invited more capita-
lized firms to consolidate fishery access. While ENGOs and NOAA
believed that numerical accountability targets would yield public
benefits, the industry felt that these numbers masked important
ecological and social realities [22–24]. Similar debates have char-
acterized other New England fisheries such as scallops, herring,
lobster, and shrimp, with some producing outcomes that are even
more exclusionary in terms of restricting fishery access to rela-
tively few people, and others inspiring more successful move-
ments to retain broad access. One can argue that the groundfish-
ery has been declining since European colonization [27], but
neoliberal policy has not slowed the downward slide. Instead, it
disenfranchises most of the public from the fishery and its man-
agement, thereby dividing insiders and outsiders and impeding
socio-ecological innovation that might otherwise restore the
fishery. From more than a thousand active vessels in the 1990s, the
number of active vessels declined to 446 in 2010, 327 in 2012, and
about 220 in 2015. By 2012, three corporations controlled nearly
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40% of the quota for one groundfish species. In 2013, one firm
earned 25% of gross industry profits. In 2015, among 1119 feder-
ally-issued groundfishing permits, 121 firms earned 80% of re-
gional groundfishing revenue, while the vast majority of permits
were unfishable. Despite the purported accountability of catch
shares, by early 2016 centrally important fish populations were
precipitously low, most notably Gulf of Maine cod. Compared to
annual cod landings around 100 million pounds in the 1980s,
harvests have lately been restricted to about 5 million pounds.

The new policy also proved to have substantial monitoring and
enforcement costs, both on the water and off, even as vocal catch
share proponents suggest that ITQs are self-enforcing due to the
internalization of externalities [28]. In 2016, the New Bedford-
based owner of the largest fishing fleet in the US, with a past re-
cord of fishing-related crimes and civil violations, was charged
with groundfish quota-busting, or under-reporting of landed fish
[29]. Owning nearly 60 groundfish permits fished by 20 boats up
to 120’ long (and another 20 boats mainly fishing for higher-value
scallops), he repeatedly told undercover agents that he and his
employees routinely falsified the species of landed catch. Notably,
NOAA enforcement efforts had been curtailed in the region fol-
lowing US Department of Commerce Office of Inspector General
reports noting “deteriorated relationships between NOAA and the
industry” and urging greater transparency, consistency, and over-
sight in enforcement operations and case management [30:1].
Further, as a result of an ENGO lawsuit, NOAA shifted on-board
observer costs to boat owners in 2016, as is common across ITQ
regimes [31]. This combination of drastically reduced quota allo-
cations and new monitoring costs threatened the viability of more
remaining boats, particularly small ones with lower daily profits to
absorb monitoring costs. By this point, most shoreside support
operations from Canada to Gloucester had shut down and water-
fronts were redeveloping for other uses.

Ecological outcomes of this policy trajectory are less clearly
documented, but no less concerning. As audit-oriented account-
ability mechanisms, transferable days-at-sea and ITQs invited the
inherently homogenizing force of neoliberal commodification and
masked existing social-ecological complexity [23]. True commod-
ities are readily tradeable because they are all identical, mini-
mizing the cost of information. Traders then profit by maximizing
the marginal profit per unit, not by producing a higher quality
product. Commodification of fishing time encouraged boats to
maximize daily harvest in a given location, regardless of discard
mortality, habitat impacts, or spawning behaviors [21]. Similarly,
catch shares commodified the fish themselves, diverting reg-
ulatory attention away from questions of technology, ecology, and
individual fishing choices that inevitably tradeoff short and long
term profits against ecosystem impacts [22,24]. While a growing
group of small, coastal boats voiced concerns about gear choices
and configuration, firm ownership patterns, and the timing and
location of fishing effort, Council members and most quota holders
strategized to accumulate quota by purchase or lease, curry favor
with potential trade partners, and anticipate quota values in a
volatile market [23–25]. Commodification thereby constrained
broader thinking about other lines of accountability. It focused
regulatory discussion on the few commodified variables, neglect-
ing others.

Simplistic accountability targets thereby engendered ecological
costs, in addition to social costs. Hopes for multiple-loop trans-
formative learning dimmed. Even fishery scientists have expressed
concern that the law, and the managers, ENGOs, and agency legal
staff interpreting it, expect unrealistic levels of precision from
stock assessments [23]. Indeed, many species projections have
been unexpectedly reversed in recent years, not because of
changes in fishing behavior but because of revised datasets or
statistical analyses. Among the worries, the models assume a
relatively uniform marine environment over time and space, in
terms of habitat, trophic dynamics, and fish growth and behavior.
This enables regional quota markets, but conceals the possibility
that periods of concentrated inshore fishing pressure may have
caused long-term or permanent damage to spawning subpopula-
tions and their habitats [24,32–34]. Further, record high water
temperatures in the Gulf of Maine are likely suppressing cod re-
covery. This may mean that only a prolonged groundfishery
shutdown will allow cod to meet the mandatory 10-year rebuild-
ing requirement [35]. It bears noting, however, that eastern Maine
has colder waters than the rest of New England, yet was first to
witness groundfish declines, suggesting that subpopulation de-
pletions may also play a substantial role. This latter concern is
discussed below, in the context of a social movement advocating
policy reform and alternate modes of accountability that could
enhance transformative learning.
5. Organizing the outsiders

Similar to many fisheries worldwide, small, diversified fishing
operations in the remote harbors of eastern Maine have been
leading casualties of groundfish fleet consolidation since the
1990s, and longstanding opponents of neoliberal catch share po-
licies. Many of these boats landed a variety of products over the
years, switching from groundfish to lobster, shrimp, or other
abundant species, and therefore could not provide the landings
records required to qualify for groundfishery access under audit-
based neoliberal policy. With infrequent federal data collection in
outlying ports, and temptations to evade income taxes by under-
reporting landings, local recordkeeping was not thorough, and
many fishermen were unaware of federal regulations or pending
restrictions. For example, gillnetters lost documented groundfish
landings during federally-imposed area closures to protect harbor
porpoises from gear entanglements, even though upward revision
of the porpoise population assessment later reversed the need for
closures. As landed groundfish volume declined and regional
processing capacity consolidated, remaining market options re-
quired boat or truck travel to distant buyers. In the decades since,
similar trends followed in other New England harbors, particularly
those with small, diversified fleets distant from the largest ports.
Council decisions accelerated the pattern by allocating days-at-sea
and catch share quota according to individually-documented catch
histories in more recent years. Dozens of villages with centuries of
groundfishing history face the prospect that they may never again
have commercially viable groundfisheries.

A small group of eastern Maine groundfishing families and
supporters began organizing around these issues in the 1990s,
building on prior experience with the Maine Gillnetters Associa-
tion. Leaders founded the Stonington Fisheries Alliance (SFA) then
affiliated as a local cell of the Northwest Atlantic Marine Alliance
(NAMA), a newly formed, regional network of fisherfolk, scientists,
and environmentalists desiring to ensure the sustainability of fish
populations, fished ecosystems, and the human communities re-
liant on fishing. In 2002, SFA and NAMAwere among groups siding
with major ENGOs in a lawsuit accusing NOAA of mismanaging
groundfish. As proposed by a federal judge, they participated in
70 h of mediation and offered regulatory alternatives that shaped a
resulting court remedy [36]. Shortly thereafter, SFA dissolved and
its leaders founded Penobscot East Resource Center (PERC), a non-
profit organization with dedicated staff for community organizing,
government relations, education, fundraising, and administrative
functions. Within a decade, the organization was regularly main-
taining a $1 M annual budget, and still growing.

More than a decade later, the legacy of lawsuit involvement still
shapes PERC policy reform strategies. In particular, nuanced policy
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agendas emerged from the experience of first being forced into an
industry outsider position through exclusion from the active
groundfishery, then partnering with ENGOs as ostensible Wa-
shington DC insiders, and then witnessing intensified polarization
and exclusion in management arenas. On the one hand, the deci-
sion to intervene in the lawsuit aroused enduring conflict between
these eastern Maine organizers and the majority of the groundfish
industry. On the other hand, it provided a foundation for long term
relationships with certain ENGOs and their sympathizers, includ-
ing a fair number of public officials and a few stewardship-minded
industry members. Ever since, this position has required a careful
balancing act between insider and outsider status in industry and
environmentalist circles that are mostly exclusive of one another.
It raises questions about relative future investments in govern-
mental processes or community organizing, with substantively
different models of accountability.

One point at which these dilemmas arise most acutely is at the
discursive juncture of coastal fish spawning aggregations, ecosys-
tem-based management (EBM), and policy reform proposals.
Many fishing members of SFA, NAMA, and PERC witnessed the
decline of coastal spawning aggregations and attribute these los-
ses to spatio-temporally concentrated fishing effort, associated
habitat impacts of fishing gear, and the decline of prey species due
to both harvest of pelagic populations and anthropogenic changes
to river habitat that suppress reproduction of anadromous popu-
lations. Scientific opinion increasingly supports these hypotheses
and suggests that recovery of vanished coastal subpopulations is
an important buffer against climate-related stress [32–34]. A re-
lated focus of PERC leadership, staff, and fellow-travelers has
therefore been to promote community-based co-management,
including area-based approaches to EBM. Many of their fishing
supporters are not familiar with the term EBM, and therefore may
or may not support it publicly, depending on how it is presented
and by whom. The terms community-based management and co-
management appeal broadly, however, since they convey the no-
tion that coastal communities should have more authority and
responsibility in protecting near-shore marine ecosystems that
have historically supported their economies, such as through local
control over particular marine areas, or other options to restrict
larger, more capitalized boats from distant ports. Nonetheless,
questions arise about how oversight and stewardship might be
ensured in a more participatory, decentralized governance regime.
If we reject audit-based accountability, what might the alternative
look like, and how might it enable transformative learning?

PERC has made more visible progress in answering technical
dimensions of these questions than in developing a detailed plan
to implement structural governance reform, partly in recognition
that processual restructuring can only happen through govern-
ment support from NOAA and perhaps lawmakers. Among areas of
prospective rulemaking, many Maine fishermen have long stressed
the need for licensing options that allow species switching and
lower-cost entry, thereby facilitating adaptation to marine eco-
system change. Although they articulate it less explicitly, they
observe that when they can switch species, they are accountable
to a larger collectivity, and more apt to observe ecosystem func-
tions in relation to one another rather than maximal landings of a
single species. Such diversity of ecological observation and in-
formation sharing across fishing groups can enable more in-
tegrative and transformational learning. Firmly entrenched in the
PERC mission is the sentiment that owner-operated boats produce
better social and ecological outcomes compared to corporate-
managed boats. As decision-makers, owner-operators can directly
observe the biophysical impacts of fishing effort on fish popula-
tions and habitats, and the impacts of employment opportunities
on coastal communities. Those who feel accountable to children,
crew, or neighbors who hope to fish are more incentivized to
consider long term fishery sustainability compared to investors or
hired captains who can more easily depart for distant grounds or
seek income alternatives. Another area of discussion among PERC
staff and supporters is fishing gear choices. Many feel that com-
pared to trawls and gillnets, hook gear is more selective by size
and species, less damaging to benthic habitat, and can release non-
target fish alive [37]. Hook fishermen establish a more tactile, or
intimate, relationship with the marine environment; they are
more acutely reliant on weather and local fish migrations, and
observe and handle each fish caught. They can sell fresher product
to local markets at premium prices for low volumes, thereby ele-
vating the viability of small, near-shore operations and potentially
drawing local lines of accountability between harvesters and
consumers. Other salient issues revolve around boat size as many
PERC supporters have small boats and find that closer observation
of catches as they are hauled from the water, and closer relation-
ships with crew and fishing neighbors, enable more exploratory
generation and sharing of ecological information [24]. These var-
ious positions begin to indicate possible areas for new rulemaking
informed by local knowledge, but as detailed in the following
section, they find no quarter in the existing governance regime. To
date, advocates for these perspectives have not yet articulated
precisely what kinds of governance structures would raise chances
of implementation, but they have built some momentum. They
have opened venues for discussion around what kinds of ar-
rangements can enable accountability of a less centralized fashion,
as noted in the penultimate paper section.

5.1. The price of insider access

Eastern Maine has regained a more active stake in the New
England groundfishery through PERC and its wider affiliations,
partially reversing its status as industry outsider. Although frus-
trations with the Council process lead the organization to focus
more resources on state-managed fisheries, older eastern Maine
fishermen still tell iconic morality tales of halcyon groundfishing
days and their unjust end. Some still hold groundfish permits with
no catch share allocation or other monetary value. When the
Council began seriously considering a catch share program, PERC
saw an opportunity to buy a seat at the table, hoping to restore
some level of groundfishery access for the disenfranchised region
and simultaneously regain regulatory status as stakeholders who
might then advance management alternatives from within the
dysfunctional system. Like some other industry players, PERC
leaders remained ideologically opposed to catch shares yet re-
luctantly voiced public support, hoping that the ostensibly co-
operative format of sectors would enable broader lines of rule-
making accountability and more meaningful opportunities for
governance participation. After the Council passed the catch share
amendment, PERC invested funds to complete the federal paper-
work establishing the Northeast Coastal Communities Sector
(NCCS) and its operational plan, buy two groundfish permits with
fishable catch share allocations from retiring fishermen, subsidize
sector administrative costs, send staff to regional Council meetings
to represent sector interests, and recruit members from beyond
eastern Maine who might find common cause with the disen-
franchised small boat fleet. Since 2012, the portion of PERC's an-
nual budget devoted to the sector has exceeded $30,000, with
partial NOAA subsidies in the first two years.

All sectors have ambiguous status in relation to ostensible
distinctions between public and private realms, but NCCS is even
more unusual. While NOAA requires sectors to have legal standing
as 501(c) non-profit entities, sectors operate as 501(c)(5) trade
organizations serving the business interests of their fishing
members, not as 501(c)(3) civil society groups driven by a public
mission. As outlined in federal law, this distinction is technically
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one of tax status, but the (c)(5) designation allows more political
involvement and budget confidentiality compared to (c)(3)s such
as PERC. Among the 21 NOAA-approved sectors, some occasionally
consider non-monetary values such as equity, transparency, and
cooperation in decisions, but NCCS is the only one that explicitly
advocates for owner-operators and future entrants and routinely
prioritizes member's social-ecological goals over profits, thereby
behaving like something of a hybrid of the two (trade and civil
society) organizational types. Among the NCCS sector distinctions,
most of its 23 members fish with hooks, whereas most of the
larger fleet deploys trawls or gillnets. Due to their shared experi-
ence, many NCCS members support the PERC agenda of low bar-
riers to fishery entry and species switching, and more active
management roles for owner-operators and fishing communities.
They think about fishing and its ideal management in ecosystem
terms, even if they are unfamiliar with the terminology of EBM
per se. Some were once full-time groundfishermen, but none has
enough quota to make a full time living at groundfishing, and
NCCS cannot presently access enough quota to support such
ambitions.

These forward-thinking NCCS principles presently gain mini-
mal traction in the regulatory arena. Most Council members con-
cern themselves with the majority trawl and gillnet fleets, because
they are members of those fleets themselves, represent states with
fleets dominated by those gear, or represent ENGOs focused on
regulatory proposals that can gain sufficient Council or NOAA
support for implementation. Even when NCCS members and their
fellow travelers find a sympathetic ear on the Council, inserting
their concerns into mainstream discussion is extremely difficult.
Federal law urges the Council and NOAA to “consider” ecosystems,
habitat, and fishing communities, but it also stipulates compliance
with 10-year species rebuilding timelines, without flexibility for
unexpected environmental changes, and regardless of fishing in-
teractions with other species, habitats, or human values. This in-
tended audit mechanism thereby discourages broader discussion
of significant fishery variables that fall outside the parameters of
conventional species assessments.

PERC staff nonetheless invest significant effort into transpar-
ency and accountability in sector operations and NGO-sector re-
lationships, since a central goal of their sector sponsorship is to
invest in socio-ecological sustainability through an ethic of com-
munity organizing, civic responsibility, and generation and sharing
of local knowledge. PERC ensures that sector members elect their
own sector leaders democratically. Although technically PERC
could de-fund sector administrative costs at any time, when a staff
member works for both organizations, s/he tries to be explicit
about which hat is worn at which moments, to aid transparency
and avert undue influence.

Again, NCCS members and PERC supporters may appreciate
these efforts, but they are not rewarded at the Council. In many
other sectors, members with more quota exert greater influence
over internal decisions and external communications. Members
with less quota rely on the good graces of big quota holders to
lease them enough quota to stay in business, and therefore be-
come reluctant to voice conflicting opinions, in public or private
[24]. Similarly, some sector-affiliated staff attend dis-
proportionately to the voices of big quota holders who have more
power over their terms of employment. To make matters more
confusing, more than half the sectors rely on a single 501(c)
(6) trade group for administrative staffing and some have created
501(c)(3) partner organizations to receive funding from research
contracts, fundraising events, or private donors. Some of these
trade group and non-profit boards are dominated by the same
powerbrokers with disproportionate sector influence. Two states
have created sectors as permit banks for the purpose of leasing
quota to boats that might otherwise face difficulties acquiring
sufficient quota to operate, albeit with only limited success thus
far. Meanwhile, major ENGOs that lobbied the White House, NOAA,
Congress, and the Councils to advance catch shares have strate-
gically absented themselves from the messiness of program im-
plementation, explaining that they are uninterested in quota “al-
location” decisions. A few environmental groups do have informal
relationships with particular sectors, however, and at least one
contracts a sector to test experimental fishing gear. As a result, the
industry now involves a somewhat bewildering array of profes-
sionals who may be sector staff, paid by permit-holding sector
members; staff of sector partner organizations, paid by affiliated
non-profit or trade groups; state staff, paid by management
agencies; or staff with split positions, paid in part by a sector and
in part by another organization.

Considerable ambiguity therefore arises in the representative-
ness of spoken testimony and written comments provided to the
Council by sector-affiliated staff, and in sector communications
with government officials and media. Frequently, these statements
ostensibly represent an entire sector, but in fact favor the interests
of large quota holders. Some sector-affiliated staff knowingly
mislead when they claim to represent their membership as a
whole, while others are simply unaware of disagreements. Further,
internal sector processes, including intra-sector quota transfers,
are not public information, sector rosters are only publicly avail-
able via data request to NOAA, and governance structures and
personnel of sectors and affiliated organizations change with some
frequency. Even Council members or public observers who may
wish to discern precisely who endorses or opposes a particular
proposal would be hard pressed to determine the truth.

Many people around the region thereby trade silence for
profitability and contingent insider status. Some whose loyalties
better correlate with the NCCS find that they cannot join because
they need access to larger quantities of leasable quota. Leasing
outside a sector is often possible, but can involve greater expense,
uncertainty, information-gathering, and other transaction costs.
For example, with Gulf of Maine cod quota often in short supply, in
2015 NCCS held less than 1% of that TAC. By comparison, nearly
20% was held by two sectors that are managed together, include
some of the largest quota holders, and once attempted to allocate
decision authority to members in proportion to their quota hold-
ings rather than as one-person-one-vote.

As more capitalized interests increasingly absorb and dominate
the historic fleet, so too have they degraded opportunities for
democratic process more visibly, demarcating increasingly clear
insider-outsider boundaries. The Council has an array of commit-
tees and advisory panels that could facilitate broader public par-
ticipation and learning relationships, but it tends to override those
recommendations more than some other Regional Councils do,
thereby bounding its group of governance insiders more narrowly.
While seated at public deliberations, Council members confer
privately with favored allies via text messaging on their cell
phones. Council and committee chairs have cancelled, curtailed, or
rescheduled public comment periods at key decision junctures,
after people traveled several hours and waited several more to
express opinions on proposals widely known to be controversial.
On a watershed vote on quota accumulation caps, the microphone
was shut off when owner-operators and their supporters exceeded
a two-minute speaking limit, whereas owners and managers of
larger boats were allowed to speak longer. Owner-operators were
further intimidated when the Chair interrupted them by saying
their comments were off topic. One of their organizers was pub-
licly called an obscene name by the Council chair when he asked
that all intended speakers at least be allowed to speak briefly.
Documents produced by Council staff increasingly reveal that
Council actions do not reflect public opinion as clearly provided in
written and spoken comments through scoping and regulatory
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processes. These recent trends aggravate a longer history of frus-
tration and alienation among rank-and-file fishing industry
members who are reluctant to sacrifice time on the water to at-
tend meetings. Many are uncomfortable with public speaking,
negotiation, and group process, are unfamiliar with the basic or-
ganization and operations of government, feel disrespected when
scientists, managers, and environmental groups disregard their
observations as anecdotal, or, increasingly, fear retaliation in the
form of withheld quota transactions or interference with vessel
safety at sea [24,38]. In short, they perceive no possibility of
overcoming outsider status or expanding accountability. Although
these tasks remain daunting, the following section begins to ex-
plore options broached by PERC and NCCS activities that indicate
multi-polar models of accountability, partly by blurring insider-
outsider boundaries.

5.2. Benefits of the insider-outsider strategy

Given such daunting challenges, one may wonder why PERC
continues to invest resources in the groundfishery. What hope
remains to advance central goals in this dysfunctional and exclu-
sionary venue, when other organizational investments offer more
visible, shorter-term rewards? In 2011, the new sector caught
50,000 pounds of fish, all by hook, but in 2014, following quota
cuts, only one NCCS member went groundfishing, for a total of four
days and less than 1500 pounds of landed fish. In 2015, the only
active groundfishing member caught two cod and thousands of
pounds of valueless dogfish on his only attempted gillnet set be-
fore redirecting his labors. Nonetheless, NCCS members continue
to support the sector for the sake of the fishery's future, even if
they cannot presently earn a living from it. PERC staff therefore
continue to work with NCCS to identify fishing barriers, navigate
regulations, and advocate for policy change, attempting to con-
struct new lines of accountability that might cross insider-outsider
divides.

The effort does further related interests on behalf of PERC and
its supporters, in part because it is the only Council-managed
fishery in which the organization maintains an active presence.
Staff occasionally become involved in federal policy through pe-
lagic herring and anadromous species such as alewives. By design,
however, PERC has devoted more resources to fisheries managed
mainly through state-level processes, particularly halibut, shrimp,
lobster, and inshore scallops. Compared to the deeply polarized
Council processes, travel distances are shorter within this rela-
tively rural state of 1.3 million people in the northeast corner of
the US, and it is easier to establish cooperative, insider relation-
ships with fishing industry leaders, government officials, and
professionals in fields such as science, education, economic de-
velopment, environmental conservation, and philanthropy. Al-
though fishing is an important economic driver in parts of eastern
Maine, as a whole, Mainers value natural resource-dependent
small businesses, and fisheries in particular, for reasons that have
more to do with cultural history and support for local economies
than actual monetary value [39,40].

PERC finds that relationships at the federal level can help to
leverage additional resources that are less available within the
state. Staffing the sector puts PERC in contact with fishing industry
members around the region who share similar perspectives on
fishery management priorities of sustainable fish populations,
equitable public access, and just process. The sector provides some
degree of fellowship and belonging for those who are otherwise
deeply disillusioned with governance processes and have little
hope for the fishery's future. Even if some cannot join NCCS be-
cause of its small quota allocation and are afraid to speak publicly,
PERC can still voice their general concerns. Groundfishery in-
volvement also maintains common cause with the Northwest
Atlantic Marine Alliance, which has gradually shifted its focus to
the building of coalitions across fishing communities and food
system activists, small farmers, and health care workers [41].
Council-level involvement partially sustains longstanding re-
lationships between PERC and the Maine Congressional delega-
tion, increasingly cooperative relationships with federal agency
staff, and notice among nationally-organized ENGOs. It thereby
aids the public visibility and credibility of PERC efforts, accumu-
lates some amount of political capital, and maintains channels for
the receipt of information about pending policy directions and
funding initiatives with impacts that can ultimately reach across
fisheries managed at local to federal levels. Together, these con-
nections might be characterized as a loose network of policy vi-
sionaries in which PERC has insider status.

Reciprocally, federal involvement brings the PERC message to
broader audiences, far from disenfranchised fishing villages. PERC
is one of a small handful of organizations that are now recognized
by fisheries agencies, NGOs, and fishing communities around the
US for envisioning ecosystems that can support both fish popula-
tions and small-scale, diversified, owner-operator fleets though
locally-based co-management. While movements supporting local
ecological knowledge and community-based management have
burgeoned in international development policy for some decades,
they only emerged in US fisheries more recently, with PERC
playing a prominent role, along with groups from Alaska, Massa-
chusetts, Oregon, and California. These wider contacts in turn
enrich PERC learning and program development through work-
shops, site visits, conferences, and coalition-building. Such activ-
ities would be possible without the affiliated groundfish sector, but
they would be less informed by ongoing shifts in federal policy
discussion. In many of these venues, PERC status is also aided by
the professional history of one of its founders as a state fishery
agency director and the MacArthur Fellowship of another. These
credentials often carry more weight outside the state of Maine, so
distant involvements help leverage that political capital and re-
invest it back home. Intensely local problems thereby become
nested in networks for transformative learning and innovation at
national and international scales.

Another rationale for PERC involvement in federal groundfish
policy invokes the power of narrative, which is deeply respected in
eastern Maine. To wit, despite the best intentions of fishermen and
managers, disaster struck the eastern Maine groundfishery, yet
government apparently did not learn from the experience, since
similar disasters continue to strike elsewhere. The groundfishery
thereby becomes a vehicle through which older fishermen can tell
younger fishermen how important it is to take personal respon-
sibility for resource stewardship: collecting and sharing fishery
observations, engaging critically with science, participating in
management venues, strategically choosing positions of opposi-
tion or accommodation, organizing neighbors, building larger
coalitions, and brokering compromises. The more social of these
skills do not come naturally to most fishermen, but can be learned
through PERC programs [38]. They can seem less urgent to
younger fishermen who have only known the lobster fishery,
which is rather different from the groundfishery in the relative
stability of lobster populations, limited travel range of lobsters and
boats, and long history of localist organizing [42,43]. Ironically, the
notorious intractability of groundfish management thereby pro-
vides entrée to new learning opportunities for PERC, NCCS, and
associated constituencies. It generates a discourse of resistance,
wherein the ability to envision alternate futures earns one status
as an insider.

6. Alternate futures?

What are the prospects that all this work will produce deeper
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policy shifts toward transformative learning and accountability at
a scale sufficient to support restoration of the fishery? Notably, the
PERC approach is indirect and decentralized. Major ENGOs active
in fisheries policy assert the need for centralized, quantitative
accountability measures and compliance timelines in federal law,
thereby setting up litigation, or the threat of litigation, as the
central means to ensure enforcement. By contrast, PERC's ap-
proach is process-rich, recruiting constituencies and allies who
support core principles. They hope to shape governance venues in
ways that can ensure accountability without litigation. Litigation is
not only expensive, but fishery management decisions by judges
rarely reflect thorough social-economic understanding of the in-
dustry or ecological understanding of the resource. Past ground-
fish litigation generated lasting ill will between industry groups
taking opposing positions, and profound cynicism about the value
of democratic governance when judicial outcomes did little to
alter Council actions and satisfied none of the parties. For most
industry participants, the take-home lesson was that funds and
energy are better invested in collective governance structures,
trying to improve the Council process through community orga-
nizing and relationship-building with agency and legislative
officials.

While PERC clearly identifies equitable and accountable access
to sustainable resources as a central goal, their programs, includ-
ing sector management, focus more immediately on incremental
objectives of building the necessary capacity to credibly envision
policy reform. Their intended vehicles for pervasive change are
ones that help their groundfishery outsiders learn how to work
across inside-outside boundaries. Even if groundfishery access,
ecosystem-based management, and community-based manage-
ment will not all happen tomorrow, articulation of values, trans-
parency, decentralized leadership, and dialogue can still improve
accountability of public decision-making through avenues that are
polycentric and multivalent. They can be implemented in a variety
of governance arenas, in ways that layer upon one another to
weave a fabric of democratic ethics, rather than a one-dimensional
and unilateral auditing scheme. Whereas lawsuits and unitary
targets impose an illusion of clarity, polycentric approaches can
accommodate learning and adapt to complexity, change, and
uncertainty.

PERC programs begin to lay this groundwork in several con-
crete ways. Fundamentally, as described above, the NCCS provides
disillusioned groundfishermen with an opportunity to invest in
democratic process among colleagues, where respect, negotiation,
compromise, and trust-building pay off in functional internal de-
cision mechanisms and external relationships. Without this, cy-
nicism would take even deeper root. These incremental achieve-
ments closely mirror major PERC investments in programs training
fishing community members for involvement in management and
research, co-management capacity-building in the state scallop
fishery, and innovative public school curricula in fisheries science
and management for teenaged fishermen who may otherwise
leave school without a diploma [38]. These activities familiarize
industry members with principles of marine ecology and com-
munity organizing for civic participation. Even as they support
longer term aims to decentralize the hierarchies of conventional
fisheries management and establish a polycentric decision struc-
ture with adaptive capacity and more participatory accountability
mechanisms, in the nearer term, they also improve industry-
management relationships within extant institutional parameters.
Political skills and scientific knowledge become long term political
assets for fishing communities, whether or not access to the
groundfishery or other privatized fisheries are ever regained.

In these ways, the insider strategy, buying access to Council
debate, and the outsider strategy, organizing the disenfranchised,
work as a coupled insider-outsider strategy, rather than as
conflicting agendas that would otherwise compete for resources.
PERC resources are stretched thin along a long battlefront, but the
intersecting efforts reinforce one another, not unlike a net mesh,
where the strength of the twine is greater when knitted together
than when arranged in parallel. Significantly, state and federal
agency officials who might otherwise resent PERC's repeated calls
for policy change recognize that the organization is simulta-
neously accepting shared responsibility for solving some of the
most difficult governance reform problems. Some officials re-
cognize that audit-based management is not working, but know
that more deliberative alternatives are costly to develop and
maintain and rarely take root without activist pressure.

The interlinked PERC strategy can thereby foster more agonistic
avenues for accountability, whereby respectful, multi-polar debate
among adversaries is not presumed to produce a single, uni-
versally implemented solution via consensus or aggregation of
preferences. Rather, it enables perpetual diversity of opinion, as is
appropriate for a complex and changing human-environment
system. Participants in various PERC programs thus begin to form a
critical mass of active citizens with overlapping experiences, va-
lues, and skillsets. Informed, engaged constituents mean that more
eyes, ears, and voices expect public officials to uphold core de-
mocratic values of equitable and respectful process. Whether or
not fishery access is ultimately restored, public participation in
civic venues broadens, and more people appreciate the need for
active debate and ethical conduct in both formal and informal
management discussions. Opportunities for multiple-loop, trans-
formative learning also increase. NCCS meetings provide venues in
which sector members can exchange information and perspectives
that are unlikely to gain traction at Council meetings. They can
envision governance options such as gear restrictions, trip limits,
closed areas, or more flexible licensing that deviate substantially
from present Council priorities. Skilled industry leaders, PERC staff,
and allied groups can sort through the most tractable of these
policy directions and offer them not only as Council testimony, but
work them into conversations with elected officials, NOAA staff,
funders, and other allies. The scope of discussion thus expands,
away from neoliberal audit calculations and toward the visioning
of alternate futures. It becomes more feasible for policy innovators
to raise the prospect of incorporating multiple fishery and eco-
system indicators into decision processes, as has been proposed by
leading proponents of ecosystem-based management [33]. Tra-
deoffs among such an array of indicators might further benefit
from agonistic debate in multiple decision venues at multiple
scales, and perhaps a number of regulatory experiments [5,19]. For
some actions, it may be that no single best criterion for assessment
exists, but rather a number of more and less significant criteria
over space and time.

More concretely, the worsening condition of cod populations
and other groundfish species raises questions about how many
boats, harbors, and states must lose fishery access before a critical
mass of opposition forces dramatic policy change. As long as
eastern Maine villages were the only losers, their concerns were
easily sidelined by those who stood to gain from neoliberal catch
share policy. Now that dozens of harbors in several states face
similar fates, objections to the status quo have become main-
stream. How many boats need to line up on the side of the have-
nots before they pose a viable threat to the haves? A normally
moderate PERC founder recently noted that “we need an uprising.”
If so, are PERC or NCCS priorities sufficiently attractive to enough
outsiders and disillusioned insiders to become an organizing
platform? There is some precedent. A proposal offered in the past
by a coalition including PERC, NAMA, and other supporters gained
substantial small-boat support but was rejected by the Council. It
would impose gear restrictions in inshore waters and require boats
to choose a fishing area, either inside the more restrictive inshore
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area, or offshore, where the status quo would presumably con-
tinue. A key element would likely be exclusion of large trawlers
inshore, where spawning areas are most vulnerable. A new gov-
ernance structure would be responsible for adapting inshore reg-
ulations as needed, probably independent of the Council, but
possibly as a subcommittee with special decision authority. Par-
ticular governance mechanisms were never refined, but the intent
was to provide for more active management participation among a
larger number of fishermen, and create decision venues in which
they would be incentivized to share ecological observations and
inform development of decentralized ecological performance
standards, perhaps tailored to individual spawning areas. A series
of small management areas would allow for innovation and hor-
izontal learning. It might also provide more direct lines of ac-
countability from local outcomes to local decision-makers, and
more opportunities for informal discussion around management
options. Participation in the inshore fishery might require quota
holdings, or some other entry criteria could be formulated in terms
of conservation commitments instead of monetary capital. Given
the multi-species nature of the fishery, and particularly if such
governance arrangements evolve into venues for management of
other co-located species, this alternative could begin to look
something like community-based ecosystem management. It
would require regional coordination, cooperative relationships
with NOAA and state agencies, and significant administrative re-
sources. But since millions of dollars invested in Council-managed
catch shares have not produced anticipated results, perhaps state
and federal agencies might be convinced to try something new.
7. Conclusion

Problems identified decades ago in the eastern Maine
groundfishery have become endemic throughout the region, ap-
parently due to concentrated fishing effort on spawning popula-
tions and climate change. Neoliberal policies have failed to reverse
ecological decline and have consolidated the industry. Households,
harbors, and entire states are losing access while a small number
of highly capitalized firms concentrate economic and political
power. Council processes have become increasingly polarized,
exclusionary, and vulnerable to manipulation. As a mission-driven
civil society organization, Penobscot East Resource Center pur-
chased permits with fishable quota in order to better represent
disenfranchised harbors, and uses these as a vehicle for commu-
nity organizing, government relations, and coalition-building.
Sponsorship of the Northeast Coastal Communities sector offers
hope to fishermen around the region who seek sustainability of
both fish populations and the small boat, owner-operated fleet. An
inside-outside strategy allows supporters to oppose the status quo,
leverage sector quota to expand capacities for public participation
in fishery management, and envision alternate fishery futures.
Although audit-based accountability inhibits transformative social
learning at the Council level, it is possible that the notion of de-
centralized, ecosystem-based management could gain traction, not
only among disillusioned fisherfolk, but among the state agencies
whose job it is to manage public resources in the public interest.
PERC, NCCS, and their allies offer core principles and practical
experience that might guide such proposals, though oper-
ationalization would require further development.
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This article demonstrates how market-focused natural resource management can reduce adaptive capac-
ity to environmental change. It describes attempts to standardize socio-ecological phenomena in the New
England groundfishery for purposes of legal accountability and the development of environmental mar-
kets. Industry flexibility across harvested species has supported a range of informal social networks for
the exchange of information and other goods and services. Federal catch share policy, associated species
population assessments, and transferable harvest quotas neglect social and ecological diversity that fig-
ure centrally in adaptation strategies. New quota markets generate a cascade of impacts, including inten-
sified capital investment, threats of industry consolidation, increased reliance on limited capabilities of
fisheries science, more acute regulatory uncertainties, narrowing of species options, smaller and less pre-
dictable profit margins, shifts in industry expectations for the future, and changes in fishing practice. Pre-
sumed market incentives for resource conservation are weakened. State and non-profit interventions to
protect marine resources and local fishing-dependent collectivities may have limited immediate impact,
but still play important roles in the longer term. Permit banks, alternative seafood marketing, and reform-
ist regulatory proposals maintain institutional diversity and invigorate informal social relations capable
of decentralized information sharing and collective action, which are essential to more adaptive environ-
mental governance.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Environmental markets and adaptive capacity

Volumes of research document the worldwide rise of market-
based natural resource management, and associated privatization
of common pool resources (Castree, 2011; Liverman, 2004; McCar-
thy and Prudham, 2004; National Research Council, 2002a; Roth
and Dressler, 2012; Runge, 1984). Geographers, ecologists and oth-
ers have noted that marketization of goods and services often re-
quires standardized and alienable units for commodification and
trade, and that this may pose material-discursive challenges. To re-
duce transaction costs, efficient and broadly functioning markets
require a level of consistency in quantitative measurement that
may be unavailable or infeasible. Often, they seek to unbundle eco-
system goods and services that are biophysically or socially inter-
twined and cannot be disaggregated, leaving unaddressed
externalities (Karsenty et al., 2013; Kinzig et al., 2011; Melo
et al., 2013; National Research Council, 2002a). Even among scien-
tists disposed to serve such purposes, empirically-grounded infor-
mation may retain particularity, nuance, and ambiguity that
cannot be generalized across time and space (McCarthy, 2004;
McGranahan et al., 2013; Robertson, 2004). Particularly if they pro-
ceed without rigorously democratic regulation to ensure transpar-
ency and low barriers to entry and exit, markets can rapidly
aggravate or generate socio-material inequities (National Research
Council, 2002a). Even suspending ethical concerns around ques-
tions of justice, such shifts in resource access and control often
trigger changes in the institutional and technological dimensions
of resource use, in turn altering biophysical characteristics of the
resource itself. Thus, norms of standardization that seem to assist
markets at the moment of inception may prove to be maladaptive
as resulting cascades of socio-ecological change unfold.

Similarly, many studies of human–environment adaptation find
that natural resource policies and programs promoted by major
government, non-governmental, and private sector organizations
overlook the particularity and contingency of social relations,
undervalue local ecological knowledge, and place undue emphasis
on technical fixes to maintain some status quo (Marino and Ribot,
2012; McDowell and Hess, 2012; Ribot, 2011). Acceleration of so-
cio-ecological shifts, induced by global climate change or other
drivers, render efforts to compartmentalize spatio-temporal
dimensions of human–environment relationships even more prob-
lematic, whether for purposes of promulgating market-based solu-
tions or for less overtly prescriptive evaluation and reporting tasks.
By contrast, effectively proactive investments in adaptive
capacity increase ad hoc or planned ability to accommodate a
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range of possible changes in a social–ecological system, including
sufficient agility to adjust management strategies as circumstances
warrant (Engle, 2011). Accordingly, some authors find that scenar-
ios holding promise for more robust human response to dynamic
ecosystems require institutional diversity, including collective ac-
tion and vigorous social networks (Adger, 2003; Ireland and
McKinnon, 2013; Ostrom, 2005). Diversified institutions can in-
crease adaptive capacity by enabling rationalities more attuned
to ecological variation, and to the feasibility of generating alternate
futures through strategic investments of human capital. Social col-
lectivities and networks can draw on latent assets such as a long
time series of decentralized information sharing, a range of liveli-
hood strategies, and flexible, multi-level institutions for coopera-
tive governance and the provision of collectively accessed goods
and services (Carr, 2011; Ostrom, 2009; Robinson and Berkes,
2011; Stephan et al., 2010; van Laerhoven and Berge, 2011). By
maintaining access to a breadth of human and biophysical re-
sources, such arrangements can expand the range of conceivable
answers to the question of ‘‘what is to be done?’’ – which geogra-
pher Noel Castree directs toward critical scholars who may come
more readily to analysis than to plans for action (Castree, 2011,
quoting Lenin, 1902). The dynamic tensions of institutional diver-
sity can entrain the transformative power of human imagination
by entertaining some number of possible future scenarios, instead
of accepting the status quo as inevitable.

This article examines a fisheries case through this lens, articu-
lating market-centered disruptions to adaptive practice in New
England’s groundfishery, and briefly considering emerging coun-
ter-initiatives. It introduces the case in the context of US fisheries
policy, and points out how generalized market standards that dis-
regard socio-ecological complexity impede effective resource man-
agement. Standardization of species assessments, significant
externalities, and imperfectly competitive quota markets challenge
resource stewardship. The article then describes efforts to resist or
reshape the trajectory of privatization through more localist collec-
tivities, and corresponding limitations of those efforts. It concludes
by noting that these alternatives may nonetheless build adaptive
capacity for the longer term future.

1.1. Methods

This study draws on field data collection from several projects
between 2001 and 2012 partially or largely focused on drivers of,
impacts of, and responses to groundfishery marketization (Brewer
and Alden, 2003; Brewer, 2011, forthcoming). It also builds on a
longer data time series dating back to 1989, investigating fisheries
privatization initiatives and resistance more generally, including
focused consideration of relationships between formal and infor-
mal management institutions and between practical and scientific
knowledge (Alden and Brewer, 2000; Brewer, 2012, 2013). These
combined datasets include extended structured and unstructured
in-person interviews with more than 175 fishing industry mem-
bers, public servants, non-profit organization staff, scientists, and
other coastal residents and professionals, as well as shorter, infor-
mal conversations with at least another 200 people. Interview
sampling used snowball, stratified, and opportunistic frames to
encompass a range of groups and viewpoints. Background data
include document review; 85 mail and phone surveys with New
England fishing permit holders; participant observation at more
than 45 public meetings and more than 50 non-public policy brief-
ings, focus groups, site visits, community meetings, conferences,
and project meetings in New England, Washington, DC, North
Carolina, and Alaska; more than two years of participant observa-
tion of fishing-dependent New England villages, households, ves-
sels, and other businesses; and additional experience as a policy
and resource management professional working with federal and
state government and non-profit organizations. Data analysis
loosely followed protocols established by grounded theory, or con-
stant comparison methodologies. Sampling, data collection, and
analysis therefore took place in iterated sequence, allowing catego-
ries, hypotheses, themes, and conceptual frameworks to emerge
inductively (Glaser, 1994; Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Strauss and
Corbin, 1998). In contrast to the most orthodox grounded theory
applications, the earliest stages of research design relied heavily
on prior field experience and literature.

2. Seeking standardization

The New England groundfishery is arguably the most docu-
mented fishery in the Americas, with biological field data reaching
back to the 19th century, and a social history amply recorded in
primary and secondary sources (Baird, 1871; Bigelow, 1924; Bol-
ster, 2012; Hennessey and Healey, 2000; Lear, 1998; McKenzie,
2012; O’Leary, 1996; Vickers, 1994). It is useful as a bellwether, a
longstanding case of human–environment adaptation, providing
extended evidence of human efforts to find a sustainable match be-
tween social activities and environmental variation.

The largest US groundfish populations, and largest contiguous
areas of prime groundfish habitat, are most accessible from Massa-
chusetts. With major fishing ports in New Bedford and Gloucester,
plus many smaller harbors, Massachusetts has the highest number
of federal groundfish permit owners, largest percentage of fishing
fleet ownership by tonnage, and largest volume ex-vessel sales of
seafood product. By contrast, Maine, particularly its rural eastern
reaches, is as physically, ecologically, and culturally proximate to
the Canadian Maritime provinces as to Massachusetts. Its fishing
harbors are smaller and more dispersed, and the state has more
difficulty accessing urban transport routes and economies. None-
theless, during boom periods as recent as the 1980s, Maine enjoyed
large landings, especially in Portland and Rockland. For its short
coast, New Hampshire has a significant scattering of groundfish
boats in small harbors. Rhode Island has a fleet based mostly
around Port Judith. Boats from New York and New Jersey have
groundfished occasionally in the past, but warmer water species
predominate there and coastal gentrification has taken a greater
toll on waterfront access (see Fig. 1).
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In recent decades, groundfish have been caught mainly with ot-
ter trawls, bag-shaped nets dragged behind a boat, weighted to re-
main open and near the bottom. Other boats set gillnets, hung as
vertical panels to snare fish. A few fishermen1 use hooks, some-
times on reels of coiled wire called longlines. Gillnet and hook gear
can be fished from the 30–400 lobstering boats that predominate in
most of the region’s commercial harbors and are almost all owner-
operated, or even from smaller craft. Heavy otter trawls require
boats more than 400 long, with powerful engines, reels, and more
capital investment. Larger otter trawlers, some exceeding 1000, often
remain at sea for several days, while most gillnetters, hookers, and
small trawlers are inshore dayboats.

Most New England groundfish boats have long pursued diversi-
fied business strategies, targeting a number of different fisheries
over time depending on seasonal species migrations, interannual
variation in species populations, available capital, and personal
shoreside commitments. This intra- and inter-firm diversity has
supported a high level of adaptive capacity in the industry, espe-
cially among smaller boats, which fish inshore on seasonal aggre-
gations of species subpopulations as described below. It also
maintains an extensive network of shoreside relationships that
are only partly financial, involving kin, neighbors, and peers in bar-
ter and informal contracts (Acheson, 1988; Brewer, 2012; St.
Martin, 2007; Wilson, 1982). Different fisheries require different
information about migratory, reproductive, and feeding behavior,
benthic and pelagic habitat, gear settings, catch handling, and
product markets. Therefore, as boats shift among different species,
they mobilize different exchange relationships with fishing peers
and crew, more experienced fishermen, product buyers, and pro-
viders of paid or bartered shoreside services, including neighbors
and family. Some also engage with industry-related organizations,
public officials, and fisheries scientists.

2.1. Marketization as US fisheries policy

Market-based fishery management mechanisms have been
gaining traction internationally since the 1970s (National Research
Council, 1999). They convert regulatory permission to fish into a
saleable commodity, whether as a general fishing permit, a permit
allowing a particular type of gear or other harvest activity, or a per-
mit to land a specified quota of fish. Such market transfer of fishery
access has been the subject of extended debate among social scien-
tists and a few ecologists. Although causality is difficult to prove by
positivist standards, some programs achieve significant conserva-
tion gains with respect to harvested species, some achieve limited
gains, and yet others produce ambiguous or mixed outcomes
(Anferova et al., 2005; Chu, 2009; Copes, 1986; Costello et al.,
2008; National Research Council, 1999; Standal, 2007). Evidence
of impacts on marine habitat and non-target species is less encour-
aging (Gibbs, 2010). Negative social impacts on fishing-dependent
groups are common, particularly in terms of equity and perceived
management legitimacy (Bromley, 2009; Carothers, 2011; Criddle
and Macinko, 2000; Mansfield, 2007; National Research Council,
1999; Pinkerton and Edwards, 2009; St. Martin, 2001; US GAO,
2004).

Not surprisingly, the first transferable catch quotas in US fisher-
ies triggered rapid contraction of fishing fleets and quota owner-
ship (National Research Council, 1999). In response, Congress
imposed an intended moratorium in 1996, which held until 2004
with some exceptions, especially in Alaska. In the 2000s, the Envi-
ronmental Defense Fund, longtime advocate for market-based
solutions to environmental problems, gained increasing leverage
1 The vast majority of New England fishers are male, and most of the female fishers
call themselves fishermen, so the term fishermen is used in the remainder of this
paper.
with high level Administration officials. White house-level
endorsement of market-based fisheries management took root in
the Bush Administration as a result, but more active policy promo-
tion emerged under the Obama Administration, when the Presi-
dent named the Vice Chair of the Environmental Defense Fund
Board of Trustees, biologist Jane Lubchenco, to run the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) (NOAA, 2009;
Office of the President, 2004). In 2009, marketization advocates
coined the term ‘‘catch shares’’ to describe NOAA policy, encom-
passing a range of catch quota mechanisms, including saleable
landings quota held by individual firms or by groups of firms. Other
NGOs, foundations, and business interests that had formerly op-
posed fisheries marketization or been neutral began investing in
catch share program expansion. By 2012, catch shares had been
implemented in fifteen US fisheries, with more proposed. Top
NOAA leadership made it abundantly clear in press releases, Con-
gressional testimony, and constituent relations that success of
catch shares was a central agency priority. A 2009 NOAA fact sheet
lauded presumed conservation incentives:

When designed correctly, catch share programs. . .help ensure
fishermen adhere to annual catch limits because the value of
their share is directly linked to the overall health of the fish
stock and its habitat. . . NOAA is committed to considering and
implementing catch share programs where appropriate, and is
currently working to increase the number of catch share pro-
grams in the country. . .
A 2011 NOAA press release on the 35th anniversary of the land-
mark 1976 Fishery Conservation and Management Act (FCMA)
noted only a few other fisheries in passing, but explicitly named
New England groundfish as ‘‘perhaps the most painful’’ case among
depletions of ‘‘our nation’s most iconic fisheries,’’ offering catch
shares as a central management remedy to encourage ‘‘good busi-
ness decisions and stewardship practices.’’ On the other hand,
when NOAA accepted public comment on its draft national catch
share policy in 2010, a vast majority of comments from individual
commercial and recreational fishermen nationwide expressed
opposition, and comments from New England followed suit
(Brewer, 2011).

2.2. The sector solution

Despite nearly universal opposition to marketization across the
region, a few fishermen and social entrepreneurs on Cape Cod pre-
cipitated a regional shift by proposing to NGO funders and NOAA
that they would form a self-identified ‘‘sector,’’ akin to a harvest
cooperative. The group would accept a collective quota allocation
for subsequent reallotment among individual sector members,
with additional provisions for catch monitoring and enforcement.
With NOAA support, they pitched the proposal to the New England
Fishery Management Council, the federal advisory group com-
prised mainly of state agency staff and state- and federally-ap-
pointed fishing industry representatives, tasked by Congress with
developing draft fishery regulations for NOAA approval. NOAA
and the Council formally recognized the Cape Cod hook sector in
2004, and a closely linked Cape Cod gillnet and hook sector fol-
lowed two years later. Since prior to their inception, these sectors
have relied on NGO funding and leadership to cover costs of sector
administration and regulatory lobbying.

This initial sector creation preceded NOAA’s formal catch share
policy, but it assisted the agency by setting a sub-fleet-level prec-
edent for binding fleet quotas deemed necessary by NOAA to en-
force 10 year species population rebuilding timelines mandated
by Congress at ENGO urging in 1996. As of 2004 the New England
fleet was subject to only "soft" species harvest targets, adjusted
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annually based on NOAA species population assessments, instead
of ‘‘hard’’ total allowable catches readily enforceable by a NOAA
shutdown of the fishery. With reauthorization of the FCMA pend-
ing, ENGOs persistently threatening to sue NOAA for failing to re-
build species populations quickly enough, and with more than a
decade of regional industry resistance to hard quotas, Cape Cod’s
sectoral quota allotment represented a significant victory for the
advancement of a more standardized relationship between federal
science and industry activities.

In 2009, Dr. Lubchenco took an unusually prescriptive policy
stance, requiring New England Council members to attend a
closed-door retreat at Bretton Woods, at which they received de-
tailed guidance on catch share program development and imple-
mentation. Lubchenco appeared personally at the event, and by
one member’s account she ‘‘instructed’’ the Council to implement
catch shares and implicitly threatened them with non-renewal of
their Council appointments. In 2004 FCMA reauthorization, New
England’s Congressional delegation had negotiated a requirement
for a supermajority referendum approval among fishery permit
holders prior to any implementation of individual transferable
quotas in their region. By adopting ostensibly voluntary and coop-
erative sectors instead of mandating individual quotas, the Council
adhered to the letter of the law while satisfying NOAA leadership.
In turn, NOAA virtually guaranteed the decentralized formation of
self-managed sectors by providing funds to write legally-binding
sector plans and agreements, but disclosed no details about possi-
ble futures for non-sector boats that could be expected to find
themselves with a dwindling proportion of the fleetwide quota.
Sweetening the deal, NOAA allowed the simultaneous suspension
of other regulations, such as per trip species catch limits and sea-
sonal bans on fishing in specified areas. By 2010, seventeen sectors
formed, receiving more than 98% of the fleetwide quota among
them, based on historical landings of each sector member. Sectors
had to assume monitoring, administrative, and reporting responsi-
bilities under contract with NOAA, with federal funding for these
duties expected to expire soon thereafter. As one industry leader
from Portland, Maine testified at a 2010 Congressional hearing,

We have been long-time vocal opponents of catch shares, but
we have now come to the conclusion that, under the current
mandates of the law. . .catch shares management of New Eng-
land groundfish is the lesser of two evils.
Practical problems became apparent from the outset of sector
management, however. As detailed following, species assessments
upon which marketization relies have limited predictive capabili-
ties because they overlook spatio-temporal variation in fished eco-
systems. Further, quota markets are opaque, lumpy,2 and pose
barriers to market entry and quota sales. The convergence of prob-
lematic assessments and imperfect markets changes decision criteria
and time horizons of fishing firms, and threatens to reduce older
adaptive practices in the industry.

2.3. Limitations of fish population assessments

The groundfishery has long proven difficult to manage sustain-
ably. Evidence supports explanations that include a persistent lack
of political will, inadequate data and assessments, benthic habitat
impacts of trawl gear, species depletions by foreign factory-scale
trawlers in the 1960, species depletions by the domestic fleet since
federal tax policies and fisheries savings and loan programs of the
1970s and 1980s that encouraged capital investments in larger
2 Economists consider a market lumpy if a relatively small number of units are
bought and sold over time, and are not easily disaggregated.
trawlers, population increases among trophic competitor species,
and climate-driven oceanographic changes (Brodziak et al., 2008;
Fogarty and Murawski, 1998; Groundfish Task Force, 2004;
Hennessey and Healey, 2000; Kirby et al., 2009; Lear, 1998;
Murawski et al., 1997; National Research Council, 1998, 2002b;
Reich and DeAlteris, 2009). After more than two centuries of hu-
man-induced pressures, we still have limited scientific under-
standing of the relationships among fishing activities, fish
populations, any number of oceanographic and habitat variables,
and climatic variation and change. Basic biological parameters
are open to debate, since essential species life stages and behaviors
are difficult or impossible to observe in situ in the underwater envi-
ronment. Augmenting uncertainties, the assessment techniques
honed by fisheries scientists to comply with federal law often
prove more precise than accurate. Even without the additional
unpredictability of global climate change, quantitative measures
of fish populations and marine habitat vary widely in their reliabil-
ity (National Research Council, 1998; Rose, 1997; Wilson, 2007;
Wilson et al., 1991).

Assessment of the groundfishery is particularly challenging,
since it includes more than a dozen finfish species, managed to-
gether as a multispecies complex. These include cod, haddock,
flounders, redfish, and others, most ranging from waters off south-
ern New England to Newfoundland. Living primarily on or near the
sea floor, different species have different life histories, reproductive
dynamics, spatial ranges, and habitat requirements. An increasing
number of studies find that some groundfish and other species
managed as single ‘‘stocks’’ are in fact metapopulations, comprised
of smaller subpopulations that mix at times and separate at others,
such as when they return to natal spawning grounds (Adams et al.,
2009; Bigelow, 1924; Garces et al., 2006; Thorrold et al., 2001;
Zemeckis et al., 2012). In this way, reproduction, growth, and sur-
vival vary spatially and temporally with habitat variables such as
substrate type, predator–prey populations, water chemistry, fluid
dynamics, and temperature. Diversified fishing operations can
adapt to this variability by observing daily changes in fish behavior
and migrations, comparing these to past patterns, and shifting ef-
fort strategically across species, grounds, and gear technologies
(Brewer, 2013; Wilson, 1990).

The cost of conventional scientific research to discern numerous
species subpopulations and characterize their differences in a stan-
dardized way is prohibitive, and only recently are federal scientists
taking this concern seriously (Kritzer and Cadrin, 2012). Faced with
this inherent difficulty, most assessments, including those for
groundfish, instead cover relatively large areas and presume that
existing historical data on each species reflect enough variation
in habitat and trophic dynamics to inform projections of future
populations (Gamble and Link, 2009; Kritzer and Cadrin, 2012; Pi-
kitch et al., 2004; Walters et al., 2005). Because quantitative data
on spatial differences in species reproductive, growth, and mortal-
ity rates are insufficient to ensure statistical rigor, assessments
generally treat these variables as being uniform across space. Given
the paucity of rigorously quantifiable species population drivers,
and the presumed inability to manage human activities other than
fishing (such as water quality, climate change, and development of
coastal and submerged lands), harvest mortality becomes the de-
fault explanation for temporal change in an assessed species. Fur-
ther, most assessments treat harvest mortality as a single variable,
disregarding differences in the selectivity of gear, habitat impacts,
and numerous socio-ecological drivers of firm choices. Several
studies assert that management needs to take place at finer spatial
scales, and with greater industry participation, to incentivize
retention and sharing of local ecological knowledge (Ames, 2010;
Berkes et al., 2006; Clay, 1996; Fujita et al., 2010; Wilson, 2007).
Whether such collaborative knowledge generation could with-
stand scientific review and legal scrutiny is less clear.
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Although some might blame management irresponsiveness to
spatio-temporal differentiation on scientific myopia, to a great ex-
tent the deficiencies are codified in ‘‘maximum sustainable yield’’
goals written into the original 1976 FCMA. The Act embraces a
yield concept borrowed from monocrops in industrial agriculture,
and implies an assumption of spatially larger rather than smaller
fish stock designations for assessment, instead of treating marine
environments as inherently variable systems, and marine activities
as necessarily adaptive (Finley, 2011; Larkin, 1977; Pahl-Wostl,
1995). Years of heavy Congressional lobbying from ENGOs regular-
ized yield goals further in 1996 reauthorization of the Act, estab-
lishing the 10 year yield rebuilding deadlines for stocks deemed
overfished. Stipulations added in 2006 reauthorization, again un-
der pressure from ENGOs, similarly standardized the primacy of
species stock assessments, requiring that NOAA convene panels
of scientific advisors to establish annual maximum limits for spe-
cies harvests, and then implement these scientific recommenda-
tions. The yield rebuilding timelines and annual harvest limits
make it easier for ENGOs to sue NOAA by setting quantitative
thresholds for legal compliance. To support mandatory yield goals,
ocean waters must now retain sufficient quantities of spawning
stock biomass, fish believed old enough to reproduce. These
amendments also make it easier to privatize and market fish while
still in the ocean. Just as the environmental litigants benefit from
the intended ecological predictability and proscription against
deviation from standardized goals, so can investors.
3. Making a market, masking diversity

If assessments mask variation in the biophysical resource and
harvest operations, markets for ostensibly standardized species
quota additionally mask differences among firms participating in
quota markets and the way firms acquire and utilize quota to fur-
ther various goals. Except for limited experiments by non-profit
groups and state government described below, sectors reallocate
received quota to their members based on the same individual
fishing histories that qualified the sector for allocation from NOAA,
allowing subsequent sale or leasing of quota to other gear types,
harbors, and vessel sizes. Even preceding implementation, debates
began over whether or not restrictions should be placed on the sale
or lease of quota, either for conservation purposes or to protect the
diverse fleet from consolidation into a few highly capitalized firms.
NOAA and the Council have thus far left those decisions to the sec-
tors themselves, ushering in an unregulated market for quota and
permit transfers. In addition to a lifetime of accumulated knowl-
edge about species behavior and migrations, ocean habitat, weath-
er and seamanship, maintenance and repair of boat, engine, and
gear, and dockside fish prices, boat owners must now follow and
anticipate quota markets. Further, quota compliance requires con-
stant monitoring and reporting to NOAA. Joint legal liability among
sector members means that NOAA can shut down an entire sector
for a single faulty fishing trip report. To meet these new organiza-
tional and information-handling needs, all sectors have hired pro-
fessional managers, many with graduate degrees or extensive
business experience.

Quota transactions have been dominant concerns from the out-
set. Few boat owners have the right species quota mix or quantities
to match their present or future harvest options. Specific years of
species landings history were initially used to allocate quota per
boat, but the match between history-based allocation and present
or future utilization is complicated by several factors. Among them,
(1) most fishermen had little influence on Council establishment of
those allocation criteria; (2) species catches per unit effort change
over time in the marine environment; (3) such changes are aggra-
vated by global climate shifts; and (4) the Council has cut quota
allocations repeatedly to meet legal rebuilding requirements.
Firms must often acquire leased quota of one species or another
just to cover fixed business costs and land enough volume to retain
qualified crew, who are paid a percentage of trip profits. They must
also cover accidental bycatch of one species while targeting an-
other, and lease out remaining quota of other species that they
cannot profitably use before the annual market cycle ends.
Groundfish species often mix, so it is not always possible to avoid
regulatory ‘‘choke’’ species. When such accidental catch happens, it
is not usually recognized before a haul is emptied on deck and
therefore counted as ‘‘discards’’ against quota holdings, dead or
not. On fishing trips without real-time, on-vessel observation by
subcontractors, NOAA calculates a discard mortality rate based
on data from the fleet and sector, which may or may not match ac-
tual fishing practices on a particular boat, in a particular location.
Further, NOAA calculates discard rates after the trip, which means
that captains do not know actual trip profits before paying crew
their presumed share, and sector managers must often chase down
small amounts of quota to cover any overage.

In these ways and others, quota markets do not fit ideal notions
of perfect competition with freely available information, free entry
and exit, low sunk costs, and difficulty forming oligopolies. NOAA
considers sectors to be legal ‘‘persons,’’ protected from public scru-
tiny under federal privacy laws. At least one sector allots voting
rights to each firm in proportion to its quota holdings. Sectors have
established first-refusal rules to privilege intra-sector quota sales
and leases. They therefore require internal posting of pending in-
ter-sector quota transfers, but not intra-sector transfers. Sector
managers must often exercise discretion in their handling of this
and other sensitive business information. More capitalized firms
or sectors have been known to use these rules to undercut pending
transactions between less capitalized market participants. They
can offer more lucrative terms to firms they favor as longer term
allies in the accrual of market power, and gouge firms they know
to be in dire need of quota for a choke species. Without a transpar-
ent trading venue, firms have difficulty collecting information
about prices or prospective buyers and sellers, so it is easier for
firms and sectors with large quota volumes to collude in setting
prices. Given the potential for market distortion and high transac-
tion costs, quota holders often prefer to transfer larger amounts of
quota in multi-species bundles, avoiding multiple transactions, but
making for a lumpier market. These various hurdles to quota
acquisition encourage boats to specialize in one or a few species,
abandoning more diversified and adaptive multi-species strategies
that typified the industry in the past. They also disadvantage smal-
ler, more diversified boats, which generally have less quota and
therefore less leverage in quota transfers.

By 2011, sale prices for some groundfish permit packages were
reaching a million US dollars or more, far beyond what most fish-
ing firms can pay. Only a year into sector management, three Mas-
sachusetts firms owned more than 40% of the quota for one stock,
Georges Bank winter flounder. Even as early as 2010, 26% of
Georges Bank haddock, 18% of Georges Bank yellowtail, and 21%
of Georges Bank cod were each controlled by three firms (Brewer,
forthcoming). While it is not clear how much international capital
has actually entered quota markets, in 2012 a European seafood
business organization published a directory including ‘‘the world’s
biggest investment and finance firms’’ which ‘‘share a role in the
ongoing consolidation of the seafood industry, through mergers
and acquisitions and targeted financing’’ (IntraFish, 2012, p. 20).
It asserted that ‘‘Asian companies are searching for acquisitions
in North America,’’ where consolidation is ‘‘particularly robust’’
(IntraFish, 2012, p. 25, 27). It also reported that ‘‘US-based [private
equity] is spending significant resources on analyzing seafood mar-
kets,’’ with ‘‘one limiting factor being ‘‘the large degree of family-
owned companies, where the owner is not ready to let their ‘baby’
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go’’ (IntraFish, 2012, p. 25). Within a year or so of directory publi-
cation, a number of New England groundfish quota holders re-
ported receiving letters, calls, and visits from prospective investors.
3.1. Costs of commodification

As time passes, the disconnect between the standardized spe-
cies assessments necessary for efficient markets and the stochastic
reality of the fished ecosystem threatens to close the fishery, col-
lapse quota markets, and consolidate the industry into a few firms.
Whereas commodity markets require spatio-temporal uniformity,
the human–environment system is differentiated. With this under-
standing, the argument that the market can serve as an incentive
for resource stewardship weakens. As climate-related changes
accelerate in the marine environment, even if species successfully
migrate to new waters in large enough numbers to permit harvest,
we can expect assessment inaccuracy and market irregularity to
increase, and with them the cost of information necessary to the
assessment and harvest of each species.

More variable operating costs and diminished profit margins
make it difficult for firms to maintain diversified business strate-
gies. When one species declines, diversified boats can switch to
other species, lessening harvest pressure on species of concern,
and building adaptive capacity by activating new or latent relation-
ships for purposes of information sharing and other socio-eco-
nomic exchanges. Under quota management, small firms have
difficulty tracking constant changes in assessments, quota markets,
and regulatory processes, much less mobilizing capital and infor-
mation to participate strategically in multiple fisheries that are
separately assessed, marketized, and regulated.

Though major assessment uncertainties have long character-
ized this fishery, the stakes represented by downward and upward
revisions in total allowable catches are now higher. Many firms
have at least tens of thousands of dollars invested in quota and per-
mits, and some have invested millions. To turn a profit, business
plans must accommodate quota sale or lease prices, and those de-
pend partly on which species assessments are low enough to choke
off the harvest of other species. A single firm landing a species vol-
ume that exceeds available quota can shut down a sector, and
more pervasive overage can shut down the entire fishery, as
threats of ENGO lawsuits hold NOAA and the Council to species
rebuilding requirements and scientific advice on annual catch lim-
its, per federal law. For example, in 2010, the total pollock quota
set pursuant to assessments was so small that fishermen feared a
fleetwide fishery closure. Fishermen had little desire to harvest
the low-value species, but they believed pollock populations to
be much more plentiful than the science recognized, and knew
from experience that pollock would be difficult to avoid when tar-
geting other species. In fact, a new assessment raised the pollock
quota 600% in the same year. Had the low assessment stood, pol-
lock quota would have become scarce and dear. Instead, by 2012
pollock quota was so cheap fishermen gave it away.

Boats carry dramatically different costs for maintenance, labor,
fuel, and gear, but even without added costs of permits and quota
acquisition, most need to average a dollar a pound in dockside
landing income to make a profit. In 2012, lease costs for key species
such as cod, hake, and grey sole hovered around $.50–1.50 per
pound, while dock prices for those species averaged between a dol-
lar and $3. Despite demand elasticity in global seafood markets, at
times dock prices spiked up to $9 and down to $0. Especially for
smaller firms, diminishing and less predictable profit margins in-
crease the temptation to delay vessel maintenance, even as boats
age and safety risks escalate. Many boats, particularly smaller ones,
can already make larger and lower-risk profits by leasing quota in-
stead of fishing it.
Larger and smaller firms respond differently to fluctuating quo-
ta markets. Bigger boats can often pay more for quota because they
can fish it in bad winter weather, when small boats cannot safely
operate and lower region-wide product volume brings higher
dockside prices per landed pound. A few operations in New Bed-
ford, Portland, and Gloucester have fleets of several large trawlers
and can often transfer quota on shorter notice, having higher cash
flow, higher credit lines, and multiple boats fishing different
grounds on different permits. Some are in a sector that grants them
more voting power. Even disregarding differences among gear
types, there are considerable differences in ecological impacts be-
tween small and large boats. Small trawlers use lighter gear, with
less impact on habitat and fish population structures. After short
trips, they get slightly higher dock prices per pound for their
fresher fish. Large trawlers travel greater distances to keep filling
their holds, and owners are less likely to live and work their whole
lives in a single locale. Many owners of smaller boats fish from the
same harbor as their ancestors, and once hoped to leave a viable
local fishery for descendants and neighbors. Older and younger
generations took great pride in fishing-related skill and knowledge,
much of it closely adapted to highly localized familiarity of specific
fishing grounds, species behaviors, and customized gear technolo-
gies (Brewer, 2012, 2013; Doeringer et al., 1986; St. Martin, 2001;
Wilson, 1990). Quota management makes that impossible without
hundreds of thousands of dollars to invest, and high risk tolerance.
Given the increasing unpredictability of assessments and markets,
many remaining permit holders no longer expect their fishing
operations to remain profitable for even another year, much less
another generation. Those with no presumed fishing descendants
have a stronger financial interest in seeing quota values climb over
the short term so they can sell out, than they have in the future
condition of the fished ecosystem. The largest, most mobile firms
presently demonstrate more interest in capturing market share
than in improving long term ecological sustainability. They are less
apt to notice subpopulation depletions and other localized ecolog-
ical changes, because their higher volume and more geographically
distributed business plans do not rely as immediately on those
observations (Berkes et al., 2006). While their focus could possibly
shift to conservationist concerns after reaching some level of mar-
ket domination at which externalities might be internalized and
free riding minimized, by that stage conversations about impacts
of large trawls would be even more politically fraught than at
present.

These discrepancies are particularly concerning in the case of
Cape Cod. The original argument for creation of their first non-
profit-supported sector, the one precipitating subsequent market-
ization of the entire fishery, was that they were fishing with hooks,
which harvest more selectively, more cleanly, compared to gillnets
and trawls. Hooks do less damage to habitat, to non-target species,
and to undersized target species when caught and released alive.
Hook boats also provide more locally-based jobs, since they require
more labor, bring slightly higher prices for landed product, and are
small enough to return home daily. Cape Cod sector members and
supporters believed they were investing in a more sustainable fish-
ing future for local villages, but the sector is now leasing out more
quota than it leases in. Most outgoing quota is used by trawlers,
some by one of the very largest in the region. Net outgoing transfer
in 2011 totaled 16% of the sector’s aggregate annual quota alloca-
tion. Omitting haddock, the only species with a net incoming trans-
fer, net outgoing transfers totaled 29% of the allocation.

In sum, purportedly standardized quota, fished by different
boats, in different ways, at different times, in different places,
yields not only different profits, but different social and ecological
impacts. Low industry confidence in causal linkages between
assessments and quota markets reduces incentives for industry
stewardship of the fished ecosystem (see Fig. 2). The illusion of
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Fig. 2. Socio-ecological complexity disrupts market-based conservation incentives.
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uniformity constructed by marketization continues to fade, and
along with it, the promise of public benefits.

4. Collective action for market alternatives

A handful of interventions aim to address perceived problems
with groundfish quota markets, mainly through investment and
innovation at the state and local levels. Permit banks feature cen-
trally among these efforts, some funded and managed by state
agencies, others by non-profit groups. Several permit banks pri-
marily seek to lease quota to smaller firms at slightly lower cost,
to prevent consolidation of the industry into a few highly capital-
ized firms. A few require that leased quota be fished with gear se-
lected for reduced ecological impact, such as hooks or modified
trawls. Some of the banks were organized to support fishing fleets
in smaller and more remote harbors, and therefore direct their ef-
forts toward those areas. One of the non-profits serves an area
from which groundfish disappeared more than a decade ago and
uses the quota mostly to incentivize industry participation in re-
search and other activities designed to build local capacity for com-
munity-based resource stewardship (Brewer, 2013). The quantity
of quota controlled by permit banks is small enough that they
are unlikely to lower overall market prices, but their subsidies as-
sist some smaller boats. They may be especially useful for diversi-
fied firms, which invest money and time in other fisheries, leaving
less capital available to position themselves in quota markets and
less time to follow corresponding intricacies of species assess-
ments and regulatory decision-making by NOAA and the Council.

Other efforts try to counter affects of quota markets by working
at the output end of the industry. They decentralize and shorten
the seafood supply chain, offering higher prices for higher quality
fish, generally landed by small, inshore day boats. Several define
themselves as ‘‘community-supported fisheries,’’ modeled after
community-supported agriculture. Rather than selling fish to
wholesalers and processors that compete on national and interna-
tional markets, boats unload to microenterprises or non-profit staff
members with basic processing and trucking capabilities, then
consumers pick up their fish at scheduled neighborhood stops.
Other organizations have targeted institutional food buyers. They
cultivate relationships with schools, hospitals and other large vol-
ume meal providers that serve the general public and might elect
to support sustainable fishing practices in their purchase decisions
and by advancing public learning about broader implications of
consumer choices. Similarly, some groups market to restaurants
and storefronts that promote local and sustainably-produced
foods. Organizers of these alternative seafood marketing arrange-
ments often express hope that consumers will not only feel con-
nected with local fishing communities, but become educated
about fished ecosystems and associated regulatory and policy is-
sues. Ideally, some aspire to mobilize consumers and associated
advocacy groups for political action, bringing the scrutiny and val-
ues of a broader public to influence government arenas. Thus far
however, most pursuing these alternative marketing avenues find
that juggling the logistics and finances of smooth product delivery,
and introducing consumers to unfamiliar products and recipes,
leaves little opportunity to communicate the intricacies and frus-
trations of fish politics. Nonetheless, they do offer higher prices
to small boat fishing firms struggling to survive sector manage-
ment. They at least remind food activists to allot a place for seafood
in their progressive visions. They also offer a renewed sense of
pride to fishermen deeply disillusioned with their government,
demonstrating that well-heeled landlubbers sufficiently appreciate
hard and dangerous labor at sea that they will meet a truck for
delivery of sight-unseen product and learn new culinary tech-
niques, instead of buying imported, farm-raised salmon or shrimp
at a convenient supermarket. They raise the prospect that forward-
thinking and balanced stewardship of ocean resources matters to
some larger public, not only to the businesses and families that
might harvest fish in the future.

One more initiative bears mentioning, which is a series of pro-
posals to reform the management of inshore groundfish metapop-
ulations to permit more direct democratic participation by
fishermen. In some iterations, these proposals have encompassed
waters bordering a few states. In other iterations, proposals have
covered only an area in eastern Maine. Small boats regularly fish-
ing Gulf of Maine waters along Maine, New Hampshire, and Massa-
chusetts coasts have seen the most acute groundfish population
depletions. Most blame the decline on intensive fishing pressure
by large trawlers and perhaps gillnetters, particularly during
spawning aggregations. Depletions in eastern Maine date back to
the 1990s, after federal savings and loan programs funded con-
struction of larger boats (Ames, 2004; Hennessey and Healey,
2000; Steneck and Wilson, 2010). Western Gulf of Maine deple-
tions in the last few years seem to be similarly triggered. Large
trawlers are able to fish inshore waters more profitably under sec-
tor management, when large-area quotas replaced seasonal
spawning area protections (Brewer, forthcoming). A handful of
small non-profit groups, including two now managing permit
banks in Maine and Cape Cod, have repeatedly asked for a regula-
tory framework that would allow more spatio-temporally attuned
constraints on fishing gear to conserve fish populations and habi-
tat, including broader and more focused participation of locally-
rooted fishing interests in regulatory development and implemen-
tation. One version submitted as a prospective remedy to an ENGO
lawsuit against NOAA asked for controls on ‘‘how, when, and where
fish are caught based on the life history and behavior of fish’’
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[italics in original] (Northwest Atlantic Marine Alliance, 2002, p. 7).
Proposed controls included inshore gear restrictions to protect
spawning aggregations and habitat, such as banning night fishing,
limiting the size of the trawler ground gear that comes into contact
with the seafloor, limiting numbers of gillnets, and increasing
mesh size. The group spent several years modifying the proposal
and slowly growing support among small and mid-sized boats, lo-
cal governments, ENGOs, more than 80 marine scientists (several
with international reputations), and a small but growing number
of Council members and NOAA personnel (Brewer, 2011). Support
has not yet been sufficient to overcome Council concerns however,
particularly among those sympathetic to large trawl boats that
might be effectively banned from inshore grounds.

Most of these efforts have distinct origins and sometimes com-
pete, such as for funding, quota, and regulatory leverage. They also
cooperate at times, particularly to achieve common goals through
the Council process. The non-profits have relationships with town
governments, state legislators and fisheries agencies, Congressio-
nal delegates, and often with larger NGO funders and political al-
lies. Some have shared membership, staff, board members and
advisors.

5. Increasing uncertainties

Even as intrepid community organizers hope to develop an ar-
ray of locally-responsive interventions, the gap is widening be-
tween markets for assessment-dependent quota and cascades of
socio-ecological change. Associated uncertainties threaten to re-
verse dominant assumptions about marketization, and the pros-
pect of policy failure looms. Whether or not climate is in fact a
central driver, it is now named at times by industry, scientists,
and mangers to explain more precipitous assessment reversals.

In particular, cod have long been on the radar screens of ENGO
lawyers since the species triggered watershed legal action against
NOAA in 1991. A 2008 stock assessment showed cod to be on track
for rebuilding by its 2014 target date, with a remarkable recovery
in the Gulf of Maine. In 2010, quota allocations to sectors ensued
accordingly under the new catch share program, setting aside a
standard 25% buffer quota between total allowed catch and the
catch level calculated to produce maximum sustainable yield, to
accommodate a reasonable range of assessment error. Then a
2011 cod assessment suddenly reversed NOAA’s outlook. With
new data and modeling techniques, it found major flaws in the
prior assessment. The new assessment estimated Gulf of Maine
cod at slightly higher overall biomass than in 2008, but with the
lowest ever rate of recruitment, fish just reaching harvestable size.
This nearly mandates a fishery shutdown, unless another assess-
ment revises the findings, or Congress intervenes to amend federal
law. Even with zero fishing, it will take some years for the stock to
rebuild to meet requirements of the 1996 and 2006 amendments
to the FCMA. After convening a series of high level meetings with
the Council, ENGOs with litigation histories, and industry leaders,
NOAA took emergency action, bypassing the more transparent
but longer Council advisory process. Immediate cuts to 2012 cod
quotas allowed continued fishing for some months into the year,
but raised the likelihood of shutdown in 2013. As explained by a
former assessment scientist now in academia,

The Council members had done what the science was advising.
It’s not that the fishermen didn’t follow the regulations and they
caught too much. And it’s not even from a decreasing stock. This
is simply an administrative management crisis. . . [W]e have a
poorly estimated rebuilding target. It’s terra incognita. It’s a
stock size that we’ve never observed before. And so projecting
is always difficult, and projecting beyond your observed range
is even more difficult. . . [W]hat we saw just in the last months
is that the same change in perception is happening for a lot of
our groundfish. [T]he crisis we’re facing with Gulf of Maine
cod is dire, but we actually have a systematic problem, is that
our assessments are not supporting these projected catches or
their uncertainty well.

One Council member with 45 years of New England fishing
experience recently said about the unprecedented focus on quanti-
tative models to set annual quotas,

Stock assessments are becoming rushed. We’re doing these
what are called turn-of-the-crank assessments to get this
updated information to set annual catch limits. Those are
rushed. Everything’s rushed. And I think the results are that
we don’t have the time to do things right. And the practical
effect is, in my opinion, the Council no longer has the ability
to manage the fishery, or sufficient time to investigate potential
problems with stock assessments. And I think the same goes for
the scientific community. . . There’s a huge amount of issues
there, and they deserve lots of attention. And they simply don’t
have the time anymore, and they don’t have the resources. . .

Mathematics have trumped observations of natural history. . .

There’s no ability to use common sense at all.

Indeed, in spring of 2012, preliminary analyses of Gulf of Maine
haddock data were mandating 60–70% harvest cuts, thereby elim-
inating an alternative to cod in the event that the fishery remains
open. Paradoxically, haddock quota was selling low. Ex-vessel had-
dock landing prices were high, but fishermen could not find the
haddock to harvest. NOAA data also showed that yellowtail floun-
der were not rebuilding as projected on Georges Bank, a shallow
water area where fish aggregate offshore. NOAA administrators
publicly conceded that fishing effort on this relatively low-value
species was not the cause, since effort had already been cut to
satisfy prior assessment projections. Some fishermen pointed to
climate and other environmental changes. Whatever the constella-
tion of driving causes, quota cuts up to 80% were pending to satisfy
federal law, raising yet another prospect for fishery closure. Mean-
while, New Bedford scallopers, some of the wealthiest fishing firms
in the country because of windfall profits from 2010 catch share
allocations in that fishery, held yellowtail quota far in excess of
any historical landings. At least one more capitalized firm has men-
tioned a plan to use the cod crisis as an opportunity to gain market
share, buying devalued permits from smaller firms that cannot
avoid inshore cod catches and will have to tie up or sell out.

After Lubchenco resigned from NOAA leadership in early 2013,
agency staff began offering subtle indications that catch shares are
merely management options among a broader array of possibili-
ties, not some universally beneficial panacea. In the spring, Council
scientific advisors effectively reversed longstanding assumptions
of federally-supported fisheries science when they publicly re-
ported a pressing need to protect inshore groundfish spawning
populations. The difficulty of defining and tracking these subpopu-
lations scientifically poses both constraints and opportunities. It
presents a realistic possibility of unprecedented gear restrictions
and restoration of seasonal spawning area closures that were sus-
pended when market standardization of fish quota effectively
homogenized the relative value of uncaught fish in space and time.
Council response to impending crisis is often less than speedy or
adequate, but one discussed option would require inshore trawl
gear modifications that are uneconomical to larger trawlers, effec-
tively excluding them from inshore waters. On the one hand, such
action could also curtail profits for some small-boat firms. If imple-
mented with rigorous empirical attention to the spatio-temporal
variations of gear-species-habitat interactions however, it might
offer improved prospects for longer term viability of the small
boat fleet and the industry as a whole. Over time, inshore area
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protections might raise the possibility of splitting off a more care-
fully regulated inshore quota market to encourage diversified boats
with less intrusive gear. Non-market management solutions also
seem feasible, perhaps including a separate inshore governance
framework to replace sector and firm quotas with an overall,
non-transferable allocation to the dayboat fleet, and selection of
more specific fishing controls in a decision process that could re-
spond more readily to ongoing variation and change.
6. Possible futures

Pending decisions may dramatically alter the future of this fish-
ery. Nonetheless, if we accept it as a bellwether, the case study
demonstrates how market-oriented natural resource policy can re-
duce adaptive capacity to environmental change. Older informal
social networks facilitate relationships and information exchanges
necessary for adjusting operations and strategies as needed. By
contrast, attempts to standardize resource harvest for purposes
of bureaucratic accountability and market development seek to
isolate a specified commodity from a complex web of interlinked
socio-ecological phenomena. Unpredictable assessments and opa-
que, imperfectly competitive, and cumbersome commodity mar-
kets generate significant externalities, disconnect industry
decisions from ecosystem realities, and promote shorter decision
horizons. Transferable catch quotas incentivize species specializa-
tion and fleet consolidation, eroding longer-standing diversity
and flexibility within the industry, adaptive strategies that can
more carefully match harvest operations with particulars of the
fished ecosystem. The broadening gap between persistent socio-
ecological shifts and a market dependent on failing commodity
predictions generates a cascade of events that threatens to shut
down the industry, or perhaps reverse the assumptions and pro-
cess of marketization.

If market standardization cannot accommodate existing levels
of variability, how can it adapt to more profound climate-driven
regime shifts? We can expect reliable species information to be-
come more costly by any measure, and less generalizable. It there-
fore seems likely that standards and assessments isolating species
abundance from intrinsically linked variables will become even
more problematic. Production and exchange of new information
will be needed, including observations relating to shifts in timing
and location of species catchability, oceanographic, trophic, and
behavioral clues, and results of corresponding adjustments to gear
deployment and harvest strategies. Just as crucial, governance
frameworks will require unprecedented flexibility and responsive-
ness to change. They will require new alignments across industry,
government, and civil society to replace precise but unrealistic
standards with decision criteria that accommodate heterogeneity
and stochasticity.

If we take this future scenario seriously, efforts to construct
market alternatives and reforms, including ongoing initiatives such
as permit banks, consumer outreach, and proposals for inshore reg-
ulatory modifications, may prove more valuable than they pres-
ently appear. Even if state and non-profit interventions to protect
local fishing-dependent collectivities from marketization might
have limited immediate impact on visible market or species trends
per se, they may nonetheless play important roles in maintaining
adaptive capacity for the longer term, especially if catch share mar-
kets continue to fail. Investments in these more collective alterna-
tives require extensive communications across a number of
interest groups, including industry, non-profits, NGOs, govern-
ment, science, and others. They interface with old and new mar-
kets, and several scales of formal and informal institutions. In
these ways they stimulate institutional diversity and revitalize
informal social networks capable of decentralized information
sharing and collective action, all of which are essential to the
development of more adaptive, multi-level governance arrange-
ments. They begin to build visions, decision frameworks, and ac-
tion plans that can precipitate alternate futures. If
standardization and commodification cannot accommodate vari-
ability and change, and thus cannot achieve adaptive resource
stewardship, perhaps nuanced and diversified institutional
arrangements will prove more able to do so.
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IMPROVING CATCH SHARES

Mayor Jon Mitchell
Chairman, 

New Bedford Port Authority

Photo Credit: Phil Mello



The most significant weakness in the catch shares system has been 
the inability to allow for landings consistent with maximum 

sustainable yield as envisioned in Magnuson Stevens. 

In fact, the last six years has seen this problem worsen significantly.

Year ACL Cumulative Catch Percent 

Caught

Pounds left in water

2012 79,486.3 mt 25,959.6 mt 32.6% 118 M

2013 68,953 mt 23,021 mt 33% 102.2 M

2014 67,000 mt 24,582 mt 36.4% 92.9 M

2015 79,058 mt 23,217 mt 29% 123 M

2016 105,714 mt 19,086.9 mt 18% 190.9 M

2017 122,491.3 mt 20,113.3 mt 16.4% 225.7 M

2018 126,720.3 mt 23,884 mt 18.8% 226.7M
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Why is this happening?
• By-catch 

• Choke species

• Stock assessments

“Answering this question requires a concerted effort of scientists using 
biological and economic models with data from a wide variety of sources, 
for example, a model that predicts apparent or available abundance as a 
function of costs, regulation, availability, catchability, and stock size. This 
type of research is well suited for cooperative research between scientists 
and fishermen. An experimental fishery using revenue from the catch could 
be used to underwrite data collection.”

• Permit structure/cost

• Unnecessary buffers

• Unknown

From the 2014 Groundfish Port Recovery and Revitalization 
Plan for the Port of New Bedford/Fairhaven: 



The future of the groundfish industry is imperiled as the next generation 
of potential fishermen is discouraged by the resulting uncertainty.

Consider the cascading challenges facing the industry:

• Purchase of permits, gear, and vessels is costly.

• Uncertainty of annual quota impedes sound business planning.

• Lack of business planning creates a barrier to financing.

• Fewer operators able to secure financing decreases 

opportunities for jobs long-term.

• Fewer fishermen and vessels also erodes the base of 

knowledge/expertise that keeps the industry competitive.



“The current climate of uncertainty has paralyzed the entire value 
chain in terms of any business planning or financial decisions 
pertaining to groundfish.” Building a Sustainable Value Chain for New England Groundfish, Neel 

Inamdar & Future of Fish, 2014



Improving catch shares requires a range of reforms 
but one place to start is expanding cooperative industry-informed science.

Through the NOAA Roundtables, progress has been made as NMFS has 
restructured their stock assessment process to the new Two-Track Stock 

Assessment, including management and research.

It is imperative that progress continues to be made, and that the Council continues 
to open additional avenues for external, industry-involved science to be included in 

stock assessments.

Photo Credit: Phil Mello



The cost of monitoring continues to present 
an obstacle to the profitability of the 

groundfish fleet and must be corrected in 
Amendment 23.
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Tom Nies 
Executive Director 
New England Fishery Management Council 
50 Water Street 
Mill #2 
Newburyport, MA 01950 
 
Re: Groundfish Catch Share Program Review  
 
Dear Tom Nies,  
 
On behalf of the North American Marine Alliance (NAMA), we would like to provide 
comments for the New England Groundfish Catch Share Program (“Catch Share 
Program”) review.  
 
As an organization that supports fishing families and their allies around the United 
States in the movement to protect marine ecosystems and fishermen’s livelihoods, 
we have engaged in the New England Fishery Management Council (“Council”) 
process for developing its groundfish Catch Share program for over a decade.   
 
Prior to the implementation of the Catch Share Program, fishermen and allies 
warned decision-makers that catch shares would strip fisheries access away from 
small and medium-scale, independent fishermen and shift access to multinational 
corporations and outside investors. Decision-makers told fishermen that was a 
delusion, and that they were “inventing a boogeyman.”  
 
Within the past year, one of the same Council members who dismissed fishermen’s 
warnings sold his fishing fleet and privileges to a subsidiary of Bregal Partners, a 
multibillion-dollar private equity firm which the Catch Share Program has enabled 
to control fisheries access indefinitely. That company is now in a position to further 
acquire millions of dollars of groundfish quota that was seized by the government 
from Carlos Rafael for seafood fraud and tax evasion and will likely be sold or 
redistributed to other individuals or entities. 
 
These developments are a direct result of the Catch Share Program and the Council’s 
failure to adopt meaningful safeguards in accordance with its stated objectives in 
the Groundfish Management Plan.   
 
Our comments are divided into two parts:  
 

1. The Catch Share Program and the Council’s actions from 2010-2015 failed to 
protect fleet diversity and prevent excessive consolidation; and 
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2. The process for implementing the Catch Share program revealed a failure of 
the Council to uphold democratic principles. 

 
Background  
 
In 2009-2010, the Council adopted the Catch Share Program. Although new to New 
England, catch share programs initially began in the United States during the early 
1990’s with the Surf Clam Ocean Quahog (SCOQ) fishery. Since its inception, the 
Catch Share Program was designed to commoditize fisheries access and consolidate 
fishing fleets into fewer, higher capacity and vertically integrated businesses. Within 
a decade, the SCOQ fishery transitioned from a diverse and primarily owner-
operator fleet, to a fleet owned and controlled by four multinational corporations. 
Today, the largest SCOQ quota owner – Thailand-based Thai Union Group – is one of 
the largest seafood dealers in the world.  
 
Some catch share programs have not taken this route. In 1995, Alaska’s Fishery 
Management Council implemented a catch share program to manage halibut and 
sablefish. The program design included safeguard protections to ensure access for 
owner-operator fishermen and opportunities for small, medium, and large-scale 
fishing businesses. Some of those safeguards included owner-operator provisions, 
caps on quota ownership ranging from 0.5% to 1%, and leasing restrictions. Even 
with these safeguards in place, the number of residents of Alaska communities who 
hold halibut quota fell by more than half, with small-scale fishermen and indigenous 
communities bearing the brunt of the impacts.1 Economic trends also show that 
many Alaska fishermen face an increased risk of income volatility because they are 
not able to afford diverse portfolios, and are fishing in fewer areas for fewer species 
of fish.2  
 
In 2010, the New England Council rushed to implement the Catch Share Program, 
promising to quickly establish safeguards in a subsequent amendment. Amendment 
18 was supposed to be the mechanism to create safeguards and ensure equity in the 
fishery. However, following several years of hearing from hundreds of fishing 
community members around New England and facing a federally declared 
groundfish disaster, it is clear that the measures put in place were meaningless and 
woefully inadequate. Amendment 18 simply maintained the status quo and allowed 
groundfish quota to remain a tradable commodity that is concentrated in fewer 
hands, leaving no hope for future independent fishermen.  

                                                        
1 Donkersloot, R., & Carothers C. (2017). Beyond Privatization: Rethinking Fisheries Stewardship and 
Conservation in the North Pacific. In P. S. Levin & M. R. Poe (Eds.), Conservation for the Anthropocene 
Ocean pp. 253-270. San Diego, CA: Elsevier Science Publishing. 
2 Seifer, J (2019, July 25). Locked in and off-loaded: Quotas stifle diversity and stability in fishing. 
National Fisherman. Retrieved from https://www.nationalfisherman.com/uncategorized/locked-in-
and-off-loaded-quotas-stifle-diversity-and-stability-in-fishing/ 

https://www.nationalfisherman.com/uncategorized/locked-in-and-off-loaded-quotas-stifle-diversity-and-stability-in-fishing/
https://www.nationalfisherman.com/uncategorized/locked-in-and-off-loaded-quotas-stifle-diversity-and-stability-in-fishing/
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The harmful consequences of the Catch Share Program are exemplified by the 
criminal conviction of Carlos Rafael, the former owner of a vertically integrated 
seafood business that used catch shares to yield unchecked control over the New 
England groundfish fishery. We have long been concerned that policies designed to 
consolidate fisheries access would lead to this type of corruption, collusion, and 
ultimately undermine the Council’s conservation goals.  
 
Under the Council’s management, the transition to a Catch Share Program has 
caused a host of social, ecological and economic crises.  
 
I. The Council Failed to Ensure Fleet Diversity and Address Excessive 
Consolidation  
 
In order to achieve the Council’s groundfish management goals, Amendment 18 had 
two broad objectives that were informed by a dozen public scoping hearings and 
thousands of public comments. They were as follows: 
 

1. Promote a diverse groundfish fishery, including different gear types, vessel 
sizes, ownership patterns, and geographic locations; and  

2. Prevent any individual(s), corporation(s), or other entity(ies) from acquiring 
or controlling excessive shares of the fishery access privileges.  

 
However, in early 2013, the objectives were modified based on recommendations 
from the Groundfish Advisory Panel (GAP). Those recommendations were not based 
on public comments, but rather on a small number of special interest groups. The 
modified objectives included “enhancing sector management” and “promoting 
resilience and stability of fishing businesses.” 
 
In developing measures to address the Amendment 18 objectives, the Council hired 
Compass Lexecon in 2013 to analyze catch shares in the groundfish fishery. Their 
report concluded that excessive consolidation did not exist in the groundfish fishery. 
Although we disagreed with this conclusion, the findings came as no surprise 
because Compass Lexecon had previously reached the same conclusion in a study of 
the aforementioned Surf Clam Ocean Quahog fishery, which is widely acknowledged 
as being among the most highly consolidated fisheries in the world.  
 
Based on the Compass Lexecon report, the Council decided to cap potential sector 
contributions (quota) at 15.5% of the aggregate groundfish allowable catch. Far 
from being a real solution, this provision paves the way for greater consolidation by 
allowing single entities to control upwards of 90% of key groundfish species.  
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For example, cod quota in the Gulf of Maine comprised 0.3% of the entire groundfish 
aggregate stock (total of 13 species) in 2015. Since the current quota cap limits 
aggregate ownership across all stocks at 15.5% with no restrictions on individual 
species, one entity would be able to control nearly all of the cod in the Gulf of Maine 
while remaining well below the cap. Allowing one entity to effectively control all of 
the cod in the Gulf of Maine, which is just one example, clearly fails to prevent 
excessive consolidation. Instead, this provision allows a few large companies to own 
and control key species, consolidate the fleet into fewer ports, and eliminate fleet 
diversity. We recommend that NMFS take immediate action to establish quota 
ownership limits of between 2% and 5% per species. 
 
Another major flaw in the Catch Share Program is that quota holders have no 
incentive to harvest their quota. This has created a perverse system where quota 
holders are able to lease their quota to others in perpetuity (by passing it on from 
one generation to the next) and make a profit at the expense of active fishermen 
who cannot afford to buy quota. The result is that fisheries are controlled by outside 
investors and quota prices are skyrocketing. We recommend that NFMS mandate 
owner-operator provisions and reasonable restrictions on quota leasing. These 
restrictions should include limits on the length of time that quota can be leased to 
another individual or entity, with a corresponding reduction in quota and/or 
transfer to other qualified fishermen after a specified time period. 
 
Finally, the Council has allowed data on fishing quota to remain confidential, 
violating the public’s right to know who is controlling their fisheries. Fishing quota 
transactions take place completely in the dark, out of the view of fisheries managers 
and the public. We recommend that NMFS take immediate action to require full 
disclosure of data on quota holdings, leases and transfers.     
 
II. The Council is Failing to Uphold the Public Process  
 
Hundreds of fishermen and members of the public weighed in on Amendment 18 
during a seven-year process. They showed up to the meetings. They wrote letters. 
They articulated clear problems and solutions. Yet the Council effectively ignored 
the majority of public testimonies, failed in its duties to uphold the public process, 
and ultimately adopted an amendment that maintained the status quo.  
 
During those years, fishermen attended Council meetings to provide input, only to 
have the agenda shift at the last minute and not get to have their say. Fishermen 
were interrupted or had their mics turned off. Brett Tolley at NAMA personally had 
his mic turned off or was interrupted on four separate occasions. In one incident at 
the April 2015 Council meeting, the Council Chairman publicly called him an 
“asshole.”   
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A pattern of violating the public process has already been acknowledged by the 
Council. In 2011, the Council requested a third-party review of its “public process.” 
The resulting Touchstone Report acknowledged serious problems and found that 
the Council’s governance process is too complex and discourages active 
participation; lacks collaboration or constructive dialogue; lacks any presence in the 
field or use of industry knowledge; requires overly burdensome reporting along 
with untimely feedback; uses overly complicated wording; is vulnerable to 
filibustering by Council members to prolong meetings; and lacks a vision or 
strategic plan to guide decision-making.  
 
The Touchstone Report also offered solutions including: create a more welcoming 
environment that fosters service to the industry; redesign meetings and provide 
more time on the agenda for collaborative working sessions that promote active 
participation and dialogue; change the meeting layout and format to be more 
collaborative; engage professional facilitators to encourage full participation from 
Council and audience members; prevent individuals from dominating the 
conversation; work with fishermen to understand what information they need to 
receive; and develop a strategic plan for New England fisheries.  
 
According to the Touchstone Report, many have lost faith in the process. The 
Council has a responsibility to show what it has done to implement these 
recommendations. Clearly, what we have experienced and observed demonstrates 
that not much has been done in the way of implementing any of the report’s 
suggestions.  
 
Conclusion 
 
The Catch Share Program is designed to privatize fisheries access and consolidate 
the fishing industry. For seven years, fishermen and the public followed the process 
to ensure that social, environmental, and economic safeguards were established in 
the Catch Share Program. But the process failed them. As it currently stands, the 
Council is incapable of acting is in the best interest of the fishing industry and the 
broader public. Therefore, we will commit to continue seeking recourse outside of 
the Council’s failed process. For trust to be restored among fishermen and the 
public, we need to see a serious commitment from the Council to address these 
issues and restore a genuine participatory democracy in fisheries management. 
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August 19, 2019 
 
Mr. Tom Nies 
Executive Director 
New England Fishery Management Council 
50 Water Street, Mill 2 
Newburyport, MA 01950  
 
Via Email 
 
Dear Tom,  
 
The following are comments submitted by the Northeast Seafood Coalition (NSC) for the 
Groundfish Catch Share Program Review that is being conducted for the first six years of the 
catch share program and includes fishing years May 1, 2010 through April 30, 2016.  
 
First and foremost, NSC wants to highlight that Sectors predate the NOAA Catch Share Policy 
Guidance and that NMFS has made the determination and advised the Council that Sectors are 
not Limited Access Privilege Programs (LAPPs) under the Magnuson-Stevens Act.  
 
The New England Fishery Management Council (Council) made a deliberate decision to develop 
the Amendment 16 sector allocation and management system completely outside of Magnuson 
Stevens Act (MSA) section 303(A) requirements for LAPPs.  If the Council or NOAA (Agency) take 
a future action to establish any IFQ or other LAPP program for groundfish, such a program and 
associated allocations must be subject to all Section 303(A) and other applicable MSA 
requirements.  

 
With this in mind, NSC appreciates the Council’s decision to evaluate relevant data and 
information to the goals and objectives established from groundfish management actions, 
notably Amendment 16, to serve as the basis for this catch share review.  
 
Background  
 
For clarification, the sector system and some of its key elements, were not NSC’s first choice for 
transitioning from the Days-at-Sea management system for the commercial groundfish fishery. 
Nevertheless, NSC made the investment in sponsoring 12 Northeast Fishery Sectors (NEF 
sectors) in order to protect its members’ best interests given the Council’s and Agency’s 
decisions to incorporate sector management as the only viable option to meet new MSA 
requirements under Amendment 16 to the Northeast Multispecies Fishery Management Plan.  
 

http://www.northeastseafoodcoalition.org/
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Consistent with its longstanding support for family-owned businesses and a diverse fishery, NSC 
sponsored and designed the NEF sectors to be inclusive of the full diversity of fleet and 
community demographics that were representative of the entire groundfish fishery.  This 
included vessel size, gear, target stocks and home ports throughout the full range of the fishery.  
The opportunity to join NEF sectors was open to all groundfish permit holders regardless of the 
size of their initial allocations or whether they were members of NSC.    

NSC also developed the NEF sectors to be community-based and to have an internal self-
governance system designed specifically to empower each sector (through its operations plans 
and associated contractual documents) to protect and preserve its unique demographic and 
economic integrity.  Each sector was established as an individual 501(c)(5) corporation with the 
ability to exercise independent, sovereign control over its allocations and internal decision-
making process involving such operational issues as catch management, trading, reporting, 
enforcement and joint and several liability.   
 
Comments 
 
For over the past ten years, NSC has been deeply committed to making sure the sector system 
was a viable option for our members. Unfortunately, we have come to realize that there are 
inherent flaws in the scientific assessment process and management system that are impacting 
the success of sectors. In fact, we have come to learn that these flaws will undermine the 
success of any fishery management program unless they are resolved.  
 
These flaws, along with other lessons learned, are incorporated in our comments below: 
 

1. A successful sector system requires the Council and the Agency, including the NOAA 
Fisheries Science Center, to establish a very constructive partnership with the industry 
and embrace the output control management regime managers fought to implement. 
 
The inability of the system to embrace co-management principals has been a continuous 
struggle since the implementation of sectors. So much so that the NSC, along with other 
industry groups, held an educational workshop for managers shortly after sectors were 
implemented and have had to work continuously with the NEF sectors and the 
Northeast Sector Service Network (NESSN) to educate managers, scientists and 
technical teams on sector operations.  
 
Furthermore, there has been a continuous struggle since sectors were implemented on 
the removal of obsolete input control measures placed under prior management 
regimes. Economic efficiency was highly promoted during the transition to sector 
management and such input controls are the antithesis of efficiency.  They are, in fact, 
designed only to reduce the efficiency of fisheries in order to achieve an aspirational 
fishing mortality objective. 
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2. A successful management program requires reliable estimates of stock abundance.  
 
There has been no meaningful attempt to resolve uncertainty and inconsistency in stock 
abundance estimates for many key groundfish stocks. There remain limitations in the 
models, trawl survey design and indices and environmental factors that are seriously 
impacting these assessments. Since 2013, fishermen have continuously reported they 
spend more time avoiding fish than catching fish that should not be so readily available 
if assessment results were remotely accurate. Until the stock assessment process and 
strategies for estimating abundance are successfully addressed intelligently, 
methodically, and without bias - management will fail.  
 
More monitoring on a highly consolidated fishery at historically low quotas is not the 
answer to improving abundance estimates or management. It instead only requires the 
industry to pay for testing one hypothesis that missing catch, specifically from the 
commercial sector fleet, is leading to retrospective patterns in assessments. It does not 
attempt to resolve a long list of uncertainties that are widely known to be limitations to 
the surveys and stock assessment models used to estimate stock abundance.   
 

3. A successful management system requires a sound economic model.  
 

The sector system is designed in a manner that places a tremendous, perhaps 
unprecedented level of burden on our industry for management, data collection, data 
processing and complex reporting requirements.  Cumulatively, the costs of At-Sea and 
Dockside Monitoring programs coupled with enormous data and reporting 
requirements simply cannot be supported by the fishery in its current state of 
historically low Annual Catch Limits (ACLs).  Vast improvements in sector program 
efficiency as well as in the yield and utilization rates of groundfish stocks will be 
necessary before the industry can begin to take-on such costs.  
 
Furthermore, there is far more benefit and value to fishery dependent data than quota 
monitoring. To date, there has been no attempt to productively use fishery dependent 
data, with high monitoring rates, to address inconsistency in scale for abundance 
estimates.  

 
4. ACL reductions have greatly impacted the profitability of the fleet. ACL reductions have 

produced significant consolidation (fishing activity) across the fleet and throughout 
sectors. This includes smaller platforms that, before sectors, targeted GOM cod as well 
as larger platforms with broader range that fished for flatfish on Georges Bank and in 
Southern New England. ACL reductions have also greatly impaired the market for 
groundfish landings. Low ACLs have led to inconsistency and volatility in prices. Low 
ACLs has greatly impacted diversity of the fleet and financial stability of sectors. In 
addition to ACL reductions, Southern New England vessels have also been greatly 
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impacted by Accountability Measures for non-allocated, non-targeted species – eg. 
windowpane - that have impacted sector viability.  

 
5. The cost to maintain an active vessel in the sector program is no longer a viable option 

for many fishermen. There are far more inactive fishermen leasing their ACE today than 
when sectors started. As a result, quite a few sectors that once depended upon landings 
to generate income have consolidated to reduce overhead. Other sectors have relied 
upon federal disaster aid and grants to keep their sector financially viable.  Today, 
fishing communities are relying heavily upon the landings generated by the few active 
vessels that remain today. This is not sustainable.  

 
Conclusion  
 
The groundfish sector management program has the potential to be successful if co-
management principals are embraced, the stock assessment process improves, realigning ACLs 
for key stocks that are severely underestimated is made a priority, and operational costs remain 
low when compared to potential revenue.  
 
Unfortunately, there is no comprehensive plan being developed to improve abundance 
estimates or realign ACLs while industry costs are positioned to increase substantially with the 
monitoring alternatives proposed under Amendment 23. This does not bode well for the 
fishery, the sector program or any federal management program that would be in place at this 
point in time.  
 
On behalf of the NSC, thank you for the opportunity to offer comments for this review.  
 
Sincerely,  
 

 
Jackie Odell 
Executive Director   
 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Tom Nies, Executive Director 
New England Fishery Management Council 
50 Water Street, Mill 2 
Newburyport, MA 01950 
 

 
August 23, 2019 

Dear Director Nies,  
 
 
The Maine Coast Fishermen’s Association (MCFA) is an industry-based non-profit which identifies and 
fosters ways to restore the fisheries of the Gulf of Maine and sustain Maine’s historic fishing communities 
for future generations. Established and run by Maine community-based fishermen, MCFA works to 
enhance the ecological and financial sustainability of the fishery through balancing the needs of the 
current generation of fishermen with the long-term environmental restoration of the Gulf of Maine. With 
members living in Maine towns ranging from Cutler to Kittery, our fishermen represent diverse fishing 
practices who have come together to form a cohesive voice as stewards of the Gulf of Maine and their 
communities. Additionally, MCFA manages the Maine Coast Community Sector which has 60 members 
in Maine, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts. While MCFA was formed by a group of fishermen from 
Port Clyde in the mid 2000’s, it was the transition into the sector system that activated many of our 
current members and has been a driving force for much of our work. As such, we are submitting these 
comments on behalf of the Maine Coast Fishermen’s Association and its board of directors for the Catch 
Share Program Review in the New England groundfish fishery.  
 
The transition to sectors was something that the Maine Coast Fishermen’s Association supported in 
Amendment 16. At that time, fishing members were concerned about regulations which were creating 
unnecessary discards and undermining the rebuilding of groundfish stocks. That hope was that by 
moving to a catch share program, fishermen would get some business flexibility while putting important 
fishing mortality constraints in place. This would create better science, better management, a healthy 
fishery and more profitable businesses. After 8 years of participating in this program, unfortunately, this 
experiment thus far has been a failure. The idea behind the move to sectors was sound, and many of our 
members still support the concept, but successful catch share management relies on accurate data and 
accountability on the water and when those things don’t exist the management system can’t be effective. 
Attempts have been made, and continue to be made to fix the issues that currently exist in New England, 
but it is clear that this management regime was pushed out the door without fully thinking through its 
implications and many of the attempts to apply Band-Aids after the fact have not been successful. One 
fishermen we talked to about these questions put it quite simply:  
 

“We went from a system the forced us into discards, to one that required us not to have 
any. In day-at-see discards weren’t hidden, they existed, and NOAA didn’t penalize us 
for them. We wasted fish but the information helped stock assessments. We move to 
sectors and suddenly they required us not to have any discards and then created an 
incentive for us to throw over the data that they needed to manage the fishery. It kills me 
to say it but the fish stocks probably would have been better under the old system.” 

 
That being said, we still have an opportunity to fix the sector program. After this review process, the 
council should set up a comprehensive response to the concerns and issues raised and address the short 
comings of this system for fishing businesses, fishing communities, and the marine resources. The New 
England groundfish fishery is on the cusp of seismic change. Some for good, some for bad, but all will 
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have resounding and far reaching impacts. I hope that NOAA and the Council and NOAA will dedicate 
the resources needed to plan for the future of this fishery and build a path that leads to intended outcomes 
and shared success for all boats 
 
In following with the public meetings, MCFA’s comments are broken into sections to address the specified 
questions and issues as outlined by the Council.  
 
 
Impacts to Businesses: 
 

Overview of the Maine Coast Community Sector 
  

Active 
Boats 

Enrolled 
permits 

groundfish 
landings 

2010 16 41 979,989 

2011 17 39 1,756,521 

2012 18 45 1,585,036 

2013 13 46 1,177,109 

2014 11 46 1,278,537 

2015 10 45 724,161 

2016 10 53 369,037 

2017 14 72 803,172 

2018 15 68 1,323,971 

 
Fishing in a sector has created some opportunities for fishermen, but there are significant burdens as 
well. The leasing of allocation and additional costs of fishing are significant factors for fishermen to 
consider and many fishermen who have other options choose not to groundfish because of restrictions in 
access to allocation. This is even true in our sector where we have worked with partners to build a permit 
bank to increase access to affordable allocation. Fishermen WANT to go fishing but the resources, or the 
allocation doesn’t allow it. It is expensive to go fishing in the groundfish fishery. No one in our sector has 
been able to use their increased flexibility to create new markets for fish. Port Clyde Fresh Catch was built 
with that in mind, but that dream was never truly realized for groundfish in that project. The price at the 
dock has been extremely variable and is not connected to the lease price creating profit and loss gaps for 
fishing businesses. The allocation setting process lags behind what fishermen see on the water creating 
lost opportunities and increased costs. Fishermen have been able to utilize allocation to make some 
money while participating in other fisheries, but that doesn’t offset what was a significant income for 
many Maine fishing businesses. We have had several fishermen we work with have to sell out, or take 
jobs on shore out of necessity, not choice.  
 
With new mega businesses joining the New England groundfish fleet we are beginning to see significant 
investment in boats and permit acquisition, but because of the lack of a realistic ownership cap, or 
regulations that can help protect small scale fishing businesses and the marine resources, this is a huge 
cause for concern. Many fishermen would like to see the upgrade restrictions reassessed. We have issues 
with length and horsepower and right-sizing boats and businesses for the current makeup of the fish 
stocks, but now there is increasing weariness of what a large muti-tiered business might do if they could 
put a permit on any size boat. We need to identify ways to help fishermen right-size their vessels so they 
are safe and run efficiently BUT we must also protect the soul of the industry and protect the smaller and 
mid-sized businesses. This should have been addressed at the start, should have been addressed in A18 
and should be reassessed now.  
 
Overall, fishermen we have talked to regarding these questions pointed to lease costs and sector costs as 
the single biggest issue that sectors has created for their businesses. As one fishermen put it: 



 

 

 
“I hate leasing fish. I lose almost all my profit on certain trips if I run into cod. I can’t 
keep good crew, I can’t fix the boat, and I’m chasing new opportunities like monkfish so 
that I don’t have to worry about allocation. Basically, it’s cod. I can’t stay away from it, 
no one can, and it’s killing the small boats.” 

 
 
Impacts to Community: 
In short, there are less fishermen fishing in groundfish right now, BUT many are beginning to see a need 
to invest in permits to create diverse fishing businesses for the future. This past year was the first time 
that we began to see younger fishermen talk about building businesses in Maine and having groundfish 
be a part of that equation. This is because groundfish is complicated, it is expensive, there is so much 
uncertainty over the fish stocks from year to year and we have lost a lot of the knowledge because of the 
lack of consistent effort. Many of the captains are older, they are worried about the next generation and 
there is increased uncertainty about their business and community.  
 
That being said, being a part of a sector has empowered many fishermen to participate in policy 
discussions and build relationships with other fishermen and other communities that might not have 
existed previously. There are some real benefits to creating opportunities for fishermen to work together, 
brainstorm ideas, and build community, but over the past few years there has been an increase in 
negativity as opposed to engagement. We had one fisherman respond: 
 

“This whole fishery is broken, why are we working so hard to fix it if no one else even 
cares. If managers won’t act, if NOAA sits on the sidelines, if scientist won’t work with us 
to fix what everyone says is a problem why should we keep trying?”  

 
This is one of the same fishermen who developed numerous research projects and helped start the sector 
in Maine. It is disheartening for those who are trying to see what is happening around them.  
 
Impacts to the Ecosystem  
In an allocation-based system based upon data, accountability, and science, we have not made the 
investments to ensure we know what our impacts are to the ecosystem and what we do know takes a very 
long time to get into the management process. Because of discarding, because of inaccurate science and 
data, we have seen huge swings in both biomass and allocation. This isn’t how an allocation system is 
supposed to manage the marine resources. These dramatic swings in availability of fish, and the lease 
price of those fish, not only puts the ecosystem at risk, it also undermines businesses and communities. 
For species like pollock and haddock which have an artificially high allocation, fishermen are forced to 
focus their catch on those stocks and may potentially be driving them down. Flatfish that have high lease 
prices and low at the dock price for small fish create incentives to contaminate the data stream through 
discards or misreporting. Individually, these issues may be small, but the add up and have an impact on 
all parts of our fishery. Fishermen have invested in new gear to avoid small fish or constraining allocations 
like cod, but we have only really seen that happen with boats in the 100% accountable Electronic 
Monitoring project. We should do more to create incentives for fishermen to develop new gear and fishing 
methods, but currently the structure isn’t in place to create those opportunities for innovators.  
 
 
Changes to Sectors and Future Opportunities  
The Maine Coast Community Sector has absorbed one other sector and numerous boats from other 
sectors over the years. This is because we try and keep our costs low and create incentives for fishermen 
to join and participate. We also have a one person, one vote, rule which gives event he smallest of fishing 
businesses a say in the operations of the sector. We hope to continue to add new vessels and businesses 
and find ways to reduce cost and create opportunity. The increased monitoring is important, but it MUST 
be cost effective and it can’t be something that forces the small boats and small businesses out of the 



 

 

fishery. We have been working to develop camera monitoring programs to create a cost-effective way to 
address this problem, but there is a lot of concern about the increased costs of monitoring.  
 
Further issues the council should address after Amendment 23 in groundfish: 
 

• Recalibrating the stock assessment survey boat 

• Baseline adjustments  

• Permit splitting 

• Impactful allocation caps 

• Inshore/offshore fisheries 

• New entrant programs 

• Streamlined sector management  
 
And finally, as one fisherman put it: 
 

“there are fish in the ocean, there is a fishery out there for us. We just need the science to 
catch up and the management to fix the problems before it is too late. I want my kid to 
go fishing, I want to really go fishing again. We messed up a lot, I don’t know how many 
more times we can mess up and make it through.” 

 
Thank you for your time and consideration in these efforts.  
 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
 
Ben Martens 
Executive Director  
 



James A. Odlin 

Atlantic Trawlers Fishing 

P.O. Box 288 

Portland, ME  04112 
207 871-8050 

Jimodlin1@gmail.com  

 

 

 

 

2019 Groundfish Catch Share Program Review 

Port Meetings  

Proposed Agenda and Focus Questions 

 

Time Topic 

4:30-4:45 Welcome and Introduction 

4:45-5:15 Impacts to Business 

 

Focus Questions: 

− Do you fish in a sector? Yes Why or why not?  

− How has being part of a sector changed your business operations? 

We have been able to increase our catch of the healthier stocks of 

haddock and redfish.  Has it added any efficiencies or burdens to 

your business?  

− Describe your experience with ACE leasing, both within your sector 

and between sectors. What drives your leasing partnerships? It is 

mostly price driven and since we target redfish and haddock, we 

−  can avoid so called choke stocks.  

− Have market opportunities shifted as a result of the catch share 

program? If so, how (e.g., new markets, more stable relationships 

with dealers/wholesalers, new products, fewer products, 

diversification of fishing practices, and consumer perceptions of 

sustainability)? We have opened many new markets on redfish and 

haddock because we can offer consistent supply at long term fixed 

prices. 

− How have you changed in your delivery timing and/or the processes 

for delivering your catch? We have made substantial investments in 

improving the quality of our fish. 

 

mailto:Jimodlin1@gmail.com


5:15-5:45 Impacts to Community 

 

Focus Questions: 

− How has the cultural or economic landscape of your community 

changed in response to the catch share program? There is no doubt 

that there has been changes, however, I ask what would the fisheries 

look like if we did not have sectors? I do not think anyone could 

have survived if we had to manage on these low quota choke stocks 

under a hard tac system with something like DAS. 

− How have you seen participation in the Groundfish Fishery change? 

Yes What aspects of the catch share program influenced these 

changes? We believe that because the science is so far off from the 

reality of what most fisherman see on the water, that it has caused 

unmeasurable damage to the fleet, some people for one reason or 

another have been unable to adapt and avoid the so called choke 

stocks. 

− How was your port affected by the economic disaster declaration in 

2012? Did you witness changes to business during this time? 

Not sure 

 

5:45-6:15 Impacts to the Ecosystem 

 

Focus Questions: 

− How have you seen fishing stocks change since the catch share 

program began? We have seen catch rates on the healthy stocks rise 

to the highest levels I have ever seen in over 50 years. 

− Are stock-specific allocations and leasing an effective way to 

manage stocks?  If we have to have hard tac on these stocks, I see no 

other way. How do choke stocks affect your quota utilization? 

Without the ability to target the healthy stocks through various ways 

like searching for large concentrations and the ability to handle large 

catches at once, the use of a separator trawler it would be 

impossible. 

− Have you invested in gear that reduces impacts on the environment 

(e.g., minimizes impacts on fish habitat) or provides greater 

selectivity of catch (e.g., reduces non-target or bycatch)? How has 

fishing in a sector influenced these decisions? Yes, we have made 

large investments in selective fishing gear over the years. 



6:15-6:45 Changes to Sectors and Future Opportunities 

 

Focus Questions: 

− Is your original sector still active? Yes If not, why?  

− How has the structure or operation of your sector changed since it 

first started? Not a lot 

− Does the current sector program design align with the original goals 

of the program? Yes without a doubt. 

− Are there design aspects of the catch share program that should be 

changed? How and why should they change? Not sure at this point. 

− What future opportunities are in store for sectors? How do you 

anticipate sectors might change in the next 5 -10 years? The science 

has to catch up to reality.  

6:45-7:00 Open forum for additional comments and closing remarks.  
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Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
Division of Marine Fisheries 
251 Causeway Street, Suite 400 

Boston, Massachusetts  02114 

(617) 626-1520 

fax (617) 626-1509

 

 

 

August 9, 2019 

 

Mr. Thomas Nies 

Executive Director 

New England Fishery Management Council 

50 Water Street, Mill 2,  

Newburyport, MA 01950 

 

Re: Groundfish Catch Share Program Review 

 

Dear Mr. Nies: 

Is the groundfish catch-share program (groundfish sectors) meeting its goals and 

objectives?  To borrow from the “Scallop Limited Access General Category (LAGC) IFQ Fishery 

Program Review 2010 - 2015 (LAGC IFQ Report),” that answer depends on answers to several 

other questions informed by:  

1. the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act (MSA),  

2. NOAA Fisheries Guidance for Conducting Review of Catch Share Programs, 

3. NOAA Fisheries Catch Share Policy, and  

4. goals and objectives of Amendments 16, 17 and 18 (Appendix 1). Amendment 16 

established the sector catch share program as we know it while Amendments 17 

and 18 established enhancements to the sector system. And, 18 dealt with 

consolidation, excessive shares (one of my favorite topics), and fleet diversity. 

 

Meeting FMP Goals and Objectives 

The catch-share program was designed to comply with groundfish catch-limit requirements 

and stock rebuilding deadlines through the establishment of annual catch limits (ACLs) and the 

expanded use of “sectors.”  General review of the economic, social and biological performance of 

the groundfish catch-share program must evaluate the sector system’s ability to control capacity, 

mortality, and excessive shares while promoting fishery conservation and management.  

Specifically, Amendment 16 cites the implementation of sectors as a tool to address 

several needs including: meeting mortality objectives; minimizing bycatch and mortality of 

bycatch; and addressing “numerous issues with respect to the administration of the fishery in 

order to promote efficiency and improve management capabilities.” 

The following arranges goals and objectives (Appendix 1) into a question format.  Has the 

Groundfish Catch Share Program: 

1. managed the groundfish fishery at sustainable levels resulting in optimum yield?  
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2. aligned fishery capacity and resource condition to achieve economic efficiency, biological 

conservation and fleet diversity? 

3. promoted fleet diversity? 

4. maintained directed commercial and recreational fisheries? 

5. minimized adverse impacts to fishing communities and shoreside infrastructure, as 

practicable? 

6. promoted resilience and stability of fishing businesses through diversification, quota 

utilization and capital investment? 

7. provided reasonable and regulated access for all public consumers and recreational anglers 

during rebuilding? 

8. promoted stewardship in the fishery? 

9. enhanced sectors to effectively engage industry to achieve management goals and improve 

data quality? 

10. prevented excessive shares of access privileges? and 

11. promoted safety, compliance, and enforcement? 

 

An informed catch-share program review requires answering these questions. However, 

the review will be seriously if not fatally flawed if major developments since April 2016 (the limit 

of this review’s temporal scope) are ignored. Major enforcement actions and monitoring analyses 

have occurred since April 2016, and while seemingly outside the scope of this review, their 

potential and observed impacts on any conclusions should be noted as part of this important 

review. Ignoring the more current setting in which the catch-share program and this review resides 

will seriously undermine this effort.   

For example, the Groundfish Plan Development Team’s Analysis of Groundfish 

Monitoring must be considered; otherwise, a blind-eye will be turned towards a critical element of 

groundfish sector management and accountability.  The PDT’s presentation to the SSC in April 

2019 noted that there was (and is) “no independent verification of discards on unobserved trips, 

and observers estimated sub-legal discard rate on 14-32% of trips.”  Quotas must cover all catch 

(sublegal landings and landings).    

The PDT concluded: “Availability of quota leasing information will enhance the ability to 

track, monitor, or enforce based on discard incentives.”  That information is unavailable to 

analysts.   Even so, the PDT concluded the proportion of landings with a positive discard incentive 

for Gulf of Maine cod (2015-2017) was about 20%, for example.    

Another indication of a catch-share system problem was the PDT conclusion that 

“unobserved gillnet catch has increased discrepancy over time, and predicted catch was 40% 

(2015) and 68% (2017) greater than reported giving evidence of a potential compliance 

problem.”  And, of course, we have the Carlos Rafael “compliance problem” and the major 

complications it has caused for catch accounting and stock assessment results for a variety of 

groundfish stocks. Only because Mr. Rafael attempted to sell his business was the severity of his 

non-compliance appreciated.  How has federal enforcement and monitoring improved since that 

detection?   

 

Economic Performance 

Two programs run by the Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries (MA DMF) during 

this review period directly inform how sector members have performed economically: (1) the 

Revolving Loan Fund (RLF) and (2) the Commonwealth’s Groundfish Disaster Economic 

Assistance Program (see Appendices 2 and 3 for final reports). As laudable as these initiatives 
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were, the fact that there was a need for their existence speaks to the realization, or lack thereof, of 

achievement of the catch-share program’s economic efficiency, fleet diversity, quota utilization, 

capital investment, as well as equity goals and objectives.  

Federal management of the groundfish fishery now relies on the sector framework to 

mitigate economic impacts of low ACLs. Yet, a 2010 Massachusetts Marine Fisheries Institute 

(MFI) Report on Economic and Scientific Conditions in the Massachusetts Multispecies 

Groundfishery (Appendix 4) showed the transition to catch shares (sector management) under 

Amendment 16 to the Northeast Multispecies Fishery Management Plan caused shifts in the 

distribution of quota (or income) worth $21 million in direct economic losses and forgone yield 

worth $19 million for the Massachusetts groundfish fishery.  

Additional reports contributed to by DMF provide a Break-Even Analysis of the New 

England Groundfish Fishery for FY2009 and FY2010 (Appendix 5) and Comparative Economic 

Survey and Analysis of Northeast Fishery Sector 10 South Shore, Massachusetts (Appendix 6). 

Both explore the disproportionate and adverse effects of sector management and allocation 

decisions on various groups of fishermen.  

The FMP’s goal for the catch-share program is to “(c)reate a management system so that 

fleet capacity will be commensurate with resource status so as to achieve goals of economic 

efficiency and biological conservation and that encourages diversity within the fishery.”  This has 

been a futile effort due to low levels of numerous groundfish stocks, a fact recognized when the 

Secretary of Commerce noted in the 2013 Disaster Declaration that it was “unlikely that all 

economic impacts can be mitigated solely through fisheries management measures… Low levels of 

these stocks are causing a significant loss of access to fishery resources with anticipated revenue 

declines that will greatly affect the commercial fishery…” In short, the Council’s groundfish 

catch-share program has not countered the negative economic impacts of poor resource 

conditions.  In fact, the catch-share program has worsened some of the negative impacts of low 

ACLs (e.g., inequitable access to lease markets).  
 

Social Performance 

The catch-share program has clouded or masked fishermen’s understanding of market 

dynamics by failing to make the ACE lease market fully transparent.  Such veiling undermines 

examining and achieving equity goals.  

Numerous analyses informing a range of management actions (e.g., setting reference 

points, catch limits and effective catch-monitoring coverage levels) and performance reviews 

(e.g., NEFSC annual groundfish performance reports) have suffered from the need to make 

assumptions about the ACE lease market. Importantly, analyses simply have not accounted for 

quota-leasing costs. 

Consider this important point highlighted in an earlier study commissioned by DMF in 

anticipation of large-scale sector management.  Sectors, versus a properly run and administered 

Individual Transferable Quota (ITQ) scheme “have markets that are less transparent and 

relatively inefficient and inflexible featuring fixed links between groundfish permits, vessels, and 

potential sector contributions.  Market-based programs function best with open, transparent, and 

active markets” (Macinko & Whitmore 2009; Appendix 7). 

On the subject of excessive shares MA DMF continues to disagree with the overly 

prescribed definition linked solely to market power.  It was a positive step in the implementation 

of Amendment 18 when NMFS required permit transfers for those that have exceeded the 

accumulation limit to meet an arms-length requirement.  A review of any such transfers would be 

informative towards the catch share program’s equity goals.  We encourage that review. 
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Our final emphasis on the social performance of catch shares is on permit banks. 

Numerous lease-only entities have arisen.  We have unanswered questions: what has been their 

purpose and how does that now align with goals and objectives of the overall catch share program; 

what has been achieved; what communities and fishermen have and have not benefited from 

access to private permit banks; is it appropriate for many fishermen to have banked their quota 

privileges at the expense of active fishermen struggling to find and lease quota even at exorbitant 

lease prices?  Moreover, according to Macinko and Whitmore (2009),“(T)he relationship between 

sectors and community benefits warrants (close) consideration. Community benefits cannot be just 

assumed to happen via a trickle-down process.”  

One remaining question: how will this review consider and include the NEFSC Final 

Groundfish Performance Report which spans a similar review time period?  That report  

“evaluate(d) the economic and social performance of active limited access Northeast multispecies 

(groundfish) vessels for fishing years 2007-2015” (Murphy et al. 2018), which speaks mainly to 

Goals 2 through 4 of the Groundfish FMP.   
 

Biological Performance 

Amendment 16 expanded “the use of sectors that have their catch limited by a quota. As 

long as quotas are set consistent with the target fishing mortality rates and sectors are adequately 

monitored so that catch does not exceed the allocated quota, target mortality should be achieved.” 

As remarked in Macinko & Whitmore (2009), “A New England Dilemma: Thinking Sectors 

Through,” “Sectors hold great promise to improve the conservation of key stocks because they are 

predicated upon total allowable catch limits (TACs). However, the conservation benefits of sectors 

are not guaranteed; instead, they rest on the ability to set, monitor, and enforce sustainable 

TACs.”  Accordingly, has the catch share system achieved this goal?  We suspect not because the 

program has monetized discards creating economic incentives to discard.  

 

Governance Performance 

The impact of the catch share program on management processes and timelines also should 

be assessed as part of this review. The Council’s FMP Performance Measure White Paper would 

be informative in crafting a response. Affording fishermen the personal choice to assess whether 

individual catch shares are a better alternative for them has likely stretched the administrative 

abilities of government bureaus that must monitor and enforce fishing activity.  

In adopting the groundfish catch-share program, the Council and NMFS introduced new 

measures affecting conservation, social equity, economics and rationalization as well as 

governance. It is a vast scope but one requiring and deserving of careful and methodical review 

towards the achievement of intended goals and objectives. Echoing our comments on Amendment 

16, good and sound stewardship is a goal we all share. That goal is supported well through 

effective and ongoing review of the sweeping catch-share program first implemented nearly 10 

years ago.    

It has been 10 years since the Macinko & Whitmore Report was published.   We 

recommend the Council determine if the authors’ conclusions were accurate and even prophetic.  

For example, they concluded:  

(1) The current approach to sectors appears to be driven by an extreme faith in 

privatization, deregulation, and devolution of authority.  Mere faith that private 

ownership promotes stewardship will not contribute towards solving the monitoring 

and enforcement challenges on which conservation truly depends, and could spell 

disaster for sectors.   
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(2) Although limiting impacts to the dayboat/smallboat fleet is an expressed goal of the 

Council, besides allowing them the option to create their own sector, we see little being 

done to protect these fishers. 

Now, based on many years of actual experience, were these authors correct?  

 

Amendment 18 Follow-up 

 The Council approved Amendment 18 after many years of development.  In April 2017 

this Amendment was implemented. Amendment 18 was developed to promote fleet diversity in 

the groundfish fishery, prevent the acquisition of excessive shares of permits, and enhance sector 

management.   

According to the final rule: “This action limited an entity to holding no more than an 

aggregated average of all allocated groundfish stocks to 15.5 PSC.  With 15 groundfish stocks 

allocated to the fishery, the total PSC across all stocks used by an individual or an entity can be 

no more than 232.5 (an average PSC of 15.5 percent per stock multiplied by 15 stocks). This 

allowed an entity to hold PSC for a single stock in excess of 15.5 percent, so long as the total 

holdings used do not exceed 232.5.”   What analyses have been done to determine if excessive 

shares have not been acquired and fleet diversity still is being promoted?   Does any entity now 

possess 50% of the GOM cod stock while having less than a total holdings of 232.5 PSC?  40%?  

30%?   Evaluating the success of the groundfish catch-share system must include this sort of 

analyses.    

 

Conclusion 

 I anticipate the most recent information and insights into the success and problems with 

groundfish sector management provided by the PDT, SSC, and even fishermen who attended the 

public meetings might not be addressed due to the charge to the contractor and the notice of 

Council intent.  I hope as a follow-up to that work most recent years’ events and analyses can be 

incorporated into Council discussion/decisions. These cannot be neglected and put off until the 

next review of this catch-share program many years into the future.   

I began with 11 questions and added a few more along the way.   I anticipate many will be 

answered through the review.  Some will require more work.    

I end with this question: After many years of experience with some trial and error, how is 

catch really being “shared?” 

As always, I thank you for leadership and attention to detail. 

 

        Sincerely yours, 

 

 

 

 

David E. Pierce, Ph.D. 

Director 

cc 

Daniel McKiernan 

Melanie Griffin 

Greg DeCelles 

Michael Petony & Sarah Heil 
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Attachment 1. The goals and objectives of the Northeast Multispecies FMP, as described in 

Amendments  13 and 16.  

 

Goal 1. Consistent with the National Standards and other required provisions of the 

Magnuson Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act and other applicable law, 

manage the Northeast multispecies complex at sustainable levels.  

Goal 2. Create a management system so that fleet capacity will be commensurate with 

resource status so as to achieve goals of economic efficiency and biological conservation 

and that encourages diversity within the fishery.  

Goal 3. Maintain a directed commercial and recreational fishery for Northeast 

multispecies.  

Goal 4. Minimize, to the extent practicable, adverse impacts on fishing communities and 

shoreside infrastructure.  

Goal 5. Provide reasonable and regulated access to the groundfish species covered in this 

plan to all members of the public of the United States for seafood consumption and 

recreational purposes during the stock rebuilding period without compromising the 

Amendment 13 objectives or timetable. If necessary, management measures could be 

modified in the future to insure that the overall plan objectives are met.  

Goal 6. To promote stewardship within the fishery.  

 

Objective 1. Achieve, on a continuing basis, optimum yield for the U.S. fishing industry. 

Objective 2. Clarify the status determination criteria (biological reference points and 

control rules) for groundfish stocks so they are consistent with the National Standard 

guidelines and applicable law.  

Objective 3. Adopt fishery management measures that constrain fishing mortality to levels 

that are compliant with the Sustainable Fisheries Act.  

Objective 4. Implement rebuilding schedules for overfished stocks, and prevent 

overfishing.  

Objective 5. Adopt measures as appropriate to support international transboundary 

management of resources.  

Objective 6. Promote research and improve the collection of information to better 

understand groundfish population dynamics, biology and ecology, and to improve 

assessment procedures in cooperation with the industry.   

Objective 7. To the extent possible, maintain a diverse groundfish fishery, including 

different gear types, vessel sizes, geographic locations, and levels of participation.  

Objective 8. Develop biological, economic and social measures of success for the 

groundfish fishery and resource that insure accountability in achieving fishery 

management objectives.  

Objective 9. Adopt measures consistent with the habitat provisions of the MSA, including 

identification of EFH and minimizing impacts on habitat to the extent practicable.  

Objective 10. Identify and minimize bycatch, which include regulatory discards, to the 

extent practicable, and to the extent bycatch cannot be avoided, minimize the mortality of 

such bycatch.  
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To:   Heather Cronin, hcronin@GMRI.org 

 Jonathan Labaree, jlabaree@GMRI.org 

 

Cc: Amy Morris, fgsector@gmail.com 

 

Re:   Comments on the “Catch Share Program” in the New England Multispecies fishery 

 

Date:  September 6, 2019 

 

I am a lifelong commercial hook fisherman and have been in a sector since 2004 with the inception of 

the Georges Bank Hook-Only Sector.  The Hook Sector was absorbed by the Georges Bank Fixed Gear 

Sector several years ago.  My vessel currently participates in the 100% EM program.  I believe Catch 

Share management can work in New England, and it represents the best chance for future resource and 

fishery success.  However, I cannot in good faith respond to your solicitation for comments on the 

“Catch Share Program” in New England since one has never been implemented here.  The sham of a 

“program” implemented under amendment 16 in 2010 did not include a provision for adequate 

monitoring and enforcement of quotas, and therefore cannot be reasonably called “Catch Shares”. 

 

Amendment 16 ushered in a switch from input-control management, an unmitigated disaster, to output 

controls.  The sector and catch share system was always envisioned with 100% monitoring for the first 

several years, to get a handle on systemic issues of market discarding (among others) in the fishery.  The 

program was doomed to fail the moment it was voted in with monitoring levels that only examined a 

minute fraction of the trips made instead of all of them.  Combined with a lack of shoreside monitoring 

and inadequate resources for fisheries enforcement, the Council created a system with no accountability 

that rewarded fishermen who circumvented the system, the best example being Carlos Rafael.  

Resources continue to suffer, markets have shrunk and we are inundated with Canadian, Icelandic and 

Norwegian fish imports. 

 

Because adequate monitoring and accountability has never been a part of the fishery, the program now 

in place encourages fishermen to lease out quota they hold for species like Gulf of Maine cod at high 

prices ($2-$3/pound) and discard the cod they actually catch while fishing for other species whenever 

they don’t have an observer, which is on approximately 85% of their trips.  This is bad for the dead-

discard cod and bad for the fisherman who leases the fish, since the market price is often less than the 

lease price, and ultimately disastrous for the resource.  This has gone on for 9 years since Amendment 

16 was implemented, and looks likely to continue.  With no dockside monitoring, vessels can claim to be 

landing pollock or redfish, which lease for $0.005 per pound, while actually sending grey sole or cod over 

the dock. 

 

The obvious solution is to “adjust” the current situation by monitoring the fishery at 100%, either by 

utilizing human observers, cameras, or some combination.  Another way would be to close the fishery 

completely until resources recover and someone comes up with a better idea.  Some fishermen would 

prefer to go back to input controls, but would be unlikely to support them if they included 100% 

accountability.  But to continue to label the system in place at present a “Catch Share Program” is to 

forever taint the notion that quota management can work here.  Fix the system, then review it! 

 

Eric Hesse 

FV Tenacious II 
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